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There are more than five miles of bike paths on campus that make it easy for students to get around. Holly Tegges, freshman in CBA, rides her bike past Greg Hall on an early fall day.
Heather McLane, junior in LAS, enjoys one of the first nice days of spring while surrounded by student artwork during Art on the Quad, an exhibition put on by Art and Design every year.
Illini fans take football seriously. Game day is a campus-wide holiday lasting from the morning tailgate to the late-night celebration parties.
Members of the Marching Illini walk off of the field after halftime of the game against Michigan. The band's halftime show ends with the famous Three In One performance, featuring Chief Illiniwek.
In the center of the Quad, Andy Weith and Cari Hogan, juniors in FAA, practice their skills for the Illini Roller Hockey Club on Quad Day. Gabriel Calderon, a junior in LAS, and John Hudson, graduate student, work at a booth for Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and Transsexual issues.
The Quad is the heart of the University of Illinois campus where students go before and after their classes.
Not many people have the privilege of only having to walk ten steps to get to their office in the morning.

But, Nancy Cornish, Resident Director of Allen Hall, does have this privilege. This is her third year in the position at the University. She has spent two years at Allen Hall, and started at Busey-Evans.

Ever since Cornish started her undergraduate degree at Colorado State, she said that the job seemed like a good fit for her.

"I was really involved during my undergraduate years," Cornish said. "I was an RA, I did student government, anything that I could get involved in. This is something that I enjoy and that I think I'm good at."

Filling out vouchers for programs, helping students work out roommate problems, and working with her staff of resident advisors are just some of the activities that Cornish does during a normal day at work.

"All in all, my job is to make sure that the day to day lives of students here are happy so they can concentrate on their academics," she said.

Cornish also compares her job to maintaining a hotel.

"You're checking people out, you're checking people in, and you're making sure everyone is happy," she said. "It's got a lot of the same characteristics."

Cornish earned her graduate degree in Student Personnel in Higher Education before she became the Resident Director of Busey-Evans. She said that she wanted to come to University of Illinois because, for the most part, people seemed like they wanted to be here.

"I wanted to be at a school that was a flagship," she said. "I also liked how the school was away from a major city. I think it really gives everyone a good college town experience."

For Cornish, a resident director is just an entry-level position before she hopes to move on to another, more influential position. She hopes to attend law school in Colorado.

Cornish wants to stay connected with students, however, by teaching higher education classes.

Cornish's job is unique to other resident directors at the University because she is also the Assistant Director of Unit One, one of the learning communities in the residence halls that offers classes, speakers, and different programs to students living in Allen Hall.

"Many of the people living in Allen participate in Unit One without even knowing it," she said. "For instance, we all went to see Rent, which was largely paid for by the Unit One program."

Unit One also offers a Guest and Resident Program, where people who are exceptional in their field of study come and stay in Allen for two weeks. There is also a Freshman Orientation at the beginning of each school year to get freshmen acquainted with Unit One.

Cornish says Allen is a great hall to be a resident director in because all students had to write an essay about why they wanted to live there.

"There are half returners, half freshman living in this year, and all of them choose to live here," she said. "All of them took extra time to become involved in this community. It's almost like a small liberal arts college within itself."

Cornish added that living in the residence halls gives people a common bond.

"Living in the halls is the best way to meet people," she said. "You can always find people similar to you and who are going through the same things as you are."

Above all, Cornish's favorite part about her job is the interaction with the students.

"I love hanging out with the students here," she said. "It's great to have students stop by just to say hi, tell me how their day is going, or if they're going home that weekend. The conversations are what I love the most." ★ story by Kristin Myers
As Resident Director of Allen Hall, Nancy Cornish’s main job is to "make sure everyone is happy." Ever since she was an undergraduate at Colorado State she felt that being a resident director was the perfect job for her. *Photos by Patrick Mooney*
“I’ve been working for 32 years and I have had 10 different bosses. He is the absolute best.”

-Eileen Gifford, Chancellor Aiken’s administrative assistant

If you were asked who the chancellor of U of I was and what his job was, would you be able to answer? Well in case you were wondering, he is Michael T. Aiken. Many students are oblivious to job description that goes along with being chancellor of a university, but hopefully this will provide some insight.

Chancellor Aiken, who is retiring after this school year, was born in 1932. He received his Associate’s degree from the University of Mississippi and this Ph.D. from the University of Michigan in 1964. He has been a research assistant, a professor, and a dean, just to name a few, before becoming chancellor of U of I in 1993.

“I had been at the University of Wisconsin for 21 years. I had long known Illinois. I also knew the quality and excellence of U of I, and when the opportunity came along, I pursued it,” said Chancellor Aiken.

Each of the three University of Illinois campuses have a chancellor or C.E.O. He or she is the equivalent of the president of the United States. The chancellor’s job is to preside over all campus matters. The chancellor makes decisions from problems solving campus issues to the quality of the faculty and staff on campus.

All student have received mass e-mails from Chancellor Aiken regarding issues like campus drinking, or reminders of cordiality to athletes visiting from other schools. This is because when problems are caused on campus, it is up to the chancellor to correct them.

Chancellor Aiken must make decisions that concern the welfare of the campus as a whole. Issues such as alcohol and the debate over Chief Illiniwek, have been some of the recent problems that Chancellor Aiken has had to deal with.

“Well we had a surge of students drinking too much and being hospitalized. I along with the vice chancellor sought to find some solutions,” Chancellor Aiken said.

As a result of hospitalizations due to drinking, Alcohol 101 classes were enforced and mandatory assessments are now in place. Despite protest from students against these programs, Chancellor Aiken explains why there are necessary.

“Primary responsibility starts here. The basic issue is one of the health of students. These four years in college are also ones used to learn the responsibility with alcohol,” he explains.

Eileen Gifford, Chancellor Aiken’s administrative assistant, became choked up as she talked about her boss. “I’ve been working for 32 years and I have had 10 different bosses. He is the absolute best. He has the ability to multi-task and he gets things done. He really cares deeply on making an impact on the school and the state. He is a brilliant man.”

At this time it is not known our new chancellor will be. He or she is decide by a search committee who advertises the vacancy through a search firm. From there the new chancellor is chosen. But Chancellor Aiken had a piece of advice to pass on.

“I think that we are at a critical juncture at this university where we will have a major hiring in a few years. My advice would be to do that with care,” he replied.

When Chancellor Aiken was asked how he would rate his performance as chancellor, he replied by saying, “Well, I work very hard. I have been very conscientious. I have done what I could to help this university. I think in turn of the results, it is better for others to answer, not me.”

★ Story by Illio Staff Writer
Born into what was commonly referred to as the Black Bottom of Detroit, Michigan, a neighborhood of mostly African-Americans and Jewish residents, Clarence Shelley was the third and youngest boy in a family of nine children. His mother stayed at home and took care of the large family while his father operated a crane for a steel factory.

As a child Shelley was not a child who dreamed to be a fireman or a doctor. Shelley relayed what he wanted to be when he grew up in one word: alive. He enjoyed reading geography as a means of escape and relocation from the place he was growing up in.

"It was a rough neighborhood," Shelley said. "Well, it wasn't exactly rough; it was restricted. Actually it was real peaceful, but I didn't perceive options to be anywhere else."

As he grew through his later teenage years, Shelley graduated from high school and joined the Militia Marines. He worked on freight ships on the Great Lakes, which he said he liked very much.

"There was a lot of food and fresh air," Shelley said. "I saw a lot and hopefully I learned a lot; I think I did."

Upon graduation from Wayne State University, Shelley became a high school English teacher, following in the footsteps of his mentor, who was also an English teacher. Shelley described teaching as work that was so enjoyable he never wanted to do anything else. He taught for 10 years and made sure teaching was not the only involvement he had in the school. He coached junior varsity football, was a Union Delegate, the senior class sponsor and an influence in the African-American Club. Shelley finally left teaching after he said he felt burnt out, saying teaching was a profession, if done well, cannot be done long because the kids need so much, especially from the only all-black high school in Detroit at the time.

Before he left teaching, he organized a procedure to help kids go to college. He took groups of students to college and university campuses for visits and encouraged their interests in higher education because he said he believed education equalized the races. He said he believed higher education would give black students more options.

Eventually, five more high schools asked him to work with their students.

"It was fun and challenging," Shelley said. "It was my chance at making a difference. I am often told I did, but it's hard to know."

With a grant from the government, Shelley's procedure went citywide. He soon ended up at Dartmouth University, where he taught and never went back to his hometown of Detroit. To him, after the riots and Dr. Martin Luther King's assassination, the city would never be the same.

In 1967, the University of Illinois agreed to increase its enrollment of African-American students to 15 students, allowing those who did well to stay for the following year. In April of 1968, outside influences pressed the University to up its enrollment of African-American students even more. The students concerned with the issue pushed for the enrollment of 1,000 students, while the administration wanted only 500 admitted.

During the school year of 1968-69, Shelley helped the 565 admitted African-American students before they even set foot on the campus, but not without foot dragging and animosity, he said. Project 500, as the influx of African-American students was called, brought some negative reactions from a community that Shelley had expected to be more receptive.

"I wanted to have all the black students spread through the dorms and everyone would live together and be happy," Shelley said. "I must have been on crack. The acceptance of other students, faculty, merchants and police I believed to be natural, wasn't."

No longer the assistant dean of students that he was in 1968, Shelley said he did not have the same connection to minority students.

"My job does not involve me directly with students of color, it's a lot more calm," Shelley said. Shelley said he plans on occupying his position as vice-chancellor until the summer of 2001. *Story by Kate Favrow*
Vice-Chancellor Shelley expects to leave his position at the University of Illinois after a long and rewarding career, which included his participation with Project 500 when U of I first began to admit African American students. *Photos by James Willis*
Bill Self became the 15th head coach of the Fighting Illini men’s basketball program, when University of Illinois Athletic Director Ron Guenther hired him with the potential to help the Illini capture the coveted Big Ten Championship for the 2000-2001 season. Self joined the University on June 9, 2000.

Self presently has seven years experience as a head coach. He was recruited by Illinois to replace former coach Lon Kruger, who left for the Atlanta Hawks in May, 2000. Self’s last three coaching seasons were spent at The University of Tulsa, where in his third year he led the Golden Hurricane to a 32-5 record and an Elite Eight appearance in 2000, setting a school record for victories in a season. From this 2000 campaign, Self was named the Don Haskins WAC Coach of the Year. Prior to Tulsa, Self took his program’s previous year’s record of 5-22 to 22-6 over a course of four years, resulting in the school’s first post-season tournament appearance since 1983-84.

At age 37, Self has 15 years of Division I coaching experience. The expert knowledge that he has gained along the years has determined what he looks for while recruiting players, as well as his coaching style in general. Self prioritizes academic ability, athletic ability and shooting accuracy in his recruitment process.

“I want my players to show that they have the ability to get a degree from the University of Illinois.”

“I want my players to show that they have the ability to get a degree from the University of Illinois. From a player standpoint, I look for quickness, toughness, and whether or not a person can shoot,” Self said.

When it comes to motivating his players during practice, Self focuses on turning negative situations into positive ones and attempts to regroup his players when things get off-track. However, he always induces a certain amount of stress upon his players during practice when his performance expectations are not met.

“I think it’s important that players operate under some stress during practices, because if they don’t operate well under stress during practice, no way will they be prepared for the stress they will be under during games,” Self said.

A resident of Oklahoma almost his entire life, Self is enjoying his new home in Champaign. His wife, Cindy, and his children, Lauren and Tyler, have adjusted well and support Self in his new position. Self and his family are looking forward to an extended stay in the land of the Fighting Illini. 

*Story by Kristen Bruns*
Bill Self, who has been called one of the nation's finest young coaches, became the new head coach of the Fighting Illini this year. *Photos by Illio staff photographers and courtesy of Sports Information*
EMINEM'S CONTROVERSIAL LYRICS HAVE SPARKED DEBATES NATIONWIDE.

POP PRINCESS CHRISTINA AGUILERA PERFORMS DURING THE MTV VIDEO MUSIC AWARDS.
“SURVIVOR” CAST MEMBERS RICHARD HATCH, RUDY BOESCH, SUSAN HAWK AND KELLY WIGLESWORTH.

CAST MEMBERS ENTER THE "BIG BROTHER" HOUSE FOR THE FIRST TIME.
SEPTEMBER 9, 2000

VENUS WILLIAMS CELEBRATES HER VICTORY OVER LINDSEY DAVISPORT AT THE U.S. OPEN.

SEPTEMBER 22, 2000  U.S. SWIMMERS ANTHONY ERVIN AND GARY HALL, JR., CELEBRATE THEIR TIE FOR THE GOLD MEDAL IN THE 50 METER FREESTYLE AT THE OLYMPIC GAMES IN SYDNEY.

PHOTOS COURTESY OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
JULY 23, 2000
LANCE ARMSTRONG RIDES DOWN THE CHAMPS ELYSEES
AFTER WINNING THE TOUR DE FRANCE.

OCTOBER 17, 2000
THE NEW YORK YANKEES CELEBRATE WINNING THE AMERICAN LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP. THEY WENT ON TO WIN THE WORLD SERIES.
AFTER LONG LEGAL BATTLES AND RECOUNTS IT WAS DETERMINED THAT GORE AND LIEBERMAN WON THE POPULAR VOTE BUT LOST THE ELECTION IN THE ELECTORAL COLLEGE.
JULY 25, 2000

REPUBLICAN PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE GEORGE W. BUSH AND DICK CHENEY WAVE TO CAMERAS AFTER CHENEY'S ARRIVAL AT THE GOVERNOR'S MANSION.

George W. Bush was declared the President-elect on December 13, 2000 after a U.S. Supreme Court ruling halted the recounts in Florida and Gore announced his concession.
A fire at Abbott Power Plant cancelled classes for the first time since 1983 and left most of campus without power.

Stephanie Katcher, with her mother Linda, speaks at a candlelight vigil for her brother Ryan Katcher, sophomore in CBA, who has been missing since November 5th.
DEMOLITION AND CONSTRUCTION ON GREEN STREET STOPS TRAFFIC AND BRINGS NEW BUSINESS TO CAMPUSTOWN.

OCTOBER 12, 2000

ALLEY CLOSE TO PEDESTRIANS DURING CONSTRUCTION
FOR YOUR OWN SAFETY

PHOTO BY TIM PERRINS

OCTOBER 5, 2000

SHADI BEIDAS, SOPHOMORE IN ENGINEERING, MOURNS THE LOSS OF HIS PALESTINIAN COUSIN WHO HAD BEEN SHOT BY A SNIPER THAT MORNING WALKING HOME FROM SCHOOL.

PHOTO BY MARY MILLER
Student Life
Editor: Kerry L. Brundage
Down The Catwalk

Moms Weekend 2000, held April 7-9, gave mothers an opportunity to visit with their University of Illinois students. Student-mother pairs were seen all over campus as students attempted to give their moms a taste of what the campus had to offer. They enjoyed activities ranging from the annual flower show and fashion show to a night at one of the campus bars.

A main event was the Fire and Ice Fashion Show, sponsored by the Illini Union Board. On Saturday, the Illini Union Ballroom was transformed into "Fire and Ice," which was the theme of the fashion show. The array of clothing for the event was donated from various area stores and the Marketplace and Lincoln Square malls in Champaign and Urbana, respectively.

During the show, a narrator explained how fire and ice formed the Earth, while models wearing pieces of fabric depicted various Darwinian aspects of the theory of evolution. The formal scene included men in tuxedos and women in formalwear, and demonstrated the process of "wooing" members of the opposite sex.

"It was unique in the fact that it portrayed guys being blown off by the girls and vice versa. It had a lot of attitude," said Kristen Bruns, freshman in Nursing and one of the models.

In addition to the fashion show itself, there were separate acts that were performed during the costume changes. Some of the models participated in choreographed dances, and a local campus dance group performed a few numbers as well.

The response to the show was a positive one, and the audience felt that it was a fun activity to be shared across generations. **Story by Trish Frazier**
Kristen Kuroski, freshman in IAS, shines above her admirers, displaying an intense beauty. Above: Nicole Scalzetti, freshman in LAS, and Gabi pose at the catwalk's end, peering through the crowd while maintaining intense gazes. * Photos by Andrew Clark
The Yellow Brick Road Drag Show, which featured drag queens dancing, lip-syncing and modeling extravagant outfits, was not a typical Illini Union Board Event. The unique show attracted a large crowd to Illini Union Rooms B and C on March 31, 2000.

“We had a really good turnout,” said Judy Barocio, sophomore in CBA and area coordinator of the show. “I think there was easily over 400 people there. We were surprised at how well the show turned out.”

The show featured six professional drag queens from the Urbana-Champaign and Springfield area, said Susan Pile, Illini Union Board program adviser. Pile advised the Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, and Transsexual Committee of the IUB, which organized the event.

Mario Peraza, senior in LAS and organizer of the event, said the show’s name was derived from the movie “The Wizard of Oz.” Peraza said the GLBT thought the name was appropriate because a legendary gay icon sang the theme to the movie, “Over the Rainbow.”

Costumes for the show were extremely elaborate, ranging from extravagant ball gowns to headpieces resembling those in Las Vegas casinos, said Pile. She said the performers walked down a catwalk under a spotlight.

All of the drag queens provided their own props and designed their own show. The IUB helped decorate the room with an arc of rainbow-colored balloons over the catwalk.

“The show went really well this year, so I might not change too much (next year),” Peraza said. “One thing I might want to include next year is drag kings instead of just drag queens. Story by Kristin Myers
Not In Kansas Anymore

Yellow Brick Road Drag Show was a Unique Production
A Taste
Of Campus

To get the 2000 freshman class ready for their stay at a university that boasts over 300,000 graduates, 10 Nobel laureates and 17 Pulitzer Prize winners, organizations ranging from the Student Alumni Association to the Division of Intercollegiate Athletics planned programs to help the new students get acquainted.

After moving in, the freshmen were invited to the Union for a Union Late-Nighter from 8 p.m. until 2 a.m. This event gave students a chance to see what the Union had to offer. Special events for the night included demonstrations by a hypnotist, comedic acts, free bowling and billiards and the chance for students to make their own music videos.

The next event scheduled for freshmen was the New Student Convocation, hosted by Chancellor Michael Aiken and more than 200 deans and professors.

"After I heard all about the university, I felt better about going to a more prestigious college," said Julie McHugh, freshman in LAS. "I was like, ‘Ooh, I go here?’"

Following the convocation, the Student Alumni Association, Alumni Association and Division of Intercollegiate Athletics sponsored Illini First Nite. This gathering, held at Memorial Stadium, gave the new students a chance to hear from varsity athletic coaches.

A gathering at IMPE, sponsored by the Division of Campus ⋆ continued
Few students could resist hypnotist Fredrich Winters' suggestions. He tried to induce sleep among those who volunteered to be hypnotized. * Photo by Andrew Clark
Andy Vance, freshman in FAA, celebrates a well-deserved victory against his opponent in sumo wrestling. Below: Professor Orville Vernon Burton speaks to the new student audience about the benefits and experiences yet to come at Assembly Hall during the Neu' Student Convocation. * Photos by Andrew Clark

Recreation, was held after the Illini First Nite. There was free food and beverages, miniature golf and a performance by the local band “Mike & Joe.” The movie “Road Trip” was shown outside by the pool.

“There was a wide variety of activities, either if you are athletic or just want to sit and listen to music,” McHugh said. “It was an easy way to meet people because everyone was new.”

“The goal is to acclimate students to the U of I,” said Ryan Tabaka, senior in ALS who helped organize the event at IMPE. “It gives students the chance to mingle in their first few days with other people in a social environment. It also introduces them to the facilities and programs at campus recreation.” * Story by Kate Favrow
"After I heard all about the university, I felt better about going to a more prestigious college."

-Julie McHugh, freshman in LAS
Joe Cadayona, sophomore in LAS, rallies students walking past his booth on the Quad in an attempt to gain new members for the Philippine Student Association. *Photo by Andrew Clark

Renata Foucre, junior in LAS, expresses her surprise as she loses her footing and winds up in the kiddie pool at the Underwater Hockey booth. *Photo by Andrew Clark
Quad Day
Allowed Everyone On Campus To Discover Ways To Get Involved

Come One, Come All

Tuesday, August 22, 2000 was a big day not only for students, but also for the many student organizations looking to gain new members. Over 300 student organizations set up tables and handed out flyers at the annual Quad Day.

“It was overwhelming,” said Jennifer Warren, freshman in FAA. Warren said that she was excited to join the juggling club. “It displays the diversity of our campus. There was every club imaginable—so many options for everybody. I found people that like to do the same things as me.”

To wrap up the events before classes started on Wednesday, the Illini Union Board sponsored a Quad Cinema, showing the movie “U-571” on Tuesday night. Regularly scheduled on the Quad, the bad weather forced movie watchers to move inside Foellinger Auditorium.

Programs like Quad Day and the Quad Cinema are designed to help freshmen get accustomed to University life. “I found that coming to a big school gave me the chance to meet a lot of people,” said Karen Murray, freshman in LAS. “I was able to open myself up to opportunities that I would have never gotten anywhere else.” ★ Story by Kate Favrow

Student environmentalists Mark Uchanski, junior in ACES, and Jason Zylka, junior in LAS proclaim their environmental beliefs to passing students as Allison Eyring, senior in FAA (far left) hands out literature explaining the Red Bison mission. Left: Offering a variety of visual delights to the large student crowd, Tim Carlson, senior in engineering, Michael Thompson, graduate student in engineering, and Scott Simmons, senior in LAS, practice their juggling abilities. ★ Photos by Andrew Clark
Erik Peirson, junior in engineering, and Team Leader Josh Ushmael, senior in LAS, of Student Patrol serve a noise complaint to the confused members of Alpha Kappa Lamda at 11:30 p.m. The stop at the fraternity house on Fifth and Daniel streets was the Student Patrol's second call of the evening. Above: Melvin Perry, senior in LAS, documents the name of the tenant after responding to one of many "excessive noise" calls of the evening. Meanwhile, Aaron Tulin, junior in engineering, tries to listen closely to his radio to make sure he catches the location of the call. *Photos by Matt Strong and James Willis*
Every night of the school year, whether rain, sleet or snow, Student Patrol Officers (SPOs) reported for duty and geared up with a reflective vest and radio which was on the same frequency as the University Police Department. After a short briefing from their team leaders, SPOs were paired off and went to their designated zones on campus to be “the extra eyes and ears of the police.”

“We are not on some power trip to bust people,” said Timothy Goll, senior in engineering. “Our main purpose is to provide walking escorts and relay crimes or fights so that the proper authorities can handle it.”

Student Patrol consisted of approximately 45 students, who were separated into three different teams that worked every third night from 9 p.m. to 2 a.m. on weekdays and 9 p.m. to 3 a.m. on weekends. Each night, up to 15 Student Patrol Officers walked or biked through assigned areas of campus. Depending on both the area the SPOs were assigned to and the day of the week, their duties ranged from building checks, emergency phone checks and party patrol to escorting students who did not want to walk alone. SPOs were also at football and basketball games, as well as special events or concerts at Assembly Hall to assist with pedestrian traffic. In some instances, SPOs played vital roles in campus safety and assisting the police.

Although the majority of SPOs did not plan a career in law enforcement, a few have changed their minds since they started working for the University Police.

“I began developing interest in becoming a police officer after joining Student Patrol,” said Rhiannon White, junior in LAS. “Police work has always interested me, but getting a hands-on approach has influenced me tremendously. I am seriously considering becoming a cop after I graduate.”

While some students joined Student Patrol because of their interest in the law, other members simply wanted to help make campus a safer place.

Besides the common desire to help out with campus safety, most SPOs agree that there is a strong sense of camaraderie among each team, as well as the group as a whole.

“Working Student Patrol is cool,” said Jay Powell, senior in engineering. “I would like to consider myself friends with a lot of the people I work with.” ★ Story by Tonia Pocic
On September 17, 2000, the Assembly Hall welcomed a group of wrestlers that pounded on one another while following a story line. Yes, the World Wrestling Federation was back at the University of Illinois.

The live WWF show was described as a house show, meaning that it was non-televisioned, had less pyrotechnics and had no giant TV screen that usually shows every angle of action. While there were no new title belt changes or developments in the story line, wrestling fans were thrilled to see their favorite wrestlers up close and personal.

“It’s just cool to see some of the wrestlers on TV doing their thing live,” said Rob Antequino, sophomore in engineering.

Some of the show’s highlights included Intercontinental Champion Eddie Guerrero defeating Crash Holly, and World Tag Team Champions Edge and Christian Jericho defeating Too Cool. The most exciting match, however, was World Champion The Rock’s victory over Chris Benoit, Kane and Rikishi Phatu in a fatal four-way. The audience roared upon The Rock’s entrance and got even louder when he talked to the crowd.

Because the event was not televised, the wrestlers performed some stunts that are usually not allowed. These stunts included the de-pantsing of Grand Master Sexay and thong-wearing Edge. Wrestler Prince Albert took advantage of the looser regulations by putting the only two female wrestlers, Lita and Trish Stratus, in funny poses while they were unconscious. Spontaneous stunts such as these keep WWF fans coming back for more shows.

Though this was not the first WWF appearance at Assembly Hall, hopefully it will not be the last. The enthusiasm and liveliness of the crowd shows that the University is more than happy to host the WWF’s eccentric group of wrestlers. ★ Story by Kristen Bruns

Urban wrestler Scotty 2 Hotty takes off a little of the edge. If it were football, that move would probably be illegal. ★ Photo by Andrew Clark
The Rock reclaims his dominating position, reminding the audience and his fellow wrestlers that he will fall to absolutely no one. *Photo by Andrew Clark*

Former Olympic wrestler Kurt Angle discovered only one useful move during his battle against HHH, getting up from the floor after constantly being thrown down again. *Photos by Andrew Clark*
Almost every 10 minutes, the bubble machine adds to the six foot high pile of foam. Below: Standing next to a bubble monster, Jill St. Leger, sophomore in LAS, dances to the club music. Photo by Tim Perkins.
AGE Offered Students a Unique Night Out

Fun With Foam

Another Great Event (AGE) 2000, a registered student organization made a typical dance party an ultimate dance party by adding one key element: foam. The Ultimate Tropical Foam Dance Party was the organization's first event of the school year. Over 600 students and visitors attended this first-ever University of Illinois foam party event held on September 14, 2000, in the stock pavilion on Pennsylvania Avenue.

The disc jockeys were B96's Mixin' Marc, Chicago's Mark Almaria, Naughtyboy, DJ Web and DJ Confusion. Students had the option of dancing and socializing on "dry ground" near the sound equipment. However, most could not avoid the temptation of diving in the chest-high sea of foam that covered a quarter of the pavilion.

AGE 2000 is an organization that encourages multiculturalism by offering social, recreational and educational events to students, staff and faculty. AGE 2000 aims to present one special event per month as well as annual events which will be improved each year. The organization focuses on maintaining diversity among its members in order to create a large pool of ideas that represent their unique personal and educational interests and experiences.

Rendy Nelson, senior in Applied Life Studies, is the president and co-founder of AGE 2000. She and her sister, RyAnn Nelson, junior in ACES, formed AGE 2000, which has been a registered student organization since the first semester of the 1999-2000 school year.

"My sister and I wanted to provide special events in a unique and professional manner that are worth students' time and money," Rendy said. When she graduates in May 2001, Rendy said she will pass the title of president to RyAnn, who is currently the group's treasurer.

AGE 2000 considered this event a success and plans to make it an annual event. The event took in about $8,000.

Although AGE 2000 had hoped to raise $10,000--$15,000 with an attendance of at least 1000, the group attributes the smaller turnout to rumors that the event had been canceled.

U of I students were joined by students from other Illinois universities. Non-students from all over the state came out to see the popular DJs as well.

"I paid ten bucks to get foam in my eye, but this is a blast," said Dan Stowell, freshman in Aviation, who was covered head to toe in bubbles.

AGE 2000 hopes to offer a bigger and better foam party next year. The organization moves on from this event knowing it fulfilled its goals of bringing together a diverse group in a fun, original, and in this case, wet, environment. *Story by Kristen Bruns*

(AGE) 2000
Comedian/juggler Mad Chad Taylor, who has appeared on The Tonight Show and America’s Funniest People, visited the University of Illinois’s Courtyard Café to demonstrate his skills and comedic talent on September 7, 2000.

Taylor opened his act with the theme from the six-time champion Chicago Bulls. He entered the stage with a video camera to tape the audience’s reaction to his show for his grandmother. Taylor asked participants to hold up signs and lighters to “raise the roof” and he even asked one student to throw a pair of panties at him for his grandmother to see. The audience was more than happy to comply with his wishes.

Taylor’s antics included balancing The Club on his chin that he uses to protect his skateboard from theft. He followed that joke with another about a former girlfriend, whom he bought silicon breast implants for. He then juggled three implants on stage to the sounds of Nirvana. He also taught student how to ward off grizzly bears on the quad, just in case they are ever attacked.

Taylor nearly lost an eye when Joe Herick, freshman in FAA, helped Taylor with a trick involving juggling bats. The student tried to throw one more bat to Taylor, but he threw the bat harder than he intended.

“I was trying to make it convenient for him. I didn’t want to make him look stupid. I didn’t want him to mess up,” Herick said after the show.

The closing tricks involved Taylor picking three audience volunteers. Two male students helped him get on a unicycle, and a female student helped by handing him two 12-inch blades and an apple. Taylor asked her to hold a carrot while he chopped it to bits in her hand.

Lisa Sanzenbacher, freshman in LAS, said, “My nerves were so on end. Oh my God! My face is still red. I am going to be freakin’ for the rest of the night!”

Once on the cycle, Taylor performed the “apple extravaganza.” He proceeded to juggle the blades and eat the apple at the same time.

Then Taylor went backstage to prepare for his final trick: chainsaw juggling. He began to juggle two saws and then added a third. The crowd watched with amazement.

“I learned to juggle for fun…I did a pass-the-hat show and I made $30. My motivation was money at first,” Taylor said.

Taylor has his own Blockbuster videos coming out in December and a website at madchadtaylor.com. ★ Story by Jasmine Scott

Mad Chad juggles bats during his show and hams it up with his props. ★ Photos by James Willis
The audience lets out a sigh of relief after Mad Chad finishes his balancing act while juggling a chainsaw.
* Photo by James Willis

Mad Chad spices up a basic juggling act by throwing the balls behind his back.
* Photo by James Willis
A select number of University of Illinois students opted to give up the warmth and comfort of their dorm rooms and apartments for a night in unheated shelters assembled with wooden skids, cardboard and plastic. No, these students were not crazy. They were members or supporters of Habitat for Humanity. On October 4, 2000, Habitat for Humanity presented Shantytown on the main Quad. This event was designed to increase homelessness awareness at the University and within the community.

Participants of Shantytown met in the afternoon to assemble the shanties and set up for the arrival of the event’s speakers. Jerry Hawkins, senior in CBA and Habitat’s director of special events, stressed that the speakers and the homeless people who came out were the ones who made the event worthwhile, not those who spent the night in the shanties.

“It is important to understand that by being out on the Quad for a night, we are neither pretending to be homeless nor are we even coming close to experiencing what homeless individuals experience,” Hawkins said. The shanties served to attract attention to the event by their location on the Quad. The event was also an opportunity for Habitat members to come together for the cause and meet one another.

Habitat for Humanity International is a nonprofit, ecumenical Christian housing ministry that seeks to eliminate poverty housing and homelessness. Through volunteer labor and donations, Habitat builds and renovates houses for families in need. Speakers from other homeless-aiding organizations, as well as a homeless person, spoke at Shantytown about their causes and experiences.

Len Heumann, professor of Urban Planning at the University, spoke on behalf of Homestead Apartments, and Ms. Alice Choi represented AmeriCorps. Both of these organizations help the homeless.

The most moving speaker, however, was Mr. Gary Tischer, a Vietnam veteran who has experienced homelessness. The Salvation Army and Tischer worked together to find him a job and a place to live. Experiences like Tischer’s provide the public with information that battle the stereotypes that accompany homelessness. These stereotypes, such as those that claim homelessness is a result of laziness and drug and alcohol abuse, are the ones that Habitat is trying to destroy.

Although wet weather threatened the event, those that stuck it out for the night remained cheerful and focused on the cause. “One night of rain and cold is nothing compared to the 365 days of harsh weather a year homeless people must endure, minus the extra comfort of the shanties and soup we are provided with tonight,” said Roxanne Rohrback, senior in education.

Shantytown 2000, as it does every year, provided the publicity and motivation Habitat needs to go forward in its mission to fight homelessness. *Story by Kristen Bruns*
Students involved in Habitat for Humanity work to put their “home” together before it pours. *Photo by Jasmine Scott*

Students prepare to live a night in the life of a homeless person on their Habitat “Shantytown” event. *Photo by Jasmine Scott*
Erica Plys, senior in LAS, and Shalini Triuedi, senior in engineering, await the start of the Homecoming Parade on the south Quad.
* Photo by Brian Opyd

Sean Landers, junior in engineering, looks on as Katie Yagow, junior in engineering, opens candy for the parade. Below: Members of the High Steppin’ Illini go over the fine points of their dance as they anxiously wait backstage before their performance.
* Photos by Brian Opyd and Hannah Lee
Events that brought together students, parents and alumni during Homecoming 2000 included the annual parade, pep rally and University of Illinois Alumni Association Breakfast.

University tradition and pride was represented on Friday, October 13, with Hawkeye feathers, representing the opposing team's mascot, and floats in the parade. Watchful parents and grandparents looked on from the sidewalks. Songs blared from speakers in truck beds. The parade included over 100 entries and a new route.

The theme of the parade was "Got Pageantry?" a take-off of the Homecoming theme "Got Illinois?" borrowed from the Dairy Society's "Got Milk?" campaign.

One organization that had a float in the parade was Illini Pride. President Jared Gelfond, junior in Communications, said, "Homecoming is an amazing time. You can see a sense of pride and all kinds of emotion when an alum steps on campus. For all of us, the University of Illinois holds a great deal of memories."

Following the parade, students and alumni made their way to the Quad for the Homecoming pep rally. To open the rally, members of the Student Alumni Association welcomed the crowd that gathered in front of Foellinger Auditorium. The Marching Illini lined the steps of the auditorium to play loyalty and fight songs.

Then, Stevie J., the master of ceremonies, introduced Chancellor Michael Aiken. "The parade was the best ever," Aiken said. "We have the best university, students, faculty and band in the entire land."

The football team soon made its way to the stage. Coach Chris Green took his place in front of the microphone and revealed his promise for the game against Iowa the next day.

Saturday morning before the game, the University of Illinois Alumni Association sponsored an all-you-can eat breakfast from 9-11 a.m.

A special program recognizing Association's * continued
"The parade was the best ever."
- Chancellor Michael Aiken

Karthik Pahnapula, Chicago, sits with friend Shean Banigan, Chicago, during improv group Spicy Clamato’s first performance at the Homecoming Pep Rally. Right: Showing her spirit from the steps of Follinger Auditorium, Chelsea Cunningham, junior in engineering, cheers on the crowd at the Homecoming pep rally. *Photos by Andrew Clark and Brian Oppd
2000-2001 scholarship recipients took place at 10 A.M. More than $41,000 in scholarships was granted to 47 students by the University of Illinois Alumni Association's Club Scholarship Program during the 2000-2001 school year. The selection process was based on academic and leadership qualities, with one dollar given to the scholarship fund for every two dollars raised by the club. The funds were then evenly distributed through the Office of Student Financial Aid.

Hamish de Freitas, a 1999 graduate and scholarship recipient, said, "It's great to come back and see how the contributions made by alumni make a difference in students' lives."

Sue Pruitt, Alumni Association member, said, "The Homecoming game provides one time a year where students and alumni can reconnect, as well as Illini fans in general. The Alumni Association tent provides a great spot for this to happen."

Attendees headed to the football game with friends from the breakfast and full stomachs. The Alumni Association can vouch that there is no better way to go. *Story by Kate Favrow and Kristen Bruns*
Students Celebrate
Halloween in
Costume

The band KGB from Chicago (right) plays for the crowd, enjoying their work every bit as much as the crowd is enjoying the music. The band was invited by the Swing Society for the event and played most of the night. * All Photos by David Kok
Dads Day Weekend Activities Catered to a Variety of Tastes

Above: The Dads Day chorus line at the Illinois vs. Indiana game entertained a crowd of thousands during the halftime show. *Photo by Tim Perkins*
Something For Everyone

Dads day weekend offered lots of opportunities to enjoy campus beyond just the annual football game. The highlight of the Atius and Sachem honorary organizations' calendars was their annual Dads Day event entitled "Dad's Night Out 2000." This variety show, held in Gregory Hall on Friday November 3, 2000, showcased several different dance, singing and theater groups; some of which included the Rip Chords, the Illini Dance Team and actors from the Illini Union Board's musical, "Pippin".

After a short welcome, the University Black Chorus took the stage to sing various gospels. Next up, I-PAN appeared on stage with several gleaming steel drums. The distinct sounds and instrumental pieces the group performed echoed through the hall like that of a Caribbean street festival.

The sound of "Hall to the Orange" flooded through the hall as the Orange and Blues Band marched in through the audience. Once on stage, the band played upbeat crowd motivating pieces, both Illini classics and time-tested crowd pleasers.

After a short intermission and some prize giveaways, The Extension Chords, partner group to the Rip Chords, organized a special mix of songs to honor their fathers for all their support.

"That was my favorite part, when the Extension chords performed. My dad and I had a great time and are planning on coming next year," stated an excited Gina Gerardi, junior in LAS.

Offering more musical variety, the fall Dads Day Concert at Foellinger Great Hall in the Krannert Center for the Performing Arts took place on Saturday, November 4, 2000.

This year's show was sponsored by and performed in part by the University of Illinois Varsity Men's Glee Club. Other special guest performers included The Women's Glee Club and The Other Guys. The theme of the concert was American Classics; every song performed reflected that theme.

Under the direction of Dr. Joe Grant, the Women's Glee Club sang selections from Bernstein's American classic, "West Side Story," as well as songs from other composers and genres.

After a ten-minute intermission, The Other Guys took the stage to sing various pieces, including their famous songs "The Other Guys" and "The Morrow Plots."

The events were a huge success as the music and the performances faded into fond memories of another successful of Dads Day weekend. *Story by Trish Frazier

The Other Guys acapella singing group is a favorite at special events on campus. Their performance at the Dad's Day Atius-Sachem show was no exceptions as director Steve Hackman, senior in FAA, led the group during the sold out show. *Photo by Tim Perkins

Dads Day Weekend 61
Student Life at the University of Illinois is as varied as the students. There are more than 800 registered student organizations that provide an outlet for many interests. Events at Krannert Center, Assembly Hall, the Illini Union, Memorial Stadium and on the quad also draw students for entertainment or relaxation.
Members of the improvisational group, DeBono, perform at the Courtyard Cafe on Monday nights. * Photos by Ruth Mitkos
Students can ease into the week with a few laughs by watching the Monday night performances of the long-running improvisational group, DeBono.

DeBono performs at 9 p.m., every week in the Courtyard Cafe. The group performs based on a skit, and it is not like "Who's Line Is It Anyway?" DeBono plays their weekly specialty game, "Harold," which usually lasts between 35 and 40 minutes. Attendance at their shows is never less than 100 people.

“It’s freaking cool to be stupid up on stage and to entertain people doing it,” said Jennifer Carroll, third-year DeBono member.

Admission to DeBono performances is usually free, unless it is a benefit performance, in which case all proceeds go to charity. Auditions are held once a year.

The current eight members of DeBono range from freshmen to graduate students, and include a variety of majors. The members are: Carroll, senior in LAS; Matt Meador, graduate student in Education; Nate Sweeny, senior in Education; Lisa Stepien, senior in LAS; Ben Barrett, junior in Engineering; Geoff Robinson, junior in Engineering; Greg Mandel, freshman in ACES, and Nick Kryczka, senior in LAS.

“The engineers have a large amount of pent-up comedy,” Carroll said.

DeBono practices one to two times a week, Thursday and Saturday, with Saturday practices used for creating new skit ideas. ★ Story by Alana Stein
Indecision 2000

Most people will probably remember the 2000 election season for two reasons: because it marks the end of the presidency of one of the ‘ slickest’ presidents to run the country, and because the country spent well over a month after the election uncertain as to who actually won. Even after Al Gore’s concession, ballots still remained uncounted as the U.S. Supreme Court found that time did not allow for a proper recount to take place. Locally, ballot trouble interrupted some students from voting due to slow-moving lines and challenges of addresses by poll watchers of Republican Rick Winkel. Part of the trouble was much higher-than-expected student turnout. Contributing to the high student turnout was perhaps the visits of several political speakers.

Al Franken, former Saturday Night Live cast member often better remembered as Stuart Smalley, visited and spoke in the Illini Union ballroom the weekend prior to Halloween. Stumping for Gore, he spoke about the tight race between George W. Bush and Gore, taking many funny shots at Bush’s perceived intelligence. Justin Lewis, head of Students for Gore at the U of I, organized Al Franken’s visit to campus.

Lewis also organized for the University to be visited by Vice-Presidential candidate Joseph Lieberman’s daughter, Rebecca Lieberman, and his daughter-in-law, Ariela Migdal. Both visited the Illini Union and spoke to a crowd of about 200 on November 2. Rebecca, 31, attended the University of Pennsylvania and earned a law degree. She and Ariela visited here as part of what she described as the “Chicks in Charge” tour. Speaking about the importance of youth, and women’s votes, Rebecca and Ariela were well received.

The event also included speeches from county Democratic chairwoman Gerrie Parr, Urbana Mayor and State-Representative candidate Tod Satterthwaite, and U.S. Congressional candidate Mike Kelleher. Satterthwaite lost his Representative run, but won the campus precincts as he is well revered by students locally for the improvements he has made and continues to make in Urbana. The speakers all remained to meet and talk with attendees after the speeches. *Story by Tim Perkins

Vice Presidential candidate Joseph Lieberman’s daughter, Rebecca (above) and daughter-in-law, Ariela Migdal (right) campaign on campus, discussing what their father plans to achieve in while in office. *Photos by Tim Perkins
U.S. Congressional contender Mike Kelleher speaks to a large crowd at the union on Al Gore's behalf. * Photo by Tim Perkins

While running for state representative, Urbana Mayor Tod Satterthwaite lends his support to Rebecca Lieberman's father. * Photo by Tim Perkins
Jared Gelfond, is the president of the student organization, Illini Pride, a student-based organization in which the University of Illinois’ students get together to support the varsity sports.

“I have always wanted to go to Illinois. I have always been a fan of Illinois sports. Illinois was in the top 15 in communications. I knew this was where I wanted to go,” said Gelfond, junior in Communications, who is originally from Pamona, New York.

During his senior year of high school, Gelfond remembered seeing the Orange Krush cheering section on TV and when he got here for school he signed up for Illini Pride. Once he became president of Krush, he knew that Illini Pride was his next challenge.

Illini Pride is the largest dues paying organization in campus. It was the first group to reach 1,000 members, and this year I Pride is 1,200 strong.

Gelfond stated that his job as president of Illini Pride is very time consuming. “The last month of Illini Pride was brutal. Since the beginning of the semester, I have sent 2,800 single e-mails. Probably ninety percent of them were Illini Pride e-mails.”

Despite this, being a member of such an organization has its benefits.

Members pay a $25 membership fee when they join. For this they receive a Superman logo T-shirt and a card with campus discounts that gets them into campus sports.

Gelfond said that being a member of Illini Pride is a good place for students to network and meet other people.

I Pride raises a lot of money that is donated to charities. The organization sponsors Team Krush Foundation, in which the students have to raise money on the number of 3-point shots made. In two years $125,000 has been raised for students. The money that is raised is given to organizations like the Special Olympics.

Although as president Gelfond is ultimately in charge of I Pride, he is quick to give credit to the staff that helps him everyday.

“Illini Pride has a board of about forty people. They keep us going. There is too much to do by yourself. They are my lifeline. We get great help from our DIA Advisor, Heather Wanninger and our Faculty Advisor Mike Raycraft,” Gelfond said.

I Pride sponsors several events during the year.

“We’ve had watch parties at the White Horse to watch away games. We do Illini Pride bowling, and we had a football tailgate party before the Michigan game. We also met the volleyball team at Garcia’s,” he mentioned.

Illini Pride is a campus organization that allows students to have fun and feel good about themselves and the things that they are doing. ★ Story by Jasmine Scott
Jared Gelfond checks out new Illini gear and Steve and Barry's in Campustown. ★ Photos by Jasmine Scott
The Saturday night dance crowd pulses and moves to the mixed tunes at the Highdrive. Right: Jennifer Parrish, senior in LAS, sits and talks with friends at Boltinis. Boltinis provided an atmosphere that catered to conversation. • Photos by Michelle Lohmann
The Night Life

While the University of Illinois is well known for its tradition of academic and athletic excellence, most students enrolled at the University of Illinois recognized other qualities of Champaign/Urbana that made for an over-all enjoyable experience. The social aspect of college life was argued by many to play the most important role in whether or not a student enjoyed their college experience. When classes, activities and jobs are over, students looked to the night life the of Urbana-Champaign to find entertainment.

For years, University of Illinois students enjoyed the many Campustown bars that were within walking distance of most residence halls and apartments. Each bar had a unique atmosphere to offer students with diverse interests. Some enjoyed the laid back atmosphere offered by bars like Murphy’s Pub, 604 E. Green St., Bub’s Pub and Pizza, 211 E. Green St., and Gully’s, 306 E. Green St., where they could order dinner or just sit and chill with friends. Other students preferred bars with more upbeat dance-club environments such as Orchid The Nightclub, 619 S. Wright St., Joe’s Brewery, 706 S. Fifth St., and The Clybourne, 708 S. Sixth St., where they could show off their dance skills. Many students also paid attention to the nightly specials that certain bars offered like Time Warp Tuesdays at C.O. Daniel’s, 508 E. Daniel St., Wednesday Mug Nights at R & R Sports Grill, 708 S. 6th St., Wednesday Karaoke nights at White Horse Inn, 112 1/2 E. Green St., or the various music theme nights offered at The Canopy Club, 708 S. Goodwin Ave. And of course, many students went to bars like Kam’s, 718 E. Daniel, to “meet” other interesting students. (continued on next page)

Local bars were a popular pastime among students

Oscar Williams, patron and part of the waiting staff at Jupiters, concentrates on his shot while the playing pool with a group of regulars at the bar. * Photo by Michelle Lohmann
“Off-campus bars have a bit of a change of atmosphere.”
-Kelley Witecki, recent U of I graduate

Though the Campustown bars were still popular venues, many students opted to go to the newer off-campus bars. For these students, the off-campus bars of Champaign and Urbana offered a much needed change of environment from the campus bars. For some, it was just nice to experience different bars in general, while others enjoyed the off-campus bars because there were fewer underclassmen, and were less crowded. Among these popular off-campus bars were, The Boltini Lounge, 211 N. Neil, Bradley’s, 1906 W. Bradley Ave., Highdive, 44 E. Main St., and Jupiter’s, 39 E. Main St.

Whether on campus or off, many students enjoyed the social break from classes and work at one time or another. With the great number of options available to bar-seekers, finding an appropriate bar to suit their mood was never a problem. *Story by Annie Morelli*
Alyssa Mayfield, senior in FAA, pours a wide variety of tasty beverages to patrons while on shift at Boltinis. Left: Greatly enjoying her first visit to the Highdive, Lady Rose Cabrera, sophomore in LAS, takes a break from preparing for finals. * Photos by Tim Perkins.
The Other Guys. Ben Jones, freshman in LAS, Matt King, junior in LAS, Chad Cygan, sophomore in FAA, Aaron Siedband, sophomore in LAS, Steve Hackman, senior in FAA, Kyle Smith, junior in Engineering, Gaurav Gupta, junior in Engineering, and Rob Simon, sophomore in LAS, modified their standard routine to include holiday themed songs and skits. * Photo by Lori Lobascio

A Capella Christmas

On December 1, 2000 The Other Guys and The Girls Next Door performed “An Acapella Christmas Story” in front of a standing-room only crowd in Lincoln Hall Theatre. The concert was scheduled to begin at 8 p.m., but was delayed over an hour because long lines of people were still waiting to get in.

The Other Guys and The Girls Next Door concert is an annual event put on by the two groups to celebrate the holiday season. Tickets were sold on the Quad during the week and standing-room only tickets were sold right before the concert, filling the aisles of the theatre.

Jill Penning, junior in Communications, and three-year member of The Girls Next Door, said “It was very exciting to sell out the room the day before the concert.”

A portion of the money from each ticket went to cancer research, and all of the proceeds from a carnation sale during the concert went to the cause.

The Girls Next Door are self-directed and self-managed, internally electing a new director and business manager each semester. Rehearsals are held for a minimum of of two hours three times a week. Their musical selections also change every semester. Their repertoire includes contemporary and jazz music. In recent years, The Girls Next Door have performed the National Anthem at the United Center in Chicago, participated in an a capella competition at Northwestern University, entertained at a Presidential address at the Assembly Hall, and toured for the Alumni Association in Florida during Spring Break.

The Other Guys perform a variety of songs, from pop to barbershop, all unique to the group. The a Capella group placed second at the National Championship of Collegiate a Capella last year. The Other Guys practice as a group four to six hours a night. They serenade sororities and hang posters to publicize upcoming events.

During the Christmas concert, the two groups performed separate 45-minute sets and then sang three songs together including “White Christmas,” “Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas” and “Sleigh Ride.” * Story by Jesse Cannon-Wallace
The Girls Next Door Join The Other Guys for a Sell-Out Concert
All Skate... Everyone May Skate

Children often find themselves amidst the fun at the University Ice Arena. * Photo by Erin Nicole Jackson
University Ice
Arena Hosted
Weekly
Cheapskates
Event

Every Wednesday night the University Ice Arena opened its doors to students and the public, providing a night of fun for families and friends. With free admittance granted to students, various clubs, organizations and Residences Halls often used this time to break free from their strenuous academic schedules. Parents also used the opportunity to treat their children to an evening of family entertainment.

Open skate began at 7:30 p.m. each Wednesday, and lines often formed outside as people waited to enter. With skate rentals being only $1.00, benches were quickly filled with ice skating patrons tying their laces tight, waiting to emerge onto the ice.

Music was provided to enhance the atmosphere, and smiles quickly light up all over the ice. Groups of friends gathered in corners, couples skated hand-in-hand, and several skaters imagined themselves as professional skaters or hockey players.

During breaks, arena guests were able to enjoy a variety of snacks and beverages provided at the concession stand as the ice was restored to its original luster.

With the multitude of students and families that attended the open skate sessions at the Ice Arena, the University made sure that a skilled and qualified staff was present at all times, on and off the ice. Consisting mainly of students, each member of the Ice Arena staff helped to contribute to the fun environment that they strove to provide.

Alec Davis, junior in LAS said, “I often go skate, because it’s a way for me to exercise when it’s too cold outside to run.”

Whether for recreational or exercise purposes, most patrons attended with one thing in common—a love of skating. ★ Story by Annie Morelli and Erin Nicole Jackson
Due to extended sound checks by Everlast, the Canopy Club's doors remain closed while fans wait in line during the first bitter cold spell of the season. Right: Frontman of Goldfinger, John Feldman, thrills the crowd by performing songs at the top of the Planet charts. *Photos by Tim Perkins*
Many schools have their own radio stations, but few have stations that hold sold-out concerts. 107.1, the Planet, held another sold-out Planetfest on a bitter cold Friday, December 13. The line outside wrapped around from the entrance of the Canopy Club to Lincoln Avenue and another block away down Nevada. Some people waited in line for over an hour because the doors were not opened to the public until after an unexpectedly long Everlast sound-check.

The first band to perform at this year’s Planetfest was Lucky Boys Confusion. Lucky Boys Confusion energized the crowd with a blend of styles of music typical of ska. Performing songs including their “Dumb Pop Song,” they led the way for the rock and ska concert. Following was the Urge, emotionally performing songs such as “Jump Right In,” and “Closer.” Coinciding with their performance was the beginning of the night’s crowd-surfing and mosh pit formation.

The crowd’s reaction to Goldfinger would make one thing they were the headlining band. Visiting from Purdue for the concert, Aaron Lamb declared that he was at the concert solely to see Goldfinger. Performing their original music as well as their covers of (continued on next page)
Playing hard acoustic rock combined with a little hip-hop flavor, Everlast works the crowd. Because of the band's broad popularity, Everlast was the band to headline at Planetfest. * Photo by Tim Perkins

popular songs like “99 Luftballons,” the crowd became a tightly packed mass of people with many concert-goers crowd surfing. Playing the crowd perfectly. Goldfinger himself surfed the crowd while singing “Counting the Days.”

Any band would have trouble following the performance given by Goldfinger, but Everlast had another strike against them. After a lengthy intermission, technical difficulties apparently delayed the concert further. With a substantial portion of the crowd having left during the intermission, Everlast performed to an audience past its peak. Seeming to reflect the enthusiasm of the crowd, Everlast's performance was musically enjoyable but less exciting until they covered their lead singer's former band, House of Pain, and performed “Jump Around.” * Story by Tim Perkins
Up and coming Chicago band Lucky Boys Confusion opens up the sold out concert. Below: Vocalist for the Urge, Steve Ewing, appreciates the crowd's enthusiasm in the form of moshing, crowd surfing and stage diving. The Urge define themselves as an alternative band with a horn section. * Photos by Tim Perkins

"We're the only station in the country in a market this small that puts on a show on for its listeners."
-Alex Quigley, Program Director of The Planet and Event Organizer
During Quad Day, which was held in August the day before classes began, the Quad was lined with over 300 organizational booths and people looking for activities to involve themselves in.

Then a week into the second semester the Illini Student Programs, Activity Department and Registered Student Organizations offices gave students yet another opportunity to find the activity or group that was right for them.

On January 23, in the Union, students were treated to free refreshments and swing dancing lessons, while students who were already involved in organizations passed out flyers and pamphlets about their clubs. Unlike Quad Day, there were only 70 organizations participating in Activity Day. Those 70 clubs ranged from the African Cultural Association to Minorities in Cultural Studies to Volunteer Illini Projects, Inc. Despite the smaller club participation level, students did not suffer a lack of interesting booths to and organizations to explore.

Amanda Keating, graduate assistant in FAA, gave interested students a full overview of the club she participated in. Along with telling the students about the non-profit society, Keating passed out pamphlets and a flyer giving the students the information on weekly meetings and contacts.

Nick Gasparro, senior in ACES, went a step further with his organization, the Midwest Masters of Magic. Gasparro manned the cards, while drawing in students with his card tricks. Instead of passing out information to those interested in his club, Gasparro had the students sign their name and e-mail address on a piece of paper. He promised to contact them later in the semester with the information needed to become a part of the group.

Whether they were just looking for a group to be a part of, interested in meeting new people with similar interests, or looking for something new to add to their résumé, students who attended Activity Day had the opportunity to become involved in, or just learn about, many of the organizations on campus. *Story by Kate Favrow*

Steve Breese, senior in ACES and vice president of the juggling club, attempts to ride a giraffe unicycle while Chris Martin, junior in LAS plays with the diabolo. *Photo by Hannah Lee*
Above left: Nina Uy, sophomore in CBA, talks to Jane Andrew, sophomore in CBA, about the advantages of joining Phi Beta Lambda, an educational association for people preparing for careers in business. Below: Employing coordination and speed, Michelle Graden, freshman in Engineering, expertly maneuvers the zumbies ★ Photos by Hannah Lee
Jeremy Akers receives an extended hit into his stomach by his brother, Jacob Akers. The fighters are given full protection to wear during the fights, including helmets, mouth guards, wrist wraps and gloves. *Photo by Michelle Lohman*
Students Get Rowdy During Boxing Nights at a Local Sports Bar

Many students have been to every bar in Champaign and Urbana, but not many students have experienced the special events at T.K. Wendl's & Sports Complex. T.K. Wendl's included a restaurant, comedy club and an area for special events—one event being the amateur boxing night at 7 p.m. on Tuesdays.

Anyone could participate, but it was a first-come, first-serve basis. There were only 16 boxing time slots. Fighters were placed into weight categories and fought an opponent of the same category. There were no barriers for entry—females were welcome and encouraged to take part. Equipment was provided by the bar, but there was a $10 fee.

According to Neil Alcorn, senior in LAS, the best part of participating in the amateur boxing was seeing how well he could perform in the ring. Alcorn took part in a series of three one-minute rounds, from which he came out the victor.

The lure of the event was obvious to Alcorn. "It was amateur fight night! I had no choice but to participate," he said.

As for the referees, Alcorn was pleased with their role in the fights. "They did a great job. They were clear about the rules and kept the fights good and clean."

It was fantastic entertainment for the spectators to see the opponents fight each other, while relaxing with a drink in hand, or while wildly cheering on friends.

The cheering also seemed to play a significant role in keeping the boxers energized during the fights. "The competitiveness kept me going at first, but when the crowd started cheering for me, that helped a lot," Alcorn said.

Amateur boxing night began as a way for students and residents of Urbana and Champaign to come together to have a good time. As it gained popularity, it became an exciting event to chase the Tuesday blues away and to start the week off in a fun way.

According to one of the bartenders, amateur boxing night was one of their most popular nights. ★ Story by Jenny Ha

One of "Extreme Fight Club's" owners, Iron, shouts for the fighting to begin. Iron also referees the events, making sure that the fighters follow the rules, and that if any of them wishes to stop, they can do so. ★ Photo by Michelle Lohman
Valentine’s Day

Valentine’s Day was an opportunity for many organizations to sponsor a unique event, from singles support groups to formal dinner-dances.

One of the most widely known events around campus was A Night of Chocolate. The Illini Union Board sponsored the event in the spirit of the romantic atmosphere that February brings. On February 10, 2001, the third annual A Night of Chocolate was held in the Union.

The dance attracted attendees by promising to satisfy an age-old human weak spot: the sweet tooth. Unlimited chocolate was served at the event, which was designed to be a safe and affordable event that couples and friends could attend. At $10 a ticket, unlimited dessert and dancing was provided.

The chocolate was provided by both catering from the Union and a booth from Moonstruck Chocolatier, a new cafe and chocolate shop on campus. A disc jockey from Complete Music provided dance music when partygoers needed a break from the sweets.

Linh Pham, freshman in LAS, attended with her boyfriend from Parkland Community College. When asked why she chose to spend her night at A Night of Chocolate, she said, "It's a great way to spend Valentine's Day with my boyfriend."
The Romantic Holiday is Celebrated on Campus in a Variety of Ways
A Night of Chocolate, she replied, "We came to enjoy the chocolate, and each other."

On February 8, The Illini Union Courtyard Café was filled with single students dancing and partying the night away to the music of Lloyd and Sedrick, a local band, in an effort to find their special Valentine at the first annual Valentine's Day Hook-Up Party. The party was sponsored by the Illini Union Board's African American Programming Committee, Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity and Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority.

Yvette Walker, senior in LAS and chairman of the African American Programming Committee, helped put the event together because she wanted to do something special before Valentine's Day to give everyone a chance to meet new people and to win cool prizes.

For those who experience feelings of loneliness, frustration and incompleteness provoked by Valentine's Day, the Turner Student Center's counseling center gave a presentation to dispel media myths and social opinions about being single.

The workshop entitled "Being Single In A Coupled World" featured a semi-circle discussion dissecting the topic using examples from movies, television and magazines. The program's goal was to nurture the idea of love and respect for oneself instead of inciting any possible bitter feelings about being single. Also, the workshop focused on doing activities that release stress and offer personal pleasure.

Perhaps one of the most interesting events was one that took place in the Illini Union's Wellness Center. Love Packs were distributed in the Union on February 15 as part of McKinley Health Center's respect and responsibility week, where students were taught various healthy lifestyle practices, including the promotion of safe sex.

The Love Packs consisted of free packages given out to University students. White paper bags were filled with condoms, flavored lubricant and Hershey's kisses.

These events, along with numerous others, served to make the entire week surrounding Valentine's Day special for couples and singles all over campus. *Story by Mariam Sobh, Alan Lathrop, Ernst Lamothe, and Kristen Bruns*
"We came to enjoy the chocolate, and each other."
-Linh Pham, freshman in LAS

Kevin Metha, junior in LAS, decides to stop by McKinley Health Center's branch office in the Illini Union to pick up a love pack. Opposite page: Aylin Ariza, sophomore in LAS, and Michael Smith, junior in LAS, sample truffles and other kinds of chocolate at a special booth hosted by Moonstruck Chocolatier. * Photos by James Willis and Hannah Lee
Anxious to get inside and drink their share of the green beer, patrons of Clybourne's get their IDs carefully checked by the doorman. Right: Tina Potanos (closest right) and Susan Finn juniors in LAS, listen to Margey Murray, junior in LAS, as she tells a story in Murphy's bar on Friday afternoon. Potanos said that they chose to go to Murphy's to celebrate St. Patrick's Day because it was the only true "pub" on campus. ★ photos by Michelle Lohmann
Honorary St. Patrick's Day Promoted by Campus Bars

Bar-goers celebrate the spirit of St. Patrick's Day with a toast. Although campus had to observe the holiday a little earlier than the rest of the world, it did not diminish the collective enthusiasm felt by students. * photo by Michelle Lehmann

Green Beer Anyone?

Those unfamiliar to the University of Illinois' many traditions might have been confused by the wide display of people dressed in green on March 2. This wasn't just a coincidence in fashion, it happened to be Honorary St. Patrick's Day, a holiday created by several Campus town bars, so that students would have a chance to celebrate this Irish holiday that normally occurs over spring break.

Opening their doors at 8 a.m., the alliance of bars that unites for this annual event is famous not only for the diverse array of prizes that are given out, but more specifically for the green beer that is served.

St. Patrick's Day has surely made its mark on American traditions, for whether you are from Irish decedents or not, this holiday is celebrated by millions across the country. Champaign chose to be no different.

Every year this "pseudo" St. Patrick's Day is held approximately a week before students leave for spring break. This gives those who will not be in Champaign over the break a chance to celebrate with their friends here at school, and this year many did in deed celebrate.

One student, who did not want to be named, stated "I've been at the bars since 10 a.m., went to class, went back to the bars, and have been here ever since."

Is all of this truly in honor of St. Patrick's Day? Created to honor the patron saint of Ireland, this holiday has become celebratory in countries around the world. Although few know the complete story of St. Patrick, students still realize the meaning behind this day.

"It's celebrated in memory of St. Patrick, who tried to bring Christianity to Ireland" Allison Reese, junior in ACES, said. With this being true, those of Irish decent often celebrate St. Patrick's Day through community events and parades.

Campus Town chose to remember St. Patrick in their own unique way, one that would involve the entire campus. Although Honorary St. Patrick's Day occurs before its official holiday, it still brings out the spirit of the occasion associated with it. Green beer may not be as appetizing to people not of the University community, but this appears to be the most efficient way so that every student can pay their homage to St. Patrick. * story by Erin Nicole Jackson

St. Patrick's Day *55
The ab crunch clinic held at IMAE in November gave both beginners and experts in exercising a chance to work out and to educate people about abdominal training, lower back training and proper exercising techniques in these areas.

* Photos by Tim Perkins
“The key to exercising is progression.”

The water bottles were filled and the gym bags were put in a corner so that they were not in the way. The lights were turned on and the mats were laid out on the floor of Gym Three in the Intramural Physical Education (IMPE) Building for the first annual Campus Recreation Crunch Clinic at the University of Illinois on Thursday November 9, 2000.

The clinic, which ran from 6 to 7:30 p.m., boasted a turnout of 25-30 men and women participants, including the three clinician organizers Jeff Collier, Brian Kentch and Vadim Khavinson.

The clinic was open to both students and Campus Recreation members for a small program fee. The program had two main objectives: to give people, both beginners and experts in exercising, a chance to work out and to educate people about abdominal training, lower back training and proper exercising techniques in these areas.

To begin the session, there was a short question and answer period where participants got the chance to ask exercising questions about anything ranging from everyday workouts to love handles to the epitome of abdominal fitness, the six pack.

The environment was full of fun and a healthy bit of determination for all involved. The clinicians made sure there was a non-competitive environment that would have driven someone too hard and caused physical damage. They demonstrated an array of basic exercises to use as a daily routine for the novice exercisers and even a routine of more advanced exercises for those looking for a challenging new workout.

“The key to exercising is progression”, according to Brian Kentch, clinician and fitness instructor at IMPE. “The demonstrations we provided were learnable, whether you were a first time exerciser or and advanced one.”

In addition to the demonstrations and a try at the exercises themselves the participants also learned about abdominal training and general safety guidelines. Breathing, head and body alignment and variety were some of the key points as well as body stability, repetitions and the functionality of exercises were also important points of the discussion.

At the end of the session, each person received an informative packet with various exercises for specific muscle groups, a set of training guidelines and safety precautions and warm-up/cool down stretches to prevent injury and stiffness.

Everyone walked away a little sore but more knowledgeable in terms of abdominal exercising and the event was a success with more clinics hopefully planned for the future.
Many students on campus may not know about classes like water aerobics, which provide a great workout as well as class credit as well.

During the fall semester of the 2000-2001 school year, a water aerobics class met on Monday and Wednesday from 1-2:20 p.m. at Freer Hall. Though most sessions were spent in the pool, students were also required to complete assignments and written exams.

"I just signed up for it so I could work out. I needed one credit hour and I thought it would be a good workout," said Pattie Beinlich, senior in ACES. "Anyone can join, and you don’t even have to know how to swim."

The students warmed up by walking backwards, forwards and sideways in the pool. They also skipped, galloped and did side leaps. Next, the students did various stretches to loosen up their arms, hamstrings and shoulders.

After the warm-up, Ann Pollok, the instructor, split the class into two groups. One group went to the deep end of the pool to swim with flotation devices. In the shallow end, the second group of students ran laps while Pollok timed them. When they finished, they took their pulses and the two groups switched places.

"The students in this class are from all different majors and different years. I have more juniors and seniors. But they are from all different areas of the campus," said Pollok.

This course is not only for healthy students. It is also an alternative to land aerobics for those who suffer from injuries.

"This class would be preferable if someone had an ankle, knee or hip injury. It's just a different form of exercise," said Pollok. ★ Story by Jasmine Scott

★ Jennifer Finger, sophomore in CBA, takes a minute to relax before engaging in a water workout with floating weights. ★ Photo by Sam Xu

★ Bigail Santos, sophomore in CBA, works to stay afloat amidst her classmates while balancing with two water weights. ★ Photo by Sam Xu
Water aerobic students take a short breather to cool down and stretch after an intense workout. *Photo by Sam Xu*
Andrew Schertz (below) played Truffaldino in The Love of Three Oranges, a play about a cursed prince. * Photo by Tim Perkins

The three-headed doctor, played by Kelly Lamont (left), tried to cure the cursed prince of his depression in The Love of Three Oranges. * Photo by Tim Perkins
Frequently filled to capacity, Armory Free Theater is a haven for students hoping to escape a common weekend. The Armory Free Theater is a place for students to explore their own work. The plays are works of which are either written, directed or designed by students in the theater department.

Intensely utilized, from 18 to 24 shows are performed annually, and on a minimal budget, at the Armory Free Theater. Some plays are enjoyable comedies such as The Love of Three Oranges, and others are dramatic and require a Mature Audiences Only warning, such as Long Time Since Yesterday.

Set cozily in room 160 at the Armory, the theater can accommodate about 80 people in seats and 20 more sitting on the floor. People attending can pick up tickets in advance for free, or arrive early enough to get first-come first-serve seats at the time of the show. Varying in starting times, there are usually two or three shows each production weekend - typically with a midnight show on Friday.

Becki Kollenberg and Tracy Lyons directed and adapted The Love of Three Oranges for the Armory Free Theater. The show was produced during Siblings weekend and was a vibrant, fun, fairytale production about a prince who is cursed by an evil witch to fall in love with three oranges. The house packed, viewers enjoyed this delightful story. The play had fantastic physical humor by Andrew Schertz as Truffaldino. Also, well-written dialogue and a wonderful, creative use of props and costumes benefited the audience including the character played by Kelly Lamont, the three headed doctor.

One of more somber productions, Long Time Since Yesterday was performed the weekend after Thanksgiving break. Following the death of a close friend, the story focused on several African-American women dealing with the death. Topics such as homosexuality and rape were addressed in this serious play.

A wide range of plays are performed each semester with a vast variety of topics tackled. Other productions during fall 2000 included, Shoes: Some Sore Feet and A Pair of Eyes, The House of Yes, Seduced, Down the Road, Twilight of the Golds (sic), and Theater of the Black Experience.

* Story by Tim Perkins
Pat Casey, yoga instructor, reminds the participants the importance of breathing correctly during yoga. When done correctly, breathing helps relax the body and calm the mind. Right: Casey takes time off to show the different positions of yoga used to help one stretch and relax. *Photos by David Kok

Every Wednesday at 5 p.m. during the 2000-2001 school year, Pat Casey took a break from his day in the real estate business to teach the Yoga Lite class in the combat room of the Intramural Physical Education Building (IMPE).

Three years ago, however, Casey was just beginning to learn the basics of yoga. “I played a lot of tennis over the years, and I started to get lots of aches and pains,” he said. “That’s when I just started to learn yoga on my own.”

“Your breath should help you feel relaxed,” he tells his class. “Make each breath deeper and deeper as you inhale and exhale.”

The room is silent as Casey sits down on the mat to join his class. “I do the same thing they do,” he said. “I don’t look around and instruct everyone on the right technique because everyone has different levels of flexibility and different body types.”

After doing several exercises against the wall, Casey directs everyone three to two feet away from the wall and starts to guide them through some basic yoga stretches. One move, called the “downward dog,” involves keeping the body shaped in a perfect “V.” Another stretch—the “pelvic arch”—requires one to lie on his back with the knees up, eventually letting the legs fall to the left and right.

“I like it because it makes you feel more graceful and elegant,” she said. “It really gives you a sense of peacefulness during the day.”

Next, Casey instructs his class to do a series of “triangle” exercises, in which the body forms a triangular shape with the legs and the mat. One of these exercises is a “warrior pose,” in which class members stand in a similar position to mimic a statue of a Greek war hero. They bend down on each side to touch their toes. Casey stands in the middle of his students to demonstrate the exercises.

“The stretching really helps you loosen your muscles,” Casey said. “In my case, it especially helps you as you get older.”

Casey finishes the class by turning off the lights to read a relaxation passage while students close their eyes and lie still.

“Yoga really helps me relax, and it alleviates pressure that I’m under during the day,” Casey said. “I leave here feeling energized and rejuvenated.” *Story by Kristin Myers
Leslie Marshall, senior in LAS, performs a yoga move with the rest of the class. Yoga moves such as this one help strengthen the abdominals and promote better balance. * Photo by David Kok

Susan Lloyd, graduate student, attempts the "cobra position." Through the process of stretching and relaxing all the muscle groups, lite yoga conditions the entire body and removes tension. * Photo by David Kok
The silence that accompanies the usually deserted and peaceful main Quad at 10 o'clock on Saturday mornings is occasionally broken by animal sounds and laughing kids. Eighteen times a year, kids 5-8 years-old in the Champaign-Urbana area are offered a class called Saturday Safari in the Natural History Building.

Sponsored by the Spurlock Museum, Saturday Safaris included educational information, fictional stories and numerous games about specific animals and “life on the wild side.”

On September 16, 2000, eight children and joined teacher Kim Sheahan to learn about two new animals. A regular classroom in the Natural History Building was rearranged to accommodate the children as they explored the characteristics and habitats of the mousedeer and the tiger. Seats for parents were pushed to the back of the room, and carpet mats were spread out on the floor in front for the children to sit on. From the “VIP” seats, the kids took part in the interactive class.

The class was divided into separate parts that included an informative section, story time, active games and craft time that were all related to the animals being discussed.

“The advantage of the class is that the kids have fun while learning,” said Sheahan.

The kids are encouraged to voice their opinions and answer questions about the animals during the informative section. They then look forward to some quality playtime that comes with the active games. The active game of this particular class required the kids to all hold hands in a line, with one end being the head of a tiger, and the other end being the tail. The child that served as the head of the tiger had the challenge of “catching its tail.”

At the end of the class, the kids left talking excitedly about the things they had learned while holding their authentic crafts.

Saturday Safaris prove that something educational does happen on Saturday mornings on campus. ★ Story by Kristin Bruns
Saturday Safaris took place in the fall. Their purpose was to educate children about different parts of the world. *Photos by Jenni Miehle*
The University of Illinois campus went through a dramatic transition on Saturday, December 9th—a day which marked the beginning of a week-long event that was met with a plethora of emotions. Reading Day signaled the first official campus-wide study day for semester finals.

Reading Day is designated by the University administration to be the first actual day that students have without any of their regular semester classes. The idea was for Reading Day to serve as an entire day to begin preparation for semester exams. University residence halls respected this day by enforcing 24 hour quiet hours. which meant that no student could be heard outside of his or her dorm room. Many resident advisers also arranged for study snacks to be made available for their residents.

For the entire week after Reading Day students could be seen crowding every campus library, coffee shop, study lounge and many restaurants, in the desperate attempt to “kram” for their upcoming final examinations. Many students found it easier to study in the privacy of their dorm room or apartment.

Carl Spanik, sophomore in LAS, found it easiest to study in the privacy of her Garner Hall dorm room, stating “it was just a lot more comfortable than a library and it was convienent to be able to study in my bed or at the computer. There were also no outside distractions.”

No matter where they chose to study, all over campus university students could be seen reading textbooks, reviewing and rewriting notes, making flashcards and going over past exams from their classes.

Exam week carried with it a very unique impression for each student. Many students found it only to be a time of stress, all-nighters and caffeine dependency, while others enjoyed the week long break from their regular classes.

Megan Parker, freshman in Education, stated “I only had two exams and they were both over on Monday, so I had the entire week to have fun while most of my friends had to study.”

To prepare for their upcoming exams, students took advantage of study sessions offered by the teaching assistants to review previously covered material. Students also formed study groups with other members from their classes hoping that several minds would work better. Still, some students reasoned that the traditional method of studying by themself would be the most beneficial. ★ Story by Annie Morelli

The Courtyard Cafe is another favorite study location with its conveniently located Espresso Royal Cafe for those students who need some chemical input to help keep their minds on their books. ★ Photos by David Kok
Grainger Engineering Library, a favorite among students for its quiet, study ambience and big wooden tables to sprawl one's notes all over the place. Open 24 hours during the exam period, Grainger's seats are seldom empty during these times. *Photos by David Kok*
In a school with more than 36,000 students, it is easy to get lost in the crowd and seem like nothing but a number. It can be hard for freshmen to adjust to the transition from a familiar high school environment to large lectures filled with hundreds of unfamiliar faces and professors they most likely will never meet.

The administration of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences pioneered an intense program for freshmen in their college to help them overcome many of the fears new students face at large colleges. LAS Learning Communities began as an experimental program with many different communities for LAS freshmen to choose from.

Each community offered a combination of two classes each semester that would fulfill general education requirements. Students in each community attended lecture as well as section classes with the same 20-some members of their community. In addition, Learning Community students attended a weekly one-hour LAS section lead by a designated Learning Community leader, who was also a junior or senior in LAS. During this one-hour session, communities discussed important issues facing freshmen, such as stress, time management and the use of libraries and other resources.

Often, Learning Communities chose to spend their LAS section time preparing for their mutual exams or just socializing at a place like Panera Bread Company or Garcia’s Pizza.

Students in Learning Community 27 agreed that choosing to be in their Learning Community was one of the best decisions that they made all year. Elizabeth Kerab, freshmen in History/Secondary Education, stated “Learning Community 27 has been about making lifelong friends, always helping each other out, whether it be through e-mails or night study sessions, or even on phone conversations.”

Andrea Groeninger, freshman in History/Secondary Education, added Learning Community 27 helped change her feelings about the University.

“At first I hated it here because it was so big and I didn’t know anyone, but then after our e-mail wars, I found a bunch of people that I thought were really cool. And the best thing is that most of the people in Learning Community 27 are so different from my other friends.” *Story by Annie Morelli*
Andrea Groeningen, freshman in LAS, absorbs vital information from other students in her Learning Community. Right: Lindsay Wilson, senior in LAS and conductor of Learning Community 27, talks with Justin Steffen, freshman in LAS. *Photos by Jasmine Scott*
Hurricane Hits Campus

“We are more than we think we are.”

On Monday, September 18, the University of Illinois, College of Law, Student Organization Resource Fee (SORF) and Thurgood Marshall Society sponsored “An Evening with Rubin ‘Hurricane’ Carter.” Former prizefighter Carter spoke in Foellinger Auditorium about the highs and lows of his notorious life.

Thomas Mengler, College of Law Dean, opened with special remarks, and Dr. Willie Earl Fowler, Thurgood Marshall Society president, gave a special thanks to the audience. Nekima Levy recited a poem entitled “Song of the Awakened Negro.” James Burgess, Phi Alpha Delta president, gave an overview of Carter’s life. Merrell Bennekin, Black Law Student Association president, introduced Carter. The audience rose to applaud Carter as he approached the stage.

Carter was born in Clifton, New Jersey. He suffered from a speech impediment until the age of 18. Because of this imperfection, he turned to boxing while serving in the Army.

Carter’s boxing career began in 1961. He won the European Light Welterweight Championship. His style dazzled crowds. He was a world champion boxer, husband and father when his life drastically changed in 1967.

When three white people were killed in a New Jersey bar, Carter and a companion, John Artis, were accused of the murders. Though a substantial amount of evidence showed that Carter and Artis were innocent, they were both punished with triple life sentences by a New Jersey court.

Carter spent 20 years in jail for a crime he said he never committed. Ten of those years were spent in solitary confinement, he said. A family in Canada heard his story and aided him in his release from prison in 1985.

In addition to telling his life story, Carter wanted to give the audience members some words of hope.

He spoke about the importance of being united, since we all belong to the same race: the human race. He also stressed the importance of knowing oneself because we are “far more than what we think we are.” He encouraged audience members to go the distance. “The dream is to become the champion of the world,” he said.

After his speech, those interested could stay for a panel discussion with Carter; Greg Adamski, University adjunct professor; Karen Conti, 1986 University College of Law graduate; and Kit Kinports, criminal law professor. Participants listened to the panel describe the death penalty and, most importantly, why and how it should be abolished.

Students were able to ask questions as well.

Carter’s life story was retold in a 1999 big-screen motion picture called “The Hurricane,” which was directed by Norman Jewison and stars Denzel Washington. A second book was published about his life, titled Hurricane: The Miraculous Journey of Rubin Carter, by Jim Hirsch. This book accompanies Rubin’s autobiography, The Sixteenth Round, which he wrote while in prison. ★ Story by Jasmine Scott
Former boxer Rubin "Hurricane" Carter visited the University of Illinois with hopes of enlightening students with his life story and providing encouragement for all in attendance. *Photo by Jasmine Scott*
Choosing Careers; Choosing Futures

After graduation, seniors will be faced with the decision of where to begin the rest of their lives. Some redirect themselves back towards their education and attend graduate school while a few move back home. The majority venture out to find the career of their dreams.

But wherever the road after graduation day takes them, the University of Illinois attempts to make the transition less difficult by providing assistance in choosing a career, entering graduate school and how to put your college education to use.

Unfortunately, many seniors do not have jobs lined up upon receiving their diploma, and are faced with the decision of where to redirect their lives. The Career Center prides itself on helping students make these career-related transitions in life easier by providing the necessary resources that enable students to pursue the many outlets for their acquired education.

Career Counselors are on staff to assist students on a one-on-one basis to help lead students towards prospective careers. Workshops are available for students to work on their resumes and interviewing skills. With their help, students become open to new options that may not have been previously considered, which will hopefully reduce their post-graduation stress.

Mica Jackson, a recent graduate of the University of Illinois, suggests keeping an open mind when it comes to future jobs.

“If you have an open mind about your job, you'll have more opportunities come your way,” Jackson said. “Try to not be so determined on where you want to be located since it reduces your chances of securing a better job.”

Through the Career Center, the counselors provide information about what parts of the country are best suited for different professions. With their extensive library devoted to the various types of careers available, students can see how a prospective career can take them all over the country.

Career fairs, held annually and semi-annually in the spring and fall by various colleges also assist students in their job hunt.

Graduation is not only an end, but also a beginning to a new direction that student's lives will soon follow. Whether their road leads them to a family life, graduate school, a career, or back home, the Career Center and career fairs provide the needed assistance to help their new work be a little easier. *Story by Erin Nicole Jackson*
With resumes in hand, Mike Maschek (left), senior in Engineering, waits to speak to a company representative at the Engineering Career Fair. Far Left: Alexandra Molesky, freshman in LAS, gets a head start in researching potential careers. * Photos by Hannah Lee
Cara Switzer, junior in LAS, works at the IUB check-out counter and makes sure customers get in and out as quickly as possible. Above: Follett's Daniel Gloede, sophomore in LAS, and Allan Krokos, a senior in CBA, restock shelves after students cleared them out in order to begin the semester on the right foot. *Photos by James Willis*
Staffing can reduce book-buying stress

Excitement for the semester’s beginning is shifted towards anxiety as the thought of buying books becomes apparent to every student.

Every semester, students spend hundreds of dollars purchasing books. To add to the student’s frustrations are the lines that flood bookstores during book-buying time. In recognition of this ever-existent problem professors and the bookstores are coming up with many alternative ways to try to avoid long lines.

The University of Illinois’s central bookstore, The Illini Union Bookstore hired seasonal help. These new employees mainly work in the check-out area, sometimes tripling the production speed. Although the lines may initially appear long, a student’s wait in line is usually no longer than five minutes.

IUB and other bookstores on campus have implemented an advanced ordering system where students can purchase textbooks before the semester begins and simply come in and pick them up.

Many professors have steered their teaching methods towards class notes instead of textbooks. They will make copies of certain portions of various textbooks and have them available at a copy shop on campus.

Students have chosen other options. Some purchase textbooks online and have them delivered to their door, while others choose to simply not buy them at all. Because of the University’s vast library system, many textbooks or required readings are available for checking out or are at reserve reading desks.

Allison Reese, a junior in LAS, delays buying her books until almost a week after classes begin.

“Most of the time you don’t need a book for any class for almost a week. It’s just not worth putting up with all those people when you can just get them later,” Reese said.

Although the hassle associated with buying books seems to be never ending, remember, it only has to be done twice a year. ★ Story by Erin Nicole Jackson
ONE OF THE BIGGEST REASONS STUDENTS CHOOSE THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS IS FOR ITS STRONG ACADEMIC REPUTATION. MANY PROGRAMS ARE Nationally ranked AND GRADUATES ARE IN HIGH DEMAND. EVERY BUILDING ON CAMPUS HAS A DIFFERENT ATMOSPHERE, FROM GRAINGER ENGINEERING LIBRARY TO THE UNDERGRAD, ALGELD TO JAPAN HOUSE. EACH STUDENT CAN FIND AN INSPIRATIONAL PLACE TO LEARN.
The University of Illinois has been sending its students to study overseas for over 20 years. The Study Abroad Office was established to support the University's commitment to offer more complete educational opportunities.

Participating in a study abroad program is becoming more popular. Since the program began, approximately 14,000 undergraduates from the Urbana-Champaign campus have studied abroad for credit towards their degrees. The Study Abroad Office ensures that course work taken during the programs it sponsors is closely linked in both level and quality to academic offerings on the Urbana-Champaign campus.

UI of I students who have studied abroad have only good things to say about their experiences. "Studying abroad in Granada, Spain, was the best way to open up and view the world from another perspective," said Meghan Ward, a sophomore in LAS.

Students who have not yet left for their study abroad trips wait with excited anticipation. Nancy Creech, sophomore in Nursing, is participating in an England/Scotland travel study group with fellow nursing and pre-medical majors during the first summer session of 2001. The purpose of the trip is to participate in a comparison study of health care systems between the United States and the United Kingdom.

"I'm excited because it's fulfilling credits for my major as well as providing a wonderful opportunity to experience the health care system outside my home country," Creech said.

These are the very objectives the study abroad programs work to accomplish.

Any student wishing to learn more information about study abroad programs should visit the Study Abroad Office. There are more than 50 countries to choose from and just about every UI of I student should be able to participate in overseas study for at least a summer session. The cost of studying abroad does not cost much more than the tuition at the Urbana-Champaign campus, and all courses taken count for credit if the proper academic guidelines are followed.

The opportunities offered through the Study Abroad Office at the University of Illinois enables students to discover the world beyond the United States the best way of all - by actually living as a student in another culture. ★ Story by Kristen Bruns
Keith Norberg, senior in LAS, and Chris Hoenstein, senior in CBA, exchange stories about their experiences in Australia with Angela Rachubinski, also a senior in LAS. Below: Matthew Rodgers, junior in CBA, Brandon McKinney, senior in LAS, and Brittany Scurto and Maya Subramanian, both juniors in LAS, share stories and photos from their trip to Spain. Opposite page: Krista Wilkenson, junior in Communications, talks about her twelve-month experience in Great Britain to convince a student of the great programs offered by the Study Abroad Office. * Photos by James Willis
Economics Class

Online chat provided communication between students and instructors

Professor Larry DeBrock’s Economics 102 lecture met twice a week in Foellinger Auditorium. For other Economics 102 sections, students had to listen to a TA review the basic economic principles in a classroom on the third day of class. But for DeBrock’s students, these weekly TA sessions were replaced with computer assignments that could be finished during the day, in the middle of the night or first thing in the morning.

This program started with a grant from the Sloan Foundation funded by S.C.A.L.E. which stands for Sloan Center Asynchronous Learning Environment. According to DeBrock, this fund helped build the database for all the questions from which the online quizzes are formed.

The computer aspect of the course gives the students a chance to ask questions of their TAs and of DeBrock at any time during the semester. The questions are answered and then left in the chat rooms so all students registered for the course can see the answers at any time. The chat rooms are password protected, so only students in the specific sections can view the questions and answers.

DeBrock said that the use of the computers did not take away from the personal contact with TAs if the students needed it. TAs still held office hours, but were also assigned times to be on the computer answering students questions.

DeBrock also said that the computer use was similar to classroom discussion, because students still received the information they needed, but because the information was posted at different times, students could access it whenever it was convenient for them.

“I think that for many students there is no difference (between the classes),” DeBrock said. “There are two groups of students this course helps. For students who are highly motivated, they can work harder, and for those students who are having trouble with it, (the computer) is a tool to put in more hours and bring their grade back up.”

*Story by Kate Favrow*
"I joke around with my friends and tell them I want to make candy bars when I grow up, but that actually does sound like a lot of fun!" said Lauren Goldstein, a junior majoring in hospitality management.

Goldstein has always loved food. When she was young, she climbed out of her crib, crawled down the stairs and out the door and bit one of her dad’s hot peppers right off of the plant. She loved to lick the beaters when her mom baked, but that was before she learned about salmonella.

"The average person should know how to cook food so that they don’t get sick from it," Goldstein said.

Goldstein’s quick to say that hospitality management is not an easy major. In addition to nutrition, catering and food purchasing classes, she is also required to take chemistry, microbiology, accounting, marketing, management and business law classes.

But the food science classes are her favorite.

"You learn about gelatinization, crystallization, caramelize, oxidation and many, many more -ations."

The FSHN (Food Science and Human Nutrition) classes that Goldstein takes allow for hands-on experience.

This semester Goldstein is taking a fine dining class, FSHN 355. Part of her homework is to plan a meal and invite people from Champaign-Urbana to eat it.

For FSHN 341, a required catering class, students work real catering jobs. They are responsible for pricing all of the food, cooking it, and setting it up to be aesthetically pleasing. Freshmen in the curriculum are rounded up to help, but because it is homework, no one gets paid.

Goldstein does her homework outside of class as well. She watches her mom cook and tells her what is happening to her food. She is learning how to make her own soup recipes with her dad and has independently been playing around with different marinades. Her lucky friends get to taste her inventions.

After she graduates, Goldstein wants to get a master’s degree in food science. Her long-term career goal is to work for a large company developing new food products or improving old ones.

One of the schools she is considering for her master’s degree has a program that specializes in wines, an area that Goldstein loves learning about.

"It’s not like I am a raging alcoholic or anything, I just think there must be something very special about wine for so many people to take it so seriously." ★ Story by Molly Craig
Lauren Goldstein, a junior in hospitality management, makes herself at home in a kitchen. *Photos by Lori Lobascio*
Students work out at the DRES gym. The gym affords students with disabilities the opportunity to maximize their functional potential, relieve stress and increase their tolerances relative to the rigorous demands of campus life through the range of adaptive exercise. *Photos by Chui Sian Ong*
Delta Sigma Omicron

Rehabilitates

Disabled students benefitted with help from organization fundraiser, the National Wheelchair Games and Softball Tournaments.

Pendell and Kelly both agreed to the idea that although there are things that they may not be able to do because of their disabilities, those who do not live as they do must remember that they are no different.

“Our disability is just a difference that everyone has, like race or gender,” Pendell said.

“Basically, we’re just like every other typical college student, our difference just happens to be our disability,” said Kelly. *Story by Jasmine Scott*

The division of rehabilitation-education services, or DRES, at the University of Illinois falls into two categories: academic services such as classroom accommodations, and non-academic services such as transportation and rehabilitation.

Rehabilitation, which involves physical therapy and functional training, primarily consists of strength development and physical conditioning for students whose disabilities limit the effective utilization of the fitness and recreational resources and programs otherwise available to students.

Most of the rehabilitation activities take place at the DRES gym, staffed by one physical therapist, graduate assistants with a background in athletic training and physical therapy, part-time strength and conditioning specialists.

A big facet of of DRES is Delta Sigma Omicron, or DSO, which is defined as “a rehabilitation service fraternity whose members originally were students with disabilities on the University of Illinois campus.”

DSO meets at Beckwith Residence Hall in Champaign, which is specifically geared toward helping University of Illinois students who have physical disabilities and can not be accommodated by the traditional dorms.

Nate Pendell, senior in ALS and treasurer of DSO, had positive things to say about U of I and its efforts to accommodate students like himself.

“This University is one of the most successful in the United States, accessibility wise,” said Nate.

President of DSO, Sarah Kelly, senior in ACES, added that the U of I houses one of four DSO chapters in the nation.

“DSO specifically does several campus and community activities to raise awareness about people with disabilities,” said Kelly. “Every year we host holiday parties for kids with disabilities in the Champaign-Urbana area. It is important because it allows kids to have mentors and interact with adults that have disabilities, too.”

DSO was founded in 1949 and some of its goals include making opportunities available to disabled people through all sorts of mediums. Also, DSO continues to promote contributions to research that benefit its members and non-members alike. These goals are made possible by the many events that DSO has. Events include: the Wheel-a-Thon-
Metamorphosis through Makeup

"You can make someone look completely different than who they are."
-Lisa Lillig, Instructor, Theater 123

Before any musical or play is performed many preparations must be made. The talented actors and actresses must audition and rehearse their lines and stage directions. Stage crews must develop lighting schemes and set designs. Costume designers must put together the costumes and makeup artists must work their magic. For makeup artists, classes like Theater 123 helped form basic makeup techniques.

Theater 123, a class for non-theater majors, was described in the course catalog as dealing with the basic makeup techniques, such as basic makeup painting, practice in corrective aging and character makeup, and introduction to creating facial hair and wigs.

The class, which counted as two credit hours, gave students like Liz Verones, sophomore in psychology, a chance to express a different side of herself.

"I decided to take Theater 123 because I have always found makeup to be very interesting," Verones said. "I also felt that this class would be a good way to express my artistic creativity."

According to Verones, the objectives of the class were to learn the basics of how to apply theater makeup, how lighting affects an actor's face and how to deceive the eye.

The class was taught by Lisa Lillig, who received a Masters of Fine Arts degree in Costume Technology from the University of Illinois. She was also the wig and makeup director for the Krannert Center for the Performing Arts. In the November 16th edition of the News Bureau, Lillig revealed why she enjoyed makeup so much.

"I love makeup, and I'd say I'm more into makeup than hair and more into hair than costuming," Lillig said. "I love makeup because you can do anything with it. You can build three-dimensional noses or chins or take out their eyebrows. You can make somebody look completely different than who they are."

Verones said that Lillig was very helpful and positive while the students were experimenting during class.

"She first demonstrates how the makeup should be applied, then she gives us the opportunity to do it ourselves on our faces," Verones said. "She walks to every person and makes sure they are on the right track."

While Verones was not looking to become a world-class makeup artist, there were a few personal goals she wanted to get out of the class.

"From this class I hope to improve my technique, and have a good creative outlet for myself," Verones said. "Most of all, I want to have a good time." ★ Story by Kate Favrow
Maria Hammer, a senior in CBA, looks at her reflection closely to make sure that she does not apply too much or too little make-up to her face. *Photo by James Willis*

Nathan Bell, a freshman in the College of FAA, applies make-up to his face while assessing the effects in the mirror. *Photo by James Willis*

Steve Jaros, Drew Holmes, and Mike Kosakowski, all freshmen in the College of FFA, simultaneously discover that applying make-up correctly is no easy task. *Photo by James Willis*
Using humor to teach students about the effects and causes of HIV and AIDS, each character in "The Wizard of AIDS" had their own myth about the disease. ★ Photos by Erin Nicole Jackson

Struggling down the yellow brick road, Dorothy and her friends search for a cure for HIV and AIDS. ★ Photo by Erin Nicole Jackson
Dorothy Discovers Disease Prevention

As students strolled by the Courtyard Café around lunchtime on February 14, they paused in amazement, as they tried to figure out why Dorothy was kissing the scarecrow. Was this a modern adaptation of the Wizard of Oz? Although related in characters, this performance was entitled the Wizard of AIDS, a play produced by a small touring theatre company that helps spread information about HIV and AIDS prevention.

In the short hour in which the play took place, standing room was soon all that was available as students quickly filled every table and chair, floor space and wall that they could lean on. This humorous adaptation of the classic story of Dorothy in search of the Emerald City had everyone in attendance rolling in laughter. The play featured Munchkins dressed in the various colors of the rainbow, breaking out into random rap sessions, a wicked witch who plans to infect all who defy her with her multiple sexually transmitted diseases and a cowardly lion who fears that kissing anyone will spread his AIDS.

This theatrical presentation captivated everyone in minutes. The plot was simple. While at school one day, Dorothy had learned about HIV and AIDS, but wanted to know more. Upon questioning her delusional Auntie Em, the only answer that she receives is that “AIDS aren’t important, so go and watch T.V.” Dorothy finds this response and in the midst of her solo gets swept away by a tornado into the Land of Oz.

She encounters the same friends that the movie portrays; however, each character has more depth added to their personality. The scarecrow has engaged in promiscuous sex and fears for his own safety, the tin man is never thoroughly lubricated and the lion is suffering from the AIDS virus. Dorothy’s educational teachings about safe sex throughout the play not only inform her friends but also the audience. Myths about HIV and AIDS were given, along with presumptions regarding responsible sexual behavior. In the end, Dorothy has not achieved was she originally set out to accomplish – a cure for this deadly disease.

Through all of the humor and spoof that the Wizard of AIDS contained, much was learned. After its ending, the cast members were open to a question and answer session about safe sex and the causes and affects of AIDS. As students filtered out, many commented that this was nothing like they had expected. Sponsored by the Illini Union Board during AIDS Prevention Week, this short play ignited a reaction within their audience that was unexpected. As Dorothy swiftly skipped across the Courtyard Café’s stage, equipped with her ruby slippers, spunky stuffed dog, Toto, and an AIDS prevention pamphlet, her spectators received more preventative information than they ever thought they could over the lunch hour. ✫ Story by Erin Nicole Jackson

The Wizard of AIDS instructed an enthused audience during lunch breaks.
Early Experience Leads to Excellence

"You have to specialize to make yourself stand out."
-Nathan Makdad, student

While some students at the University of Illinois change their majors every semester, others are so passionate about their course of study that they work part-time jobs that are directly related.

These students develop an early sense of professionalism that enables them to confidently enter the real world after college. They find that the early experience gives them a significant advantage over other applicants in the highly competitive job market.

Nathan Makdad, senior in psychology, works as a mediator on campus. Makdad first came to be involved with mediation after hearing about it during orientation student leader training. He has worked in the mediation office for over a year and a half. Makdad completed 24 hours of training in which he learned the process of mediation, communication techniques and role-playing guidelines.

"Being a psychology major, I have been fascinated with human behavior and wanting to understand more about it. When you’re doing a mediation, you can really get a sense of what is motivating and driving these people," said Makdad.

As a mediator, it is Makdad’s job to get both parties talking to each other. He uses his skills to rephrase or differently summarize potentially provoking remarks. Sometimes Makdad finds that he can improve the results of a mediation by simply asking the right questions.

"I think that’s where my psychology training is useful because it is the practical application of many ideas I have learned in the classroom," said Makdad.

This makes him work that much harder in the classroom, for he is not learning things that will only benefit him after college. He is learning things that will benefit during his next mediation.

While Makdad works as a mediator primarily to help people and learn more about his field, he does not deny that his early experience looks great on resumes and graduate school applications. Several of his co-workers have mentioned that mediation work was asked about most in job and graduate school interviews.

"It’s just that psychology is such a broad field, and in order to do anything, you have to specialize and make yourself stand out. Mediation has been a way for me to really apply my classroom ideas to real world situations," Makdad said.

Makdad’s experiences of working in a job related to his major should be enough motivation for the “slackers” on campus to go out and get involved in what they are studying. Early experience not only helps with job applications, but it is an opportunity to decide if this is a profession that one could do for the rest of his life. *Story by Kristen Bruns*
Nathan Makdad, senior in LAS, with Zoha Saleh, junior in LAS, prepare for the Tuesdays @ 7 workshop titled “Stress for Success.” The Tuesdays @ 7 Workshops are a weekly series presented by students who are Counseling Center paraprofessionals. * Photos by James Willis

Stacey Lauth, junior in nursing, works hard in the library in the Medical Sciences Building. Lauth also volunteers her time at a local hospital to supplement her classroom experience. * Photo by Jasmine Scott
No trajectories were being calculated here as engineers fight for the rebound. Each participant was out to have fun, as well as to win. Competition was intense from the very start of the tournament.

*Photos by David Kok*
There is a myth that engineer students and faculty spend hours in Grainger Library and the basement of Everitt Labs saving over projects. This all-work and no play attitude was quashed at the sixth annual Electrical and Computer engineering Jam Co-Ed Basketball Tournament held on February 19, 2001.

At the end of a five-hour day, the Ballistic Transport continued their dynasty by defeating their counterparts the anti-Ballistic 20-10 for their sixth consecutive ECE Jam title. The event, held at Kenney Gym, was set-up with four pools of four teams. The top team in each pool advanced to the playoffs. For this co-ed competition, each team needed at least one Engineering professor, and two ECE majors of each gender. After sweating through the one-day event, pizza was served to all as reward for participating.

This was the fourth year captain Scott Roberts participated in the tournament, while some members were making their first appearances. He believed this was a quality team mixed with veterans and rookies. Graduate students Chris Schmitz, Dave Becher and Professor Quesnell Hartman played in the inaugural ECE Jam tournament, so did freshmen Matt Meinhart and former University of Illinois women's basketball player Sarah Wustrack were important pieces of the puzzle.

The pressure was on to continue winning, so even though several teammates have come and gone, the team keeps achieving their goals.

"Winning the championship was really more relief than anything," said Roberts. "Our team (Ballistic Transport) has won the tournament all 5 years, so I knew that I would not hear the end of it if we lost."

The game was relatively close in the first half before the Ballistic Transport scored a few baskets and slightly pulled away for the victory.

Still, the road to the championship was not easy. In an early game, the Ballistic Transport trailed 12-2 and Roberts limits he was nervous, but they rallied and avoided the upset.

The team names for the tournament ranged from engineering themes such as Coaxial Connectors and the engi-ballers, to playful nicknames like Ill-Tempered Fomats. The Ballistic Transport get their name from a microelectronic research project started by Professor Hartmann.

"The fact that engineer students came out and had a lot of fun at the tournament was a great thing," said co-organizer Vamshidhar Kommineni.

Roberts agreed and enjoyed deviating from the engineer myth.

"I think that engineering can lack social interaction at times and events like this are a great way to get engineers and professors together in an informal setting," Roberts added. ★ Story by Ernst Lamothe Jr.
Just as the spring semester textbook rush ended, IUB put almost 30,000 books on sale, drawing more mad crowds.

The Illini Union Bookstore once again had its "All You Can Carry" book sale on February 21, 22 and 23, 2001. Started in 1979, the book sale is held once every two years to the delight of staff, community members, students and local book agents. You could buy all the books you can carry without the help of a bag, boards, string or boxes for $20. Individually each book cost just 50 cents, the amount being the same ever since the sale began more than twenty years ago.

"We don't make a profit at all, especially once you factor in labor and transport costs," said Willard Bredfield, general manager of the campus' official bookstore.

"It is mainly for the goodwill of our patrons and so that students have a chance to buy inexpensive textbooks."

The planning for this sale, which is IUB's largest, starts months in advance. First, staff members do an inventory of surplus or marked down books for the sale within the store. Then they negotiate with wholesale book companies from Missouri, Texas, Nebraska and Kentucky. Staff members do not know exactly which books they will get, all they ask is that there are less than five copies of any one book, that there is a mixture of books and not too many study guides.

Most of the books are textbooks, but not the current editions.

"You may find anything from a book on integrated circuits to a novel," said Mr. Cox, operations manager.

The books are not arranged in any particular order because there are approximately 1,000 cartons full of books to unload and just 15 people to do it. IUB has a number of sales throughout the year but this is their largest. There was no way to count the number of people jostling to find a bargain. Mr. Cox describes the scene.

"The room was jumpin'!"

On Friday at three o'clock, there were less than 1,000 books left which staff members had to repack. These books will either be recycled or resold at a later date. Back at the bookstore, the phones were ringing with callers asking "when the next sale" was. Word spread fast through satisfied customers. Just ask the student who staggered to the cash registers carrying 140 books for just $20! ★

Story by Kavitha Cardoza
Students look through the new and used books at The Illini Union Bookstore's "All You Can Carry" Book Sale in the Union. The sale has was a big success, bookstore employees said.

* Photos by David Fanthorpe
Faculty and students alike gathered at the Campus Honors Convocation to enjoy coffee, conversation and professor Jean Thompson's short story collection entitled 'Who Do You Love?' * Photos by Hannah Lee
The typical college student will express frustration over the amount of required reading, but students in the Campus Honors Program look forward to reading. The occasion? The annual Campus Honors Convocation, an opportunity for a select group of students to hold discussions with a notable author.

In preparation, students read the assigned book and meet with peers to talk about the work. The Convocation is meant to be an “intellectual experience,” according to Sonia Carringer of the Campus Honors Program Office.

Every year, an author whose work has high appeal is invited to present a lecture to CHP freshmen and other interested CHP students. Following the lecture, students have the opportunity to speak with the author in smaller sessions and attend an informal reception. Afterward, a select group of faculty and students attend a dinner at the home of Bruce Michelson, the CHP director.

This year’s Convocation was held on February 4, 2001. University of Illinois English professor, Jean Thompson, presented her short story collection ‘Who Do You Love?’ She addressed the process of writing fiction, particularly, how life’s funny and special moments can be incorporated into fiction. She also discussed the role of experience and imagination in fiction writing.

Interesting topics like these keep the students coming every year. Past years have brought A.J. Verdelle and ‘The Good Negress,’ Paul Hendrickson and ‘The Living and the Dead,’ and college student John K. Wilson and his ‘The Myth of Political Correctness.’ The Convocation is planned in the hope of inspiring students to achieve their goals.

The Convocation is just one of the many events that CHP sponsors to expand students’ horizons and provide them with role models.

Officially known as The Chancellor’s Scholars Programs, 125 freshmen are invited to the program each year based on such merits as academics and leadership.

Other students may apply at the beginning of their sophomore year. Every college has students enrolled in CHP because CHP complements the individual colleges’ honors programs. For highly motivated students, the CHP is an excellent opportunity to meet like-minded peers and meet accomplished individuals. The program seems very conducive to success.

Perhaps someone was inspired at this year’s convocation and will one day lecture on his or her book, ‘The Power of Words, Written and Spoken.’ ★ Story by Amy Smith
Multicultural

Editor: Alana Stein
The African-American Homecoming Dance attracts students for dancing and socializing. Partygoers dance to Casper’s “Cha Cha Slide,” which is a hip hop version of the popular “Electric Slide.” ★ Photos by Jasmine Scott.
The University of Illinois's African-American Homecoming Dance gave minority students a break from studies and crowded frat parties.

The dance was one of many events of Homecoming weekend, held October 13-15, that students enjoyed. The event, which was held in the Union, gave the women a chance to break out their new dresses and the men a chance to get out of their baggy gear and into a suit.

The music consisted of the latest songs in the R&B and Hip Hop community, along with some hits from the past.

The dance, which started at 8 p.m., was a little slow at first, but after a short time the room was filled with partygoers.

"I was kinda worried because no one was here. I thought it would be kinda whack, but people started to come and they look like they are having a good time," said Shenay Bridges, junior in LAS.

Students danced to the beat of the music with friends and significant others. A lot of students stepped with a partner. Many chose to socialize away from the dance floor. But the dance floor was packed with hyped students during the two times that the "Cha Cha Slide" was played.

"The dance is pretty nice and this is my first year here. We should do it every year and make it more live," said Amber Burnett, junior in LAS.

The African-American dance was one of the many Homecoming celebrations of the night. Many students planned on visiting several afterset parties in the area.

The African-American Homecoming dance is an event that many minority students feel is important. It creates an atmosphere for students to enjoy themselves and may be considered one of the highlights of minority campus life in the year 2000. *Story by Jasmine Scott*
Homecoming Block Party promotes unity among all cultures.

Brightly colored orange and blue balloons illuminate the entrance to the annual Homecoming Block Party.  

Photos by Sam Xu and Andrew Clark.
Hello Dave, partly composed of University of Illinois students, kicked off the Multicultural Homecoming celebration. *Photo by Andrew Clark*

Shwayta Kukreti, junior in LAS, takes a break after performing an Indian dance in the show. (Above) Eric “Epic” Oropeza and Jesse “Swak” Menedoz, members of Diverstyle, a hip-hop group from Chicago, freestyle with the beats of their DJ. *Photos by Sam Xu*
The Chinese Mooncake is eaten during the Mid-Autumn Festival. A sweet crust surrounding a lotus paste makes the mooncake a delicious treat.

* Photo by David Kok

Ying Ning, Engineering, plays serenades a group of mesmerized listeners with his violin. During the Mooncake Festival, friends gathered to enjoy fine cakes, tea and music, while celebrating the full moon. (Below) People join their hands together to light a lantern. These colorful lanterns are an important part of every Mooncake Festival.

* Photos by David Kok
Celebrating the Full Moon

Mid-Autumn festival highlights ancient Chinese culture with the eating of legendary mooncakes

Under a cloudless, dark sky, about 100 students gathered on the Illini Union steps. The almost-full gibbous moon and multi-colored lanterns scattered at the students' feet provided light for the Mid-Autumn Festival, or Mooncake festival.

Held jointly by the Taiwan In Action (TIA) and Singapore Student Association (SSA), the festival helped celebrate the full moon that was four days before, on September 12.

Richard Tseng, freshman in Engineering, said the fact that the festival was not on the night of the full moon did not matter. He still enjoyed his night.

“It is nice to be able to celebrate the moon festival with so many people from far away from home,” Tseng said, referring to his home country of Taiwan. “At home we watch the moon and eat mooncakes. We also tell stories and riddles.”

Adeline Lim, junior in LAS and SSA secretary, said the festival included both performances based on ancient Chinese culture, as well as modern performances.

Performances ranged from tai-chi demonstrations to the singing of traditional Chinese songs. There was also a hip-hop dance routine.

One of the main reasons students turned out to the festival, according to Tseng, was to eat authentic mooncake and drink hot tea.

Mooncake, a traditional Chinese dessert made from flour and various sweet pastes, is baked in a circular shape and has many legends surrounding its origin and use.

One legend, according to Lim, is a tale of a concubine riding to the moon after taking a pill, so she could get out of an unwanted marriage.

Another tale involves the revolution of Dr. Sun Yat-sen. It is believed that through secret messages hidden in the mooncakes, strategies leading to the revolution were passed from revolutionary to revolutionary without government knowledge. The revolutions did take place, and as a result the Republic of China was founded.

“I hate mooncakes at home in Taiwan,” Tseng said, “but I can’t get it here, so I am enjoying it.”

Another event of the evening involved the lanterns distributed at the beginning of the event. Riddles were hidden in the lanterns and students were encouraged to guess the answers. If a student answered correctly, his name was put into a raffle for a chance to win prizes such as CDs or pizza gift certificates.

Lim was excited that the turn out for the festival exceeded that of past years. One reason for the larger turn out was the combined effort of the SSA and TIA, said Lim.

“It’s the first time we have done anything together,” Lim said. “It’s the first time for us to have direct contact. It brings together people from other cultures and gives us a melting pot.” ★ Story by Kate Favrow
Viren Soni, junior in LAS, points to the audience as part of a skit during India Night.

Supported by her powerful vocals, Anjali Rangaswamy, junior in LAS, provides the audience with a modest introduction to her mystical talents.

As a finale to the evenings performances, student performers demonstrate the upbeat Indian dance known as Bhangra. Tumbling acts, as well as dancing with handkerchiefs, highlight the culture of the dance.

Photos by Andrew Clark
A good way to describe the 2000 annual India Night, a show that promotes Indian culture on campus, would be to say the word “color,” which was the theme of the event. Priti Shah, senior in LAS and the area coordinator of the event, said the theme was meant to represent the vibrancy of Indian culture.

“We tried to use color not only in the dress and style, but also in attitude,” Shah said. “We really thought that color could symbolize the diversity of Indian culture.”

India Night has been a major production on campus for several years and, according to Shah, is the Indian Student Association’s largest event of the year.

“The organization is just a way to have Indian students blend together and learn more about their culture,” Shah said.

The Association organizes other social events throughout the year, such as Diwali Night, a religious festival in the fall.

Nipesh Patel, senior in engineering, last year’s President of the Indian Student Association, was responsible for overseeing the cultural chairs and making sure the show went smoothly.

“We had about thirty acts try out for the show, and only about thirteen were allowed to perform,” she said. “So there were a lot of people that were eager to be a part of it.”

The night started with a poem accompanied by traditional Indian dancing in the background. The “pushpanjali,” performed at the beginning of the show, is a traditional Indian dance originating from the southern region of India.

Shah said the show always ends with a more upbeat dance, traditionally the “bhangra,” from Punjab, a northern region of India.

“There are so many types of Indian dances,” Shah said. “We tried to represent traditional as well as modern forms of Indian dance. Not all Indian culture is what happened in the past.”

India Night also featured singers who performed in different languages, a fashion show and an Indian snack called samosas, which are fried potato dumplings.

“We really focused on getting the non-Indian community to come,” said Patel. “Everyone seemed pretty amazed at what they saw, including my non-Indian friends.”

Story by Kristin Myers
(Above left) The words on the chalkboard reflect the attitudes of some toward those with disabilities. (Above right) Some people are left in "shackles" as they are reminded of the oppression they endure everyday. ★ Photo by Hannah Lee

The Boxes and Walls visitors wait in a darkened room while the final preparations are being made inside. ★ Photo by Hannah Lee
Boxes and Walls

Museum of oppression teaches lesson of awareness to all

(Above) Throughout the exhibit, entire walls were devoted to question the conceptions of race, prejudice and discrimination. *Photo by Hannah Lee*
Are you aware that we don't live in a perfect world?

In the African-American room, an effigy hangs as a reminder that no one should have to suffer from oppression. *Photo by Hannah Lee*
(Above) Despite their disabilities, these famous people were still able to accomplish their career goals. * Photo by Hannah Lee
La Casa Cultural offers salsa lessons to students twice a week.
Sam Smith and Monica Leonor, Champaign residents, dance to the rhythm of the Salsa music. Javier Gonzales helps Harmony Rosales, also Champaign residents, work together to master a Salsa maneuver.

* Photo by James Willis
Diversity is an important issue at the University of Illinois. There are many cultural organizations on campus that allow students to get involved as well as the educate about different ways of life.
They are wearing lace, satin, nylon and leather. Not a hair is out of place, not a button is undone, and not a scuff mars one strappy sandal:

But the tension has them all shaking.

Fifteen female models for the University of Illinois Illini Union Board Latino/a Fashion Show form a circle in the makeshift dressing room at the back of the Illini Union Rooms A, B and C. In 20 minutes, they will perform for more than 500 friends, family members and strangers, some of whom have to stand in order to get in.

"I just wanted you all to know that I love you guys," said Mariel Knox, a tall blonde in a turquoise tube top. "We’re going to be great!"

The other women echo similar words of encouragement and support. They gather themselves into a cautious group hug, making sure not to destroy hours of makeup and hair preparation.

At the same time over a portable wall partition, the 11 male models hold their own pre-show morale-booster. In a football-style huddle, each put his fist in the circle and lifted it out together with a cheer. They stand around, shifting their weight, smoothing shirt wrinkles and fidgeting with buttons.

"I’m not nervous, just kind of jittery," model Ramon Orejel said. "But ask me again two seconds before I go on."

Part of their anxiety lies buzzing just over another flimsy partition, the full house waiting for the show to begin. Half an hour before the doors opened, the ticket line had stretched down the Illini Union hallway and around the corner. The 500-seat room sold out within about 40 minutes, and people are still trying to get in.

The Latino Programming Committee (LPC) is part of the University of Illinois Illini Union Board. It has held an annual fall fashion show since 1997.

Although the show takes place in autumn and is technically a fashion show, it is more of an entertainment show than simply about fashion. LPC choreographers add dancing, skits and theme elements to their models’ standard runway walk.

They also break up the show into several “scenes” or genres that

Jennifer Barry-Terrones and Eduardo Garcia skip down the runway to a Menudo song during the Casual Wear scene. Photo by Karen D’Souza
(Left) Jennifer Barry-Terrones beckons to an imaginary audience during dress rehearsal. Fellow models Ricardo Arzu, Osvaldo De Santiago and Rogelio Pineda are seeing the Formal Wear scene in costume for the first time. (Far Above) Martin Torres, Eduardo Garcia, Ildegardo Esparza, Ricardo Arzu, Luis Ramos and Eric Lugo wait in the wings for their Formal Wear scene cue. (Above) Clarissa Reyna, last year’s LPC Fashion Show Chairperson, applies liquid eyeliner with a steady hand despite her pre-show jitters.

* Photo by Karen D’Souza
Choreography emphasizes colorful aspects of Latin American culture.

represent the type of clothing the models are showing, the type of music being played, or the type of clothing a student might wear to a certain event.

Some recurring scenes are Club Wear, showing the latest styles for dancing in a nightclub; Professional Wear, featuring the newest styles in suits and other businesswear; and Campus Wear, showcasing fashions featuring University of Illinois logos and colors.

A scene that usually gets the audience's attention is Sleepwear, showing off styles some students like to wear at bedtime.

Martha Ramirez, this year's Latino Programming Committee Fashion Show Chairperson, is a little nervous about the Sleepwear scene.

"This year it's a little more scandalous," she said a few weeks into the rehearsal schedule. "When they let us do our own thing it gets pretty crazy. But it's just a lot of teasing because everyone is professional and knows enough not to go too far."

The controversy lies in the suggestive choreography during the Sleepwear scene. Models take turns helping each other out of cover ups and robes to reveal the sleepwear they are wearing underneath.

Freshman Jaime Flores will model boxer shorts in the Sleepwear scene.

"I'm part of the scandal," he said. "I have no problem showing off my body. I think everything's tasteful. We all know it's a family show."

Other segments of the show include Casual Wear and a Wedding scene as the grand finale.

This year's show is called Latino Explosion. Choreographers have tried to emphasize the colorful aspect of Latin American culture and how it is demonstrated by Latino students at the University of Illinois students.

"I'm really excited," Ramirez said. "This year it's going to be more laton-based. Last year we used all different artists for the music, but this year we're focusing on Latin music."

* Story by Karen D'Souza
Model Rachel Williams rests after a rehearsal run-through in the University of Illinois Illini Union room 314. "Practices are really long because we have to wait around for everyone else's scenes," she said. ★ Photo by Karen D'Souza
SURVIVING J SCHOOL
WITH
MILTON
CARRERO

“If you could summarize me in one word,” Milton Carrero said, “it’s passionate. I’m a very intense person. With my friends, my relationships, my work, my writing, my family. I believe in living life. I want to experience everything. Even breathing.”

Working towards a masters degree in journalism, Carrero has already worked for five newspapers from The San Juan Star in his homeland of Puerto Rico, to his recent internship at The Washington Post.

Carrero left Puerto Rico in 1996 to attend the University of Illinois as a journalism major. There were pressures being an international student.

“When I left I had responsibilities to myself and family. These high expectations become responsibilities that you take with you like luggage.”

These expectations fueled him to work even harder. When Carrero began attending the University, he came with certain goals.

Once he finished as an undergrad, he decided to continue with masters program in journalism as a way of completing those goals. He is thankful for the tremendous support he has received from the professors at the University.

“I came here with a lot of dreams...the professors here have really given me the tools. I am very grateful for their influence.”

Carrero also has the ability to be a good journalist because of his capacity to put himself in other people’s “channel.” He is very motivated to listen to people, to understand their story, and to report their story to the best of his ability.

“It brings me a lot of fulfillment to know I can have an impact on someone’s life.”

Carrero feels an “obligation to find out about people and lend an ear,” he said.

“I know I was meant to be a journalist. I need to tell those stories. I can not stay silent after I have heard something unjust.”

Yet being away from home can be difficult. Carrero does feel that he can maintain closeness with this family despite the tremendous distance between them.

“I try to maintain a close tie within. They are with you if you keep in touch. There’s no such thing as a far away place. If you keep people in your mind they are close to you if you really want.” Carrero adds with a laugh. “My phone bill is a testament to that.”

As Carrero finishes his degree, he is working on a project with one of the poor public housing complexes in Puerto Rico, where he plans to live for three months. Carrero has submerged himself in his project and has learned many things about the situations surrounding the poor.

“We are living in one of the richest nations but still have problems of third world countries. Illiteracy, discrimination, rape, abuse and mental health have been ignored. These problems need attention,” he said. “I want to be one of the journalist that grapple with these things.”

Looking to the future, Carrero says he’d either like to work for a large paper as a foreign correspondent or continue doing his own projects. This would entail finding “something people have overlooked for a long time and give it the attention it deserves.”

He would eventually like to return to Puerto Rico and put into the society what he has felt he has learned. *Story by Michelle Lohmann*
Above: Carrero works on a story for his Journ 362 class on how student’s lifestyles make them prone to contracting AIDS. Right: Carrero talks with Homer Hayes, a 14-year-old from Urbana Middle School. He was able to break through Homer’s “tough guy” act by with a friend he could depend on. Photos by Michelle Lohmann
Parkland College celebrated Kwanzaa by hosting a series of ensemble performances. Kwanzaa reminds its followers to honor the past, evaluate the present and commit to a fuller, more productive future. *Photos by Chui Ong*
Celebrating diversity through unique holiday traditions

The University of Illinois strives to honor the diverse cultures and customs of all of its students. One way that the University achieved this was by celebrating the African-American holiday, Kwanzaa.

Kwanzaa is a celebration of heritage and a rededication to a positive future which can be celebrated in many different ways. On December 7th through 10th, Parkland Community College Theatre paid tribute to this holiday through a series of ensemble performances. Each performance used music, poetry, prose and ritual to educate and honor the traditions of Kwanzaa as it is now celebrated throughout the world. The performances drew in large crowds and served as an important means of enlightening the public about the traditions of Kwanzaa.

Developed and initiated by Dr. Maulana Ron Karenga in 1966, Kwanzaa is celebrated for seven days between December 26 and January 1. Kwanzaa which is a spiritual remembrance of the past and a festive celebration of the present and future, is rooted in African-American history and the many cultural implications of the African-American people. The word Kwanzaa comes from the Kiswahili phrase “Matunda Ya Kwanzaa” which means “first fruits” for the traditional celebration of the fruits of the harvest, present in many African cultures. Kwanzaa is centered around the seven principles; unity, self-determination, collective work and responsibility, economics, purpose, creativity, and faith, all of which place emphasis on the overall unity among people. ★ Story by Annie Morelli
Culture Shock

Culture Shock 2001 united the different cultural organizations for a common cause. The event sought to show how much diversity and cultural representation is available on campus in an enjoyable and educational manner. It is one of the few occasions so many different clubs and other organizations on campus unite and share their diversity with the community.

This year's Culture Shock was held in the Illini Union Ballrooms on Friday, February 9, from 7-11 p.m. It was co-sponsored by the Illini Union Board and Together Encouraging the Appreciation of Multiculturalism.

The events included food, performances and exhibits. The evening was filled with 18 dance performances ranging from traditional Indian dance to Precision dance and the Illini 'N Motion dance. There were also a number of singing performances. Among the crowd's favorites was a perfectly performed fast-paced Irish solo dance.

Exhibited around the hall were an array of booths from many different cultural organizations at the U of I. Visitors could have their names written at most booths in several different languages, including Russian and Bengali. There was also a mendi booth where patrons could have red mud decorations placed on their hands.

Among the booth highlights was cultural Jeopardy! with questions about different countries and traditions. Other booths included the Mexican Students Association and Bangladesh Awareness Society.

The food at Culture Shock was also brimming with diversity. All food was prepared by Illini Union catering and featured edibles from around the world. Food was free and each person was presented with a dish of several ethnic desserts such as Moroccan bananas glazed in a sugar coating. *Story by Roaa Al-Heeti*

---

The Japan Intercultural Network hosted a booth during Culture Shock. Tamami Kobayashi, first year architecture graduate student, translated names into Japanese, while Martin Triadmaja, senior in engineering, folded origami figures. *Photo by Hannah Lee*
Rashani Narajari, sophomore in International Studies, gracefully extends her arms during a traditional Indian dance. Below: Mariel Barcebal, sophomore in art, nervously adjusts her dress as she and other members of the Hawaii Club wait backstage before their dance performance. ★ Photo by Hannah Lee
Sports
Editor: Kenneth Woodhouse
Misty Hyman celebrates winning the gold medal for the US in the women’s 200m butterfly Wednesday, Sept. 20, 2000 at the Sydney International Aquatic Center during the Summer Olympics in Sydney. Hyman set a new Olympic Record with her time of 2:05.88. *Photo courtesy of AP*

Tom Dolan celebrates winning the gold medal for the US in the men’s 400m individual medley Sunday, Sept. 17, 2000 at the Sydney International Aquatic Centre. Dolan set a new world record with his time of 4:11.36. *Photo courtesy of AP*
Marty Nothstein reacts as he defeats France's Florian Rousseau to win the gold medal for the U.S. in Men's sprint at Dunc Gray velodrome in Sydney Wednesday, Sept. 20, 2000 for the track cycling event at the Sydney Summer Olympic Games. *Photo courtesy of AP*
Sprinter Marion Jones of the U.S. celebrates with the American flag after winning the gold medal in the 100m in Olympic Stadium in Sydney, Australia on Saturday Sept. 23, 2000. Jones won with a time of 10.75 seconds. Left: Michael Johnson celebrates his gold medal win in the men's 400m race at Olympic Stadium on Monday, Sept. 25, 2000. * Photo courtesy of AP
The Illini baseball season began on a high, as the Illini swept their first two series. Traveling to Edinburg, the Illini took three games from Texas Pan-American 25-5, 13-12, and 9-2.

Playing Houston on the road, the Illini took two of three games from the No. 3 team in the country, which earned the Illini a ranking in the Baseball America Top 25 poll.

For their annual spring break tournament, the Illini travelled to Jacksonville, Florida, where they finished the tournament with a 5-5 record. During the first Big Ten series, the Illini fell behind in the first game of a double header. However, they won the game 9-7 when freshman Joe Parenti hit a grand slam homerun. In the night cap, the Illini were winning 15-1 when the power went out, forcing the game to be finished the next afternoon. The Illini powered past the Hawkeyes 10-8, coming back from an early deficit. During the rubber match, the late inning heroics of the previous games didn’t come to pass, as the Illini were downed 5-1.

"Our guys came through in the clutch for us, and we put a lot of emphasis on that after Florida, and our guys came out and made good comebacks both times," Illinois head coach Richard "Itch" Jones said.

A midweek trip to Carbondale proved successful, where the Illini beat Southern Illinois 15-5. Coming back home, the Illini made quick work of Ball State, scoring a 3-0 victory.

Illinois and Northwestern played a four-game series in the first Big Ten road series. After a 5-0 win on Friday, the Illini and Wildcats went toe-to-toe on Saturday, as the Illini pulled out two-late inning victories. Sunday’s rubber match would be the most memorable, as the two teams battled into extra innings. In the 10th inning, sophomore Matt Vorwald retired three-straight with the bases loaded to keep the Illini alive. Finally in the 12th, a squeeze bunt by senior third baseman Craig Marquie brought home the go-ahead run and to put the Illini ahead for good. Vorwald finished off the “Cats in the bottom half, sealing the 5-2 victory.

“I sure wish we wouldn’t wait to pull the games out," Jones said. * continued
Freshman Trevor Frederickson makes a winning hit. * Photos courtesy of Sports Information
Freshman Craig Lechowicz strikes out another batter. As a senior in HS, Craig posted a record of 12–0 while hitting .408 with 44 RBIs. * Photos courtesy of Sports Information
"We had a lot of timely hitting and timely pitching this series and that was critical."

After splitting a double header with Western Michigan during the midweek, the first-place Illini returned to Illinois Field to face Michigan. Another strong performance by Jason Anderson helped the Illini capture game one 9-4. Losing game one 4-1, the Illini rallied back to win the next two games of the series to take sole possession of first place in the Big Ten.

Uncharacteristically, the Illini's bullpen struggled late against Illinois State, and the Illini were upset 9-8 in 10 innings. Indiana State would prove to be the perfect cure, as Dickinson pitched a gem out of the bullpen, pitching a complete game and leading the Illini to an 8-2 win.

Illinois would solidify their lead in the Big Ten when they traveled to East Lansing to face Michigan State. The Illini secured their Big Ten lead by against taking three out of four, including a victory on Sunday.

Like the last series, the Illini would be upset again, this time by Eastern Illinois 1-0 in Charleston.

The Illini's Big Ten lead disappeared in a four-game sweep to the Boilermakers at Purdue University.

The team took out its frustrations in the next two games in defeating Illinois State 13-8 and Indiana State 8-3.

Illinois faced a critical series with Ohio State, who won the Big Ten in 1999. The Illini's hopes for the Big Ten title evaporated when the Buckeyes swept the Illini away 6-4 and 6-1. Illinois salvaged the split with a 6-3 victory on Sunday, keeping them very much in the playoff hunt.

In the midst of finals, the Illini picked up three victories over Southern Illinois, MacMurray, and St. Joseph.

In the final series of the season, Illinois clinched the No. 4 spot in the tournament by splitting the final series on the road against Indiana. The Illini finished the regular season with a 36-20 record.

Entering the tournament as the No. 4 seed, the Illini defeated Purdue 6-2. Game two featured a match up with Penn State, who won the regular season Big Ten championship. Illinois then upset Penn State 5-3 to stay undefeated in the tournament. Illinois and Penn State locked horns again on Friday, with Penn State getting the upper hand 6-0. In a game to advance to the Championship game, the Illini defeated Penn State behind a complete game by junior Ryan Kvasnicka, the advance to the title game. With eventual Tournament MVP Jason Anderson on the mound, Illinois defeated Penn State 5-3 to take the title, their first since 1990.

"It's a great way to end my career," Svhilk said, who played in his final Big Ten tournament in 2000.

In the NCAA Tournament, the Illini won their first game in the Clemson regional 3-1 over Old Dominion. Two losses to Middle Tennessee ended their season, and Schutzenhofer went on to be named to the Freshman All-American team while Anderson was named as an ABCA All-American, as well as a first team academic All-American. * story by Larry Hawley

It might be... it could be... it is! A homerun!!.  
* photo courtesy of Sports Information
When Terri Sullivan was named to head the Illini softball team, Illinois became the last school in the Big Ten to begin a softball program. On April 16, 2000, the team officially broke ground on their stadium, which was named Eichelberger Field and seat 1,500 fans.

“I think the opportunity to initiate a program at a great university like Illinois was very attractive to me,” Sullivan said. “The opportunity to come here was a challenge, and we’re up for the challenge.” After hosting tryouts last fall for this year’s team, Sullivan chose 25 girls to round out the squad from the approximately 90 who tried out. The Illini finished the season 13-17, four games shy of the .500 mark. Despite the losing record, Sullivan was pleased with the progress the team made and their ability to stay competitive with established programs.

“Throughout this whole journey, there were ups and downs, but more ups,” Sullivan said. “There was so much improvement. Working together is success, and we had that.”

“We knew we wanted to finish the season at .500. But it doesn’t matter how we did on paper,” sophomore outfielder Lori Schaeffer said. “We know how far we’ve come in just a few months.”

They began their season over spring break in South Carolina and ended the week 5-9. Illinois played the majority of its games over this spring break trip because they were on a limited schedule; they didn’t face any Big Ten teams.

Illinois had solid wins during the season over Western Michigan (9-3), Radford (10-2), and their first-ever win coming over Costal Carolina (3-2). The Illini went into nine innings with Butler and was victorious, 5-2.

For the season, sophomore pitcher Heather Black led the Illini with a .391 batting average followed by junior outside Reed Evans at .333 and Schaffer with .308. Black led the slugging percentage category as well with .453. Sophomore infielder Lindsey Creydt had 26 hits on the season with 16 RBIs.

Sullivan said it didn’t matter that they were without a stadium. “It’s not as tough a trip as most people think. In softball and baseball, you travel so much in the earlier part of the year ... these girls don’t know any different,” Sullivan said. “They just like to play. They could play at the corner somewhere and be just as happy.”

But through the donation of the Eichelberger family, the team will have a home to begin their Big Ten season, as the stadium will open in Spring 2001. *story by Lisa Miller*
Freshman Bridget Pluta makes the rounds and heads home after a great hit. Above: Freshman Erin Montgomery slides just in time.

* Photos courtesy of Sports Information
The Illinois Men's Track and Field sprinters and hurdlers wanted retiring associate head coach Willie Williams to go out with a bang. They did just that, as junior Sherman Armstrong, sophomores Jason Van Swol and Charles Burton and senior Babatunde Ridley, among others, earned the Illini a second-place finish at the Big Ten Indoor Championships and a fifth place finish at the Big Ten Outdoor Championships. Armstrong was named Big Ten Athlete of the Week five times throughout the season, in earning All-American honors three times. At the NCAA Indoor Championships, Armstrong anchored the 1600-meter relay team of Ridley, McCray and Jones that ran to a seventh-place finish. At the NCAA Outdoor Championships, Armstrong ran the best race of his collegiate career, thus far, in breaking his own school record and the Big Ten record with a time of 48.61. Sherman NCAA provisionally qualified for more events than any other athlete in the nation: the 200-meter dash, the 400-meter dash, the 60-meter hurdles and the 1600-meter relay.

Burton broke into the University's all-time top ten lists, both indoors and outdoors and provisionally qualified for the NCAA's in the triple jump.

Van Swol was crowned the Big Ten indoor and outdoor champion in the 800-meter run. His performances also allowed him to compete in the NCAA Championships.

At the annual Drake Realy at Iowa's Drake University, Ridley, Burton, Armstrong and Van Swol collectively won the sprint medley relay title with a time of 3:16.89, running the fastest time at Drake in ten years.

Freshman Brandon Lloyd also excelled for the Illini, as he recorded the third-fastest time in school history. Lloyd also broke into the top five of all time for Illinois on the high-jump lists.

Senior T.J. Jumper, sophomore Kyle Kopatz and senior Justin Norberg helped the Illini in the high jump Armstrong and Van Swol went to the Olympic trials in the post-season, for their respective events. Armstrong won the first round in the 400-meter hurdles, but placed seventh in the finals.  story by Erin Quinn
Illinois runners are always one stride ahead of the competition.

* Photos courtesy of Sports Information
The Illinois Women’s Track and Field team had a bittersweet season, as they placed seventh at the Big Ten Indoor Championships and eighth at outdoors, but had some good individual performances.

In the indoor season, senior Tara Mendoza placed second in the Big Ten in the mile and eventually placed fifth and earned All-American honors in the event at the NCAA Championships.

Due to an achilles injury, Mendoza chose to take a medical redshirt for the outdoor season.

Senior Kerry-Ann Richards and junior Aleisha Latimer also ran strong indoors for coach Gary Winckler’s team. Both girls went 1-2, respectively, in the 60-meter dash at the Big Ten Indoor Championships. Richards’ time of 7.35 during the preliminaries set a new meet record. With their performance, both women qualified for the NCAA Indoor Championships in the event.

After redshirting the indoor season, freshman Perdita Felicien proved to be the star of the outdoor season for the Illini. At the Drake Relays, she ran the fastest time in over a decade at the meet, in winning 100-meter hurdles. She placed second in the event at the Big Ten Championships and seventh in the 100-meter dash. Felicien broke the school record in the 100 hurdles prelims with a time of 12.91. She eventually placed sixth in the event, earning her All-American honors.

Sophomore Chequetta Bearfield, seniors Lyria Martin and Richards joined Felicien at the NCAA’s, as they finished fifth in the 400-meter relay with a time of 44.32. The team also earned second at the Big Ten’s.

Junior discus-thrower Gia Lewis, sprinter Bearfield and long-jumper Tisha Ponder also helped the team at the NCAA Championships.

Along with Felicien, sophomores Camee Williams and Carolyn Estes and freshman Crystal Riley and distance runners, freshmen Cecelia Williams and Amber Hunt will be key factors for Winckler’s team in 2000.

The Illini women’s team was represented at the Olympics, for the third straight games. Felicien ran for her native Canada at the 2000 games in Sydney, Australia in the 100-meter hurdles. She qualified after winning the Canadian National Championship for her event. At 19, Felicien is the second-fastest hurdler in Canadian history.

* Story by Erin Quinn
The Illinois women's track & field team competed in the Big Ten Outdoor Championships in May 2000. Photos courtesy of Sports Information.
Illini quarterback Kurt Kittner drops back to look for the right pass to make. ⋆ Photo by Illio Photographer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Opponent</th>
<th>Result</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sept. 2</td>
<td>Middle Tennessee</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>35-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept. 9</td>
<td>San Diego State</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>49-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept. 16</td>
<td>California</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>17-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept. 23</td>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>31-35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept. 30</td>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>10-44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 14</td>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>31-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 21</td>
<td>Penn State</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>25-39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 28</td>
<td>Michigan State</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>10-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 4</td>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>42-35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 11</td>
<td>Ohio State</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>21-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 18</td>
<td>Northwestern</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>23-61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Nine Fighting Illini Gridders Earn All-Big Ten Honors

Fighting Illini News Release
November 28, 2000

The 2000 Illinois Football Team * Photo courtesy of Sports Information

Illini players fight for possession of the ball. * Photo by Jason Brown
Rocky Harvey holds on to the ball against a tough Cal defense to get the first down. *Photo by Brian Opdy.

Illi-Michigan Game ESPN's Highest Rated College Football Game This Season

Very good ratings, competing against the Summer Olympics

Fighting Illini News Release
November 28, 2000
Fred Wakefield stops a Michigan lineman from getting by. The Illini had an excellent defensive season.
* Photo by Jason Brown

Jameel Cook puts long, hard hours of practice to work gripping the ball.
* Photo by Jason Brown
Brandon Moore struggles to outrun members of the other team for a touchdown. *Photo by Illio Photographer

Jerry Schumacker dives after a player on another team to prevent him from making a touchdown. *Photo by Tim Perkins
“University of Illinois players Rameel Connor, Tony Francis, Elmer Hickman and Mike McGee signed free agent contracts with NFL teams late Sunday night following the 2000 NFL draft.”

Fighting Illini News Release
April 18, 2000

Punter Steve Fitts goes for the extra point after an Illini touchdown late in the second half against Virginia Tech. * Photo by Lori Lobascio

**Illini Offense Victorious in Who.com Bowl**

Fighting Illini News Release
November 12, 2000
For the first time in its four-year history, the Illinois soccer team reached the NCAA tournament. The Illini’s second-round tournament appearance was the culmination of a 14-8 season. The team had the most wins in school history and broke team records for fewest goals allowed (27), Big Ten wins (6) and shutouts (10).

But in the end, the Penn State Nittany Lions stood between the Illini and a Sweet Sixteen berth. With a win over Xavier at Illinois Soccer Field on Nov. 11 in the opening round of the tournament, the Illini earned a showdown with Penn State. The Nittany Lions had beaten the Illini twice that season: the first time, 3-0, in October during regular season play and the second time, 2-1 in three overtimes, on Nov. 3 in the semi-final round of the Big Ten tournament held in Champaign.

But on Nov. 12 in State College, Penn., the Illini could not overcome the defensive pressure of the Nittany Lions. Illinois mustered only eight shots in the game, and fell 1-0 in overtime. Penn State won its third-round game against Dartmouth but fell to Portland in the fourth round of the NCAA tourney.

The Illini reached the NCAA tournament for the first time in four years, but lost to Penn State in the second round.
Left: Junior Heidi Holtzman fights for the ball with a player from Western Illinois University.

Below: Junior Lindsey Johnson leaps for a header with Western Illinois' Jenny Beckman.

* Photos by Jared Peterson
Below: Being part of the Marching Illini is a way to make friendships. ⭐
Photo by Michael Matney
They can be seen on the field at Memorial Stadium, marching up and down many familiar campus streets, at other Big 10 football stadiums and even at many football bowls. They are the silent backbone for the University of Illinois athletic events, except that they are anything but silent.

The Marching Illini makes itself heard in many ways, and as the nation's premiere college marching band they have plenty to be loud about. Made up of 350 of the University's most dedicated musicians and students. The Marching Illini represent almost every college and curriculum that the University offers.

Because the Marching Illini represent such a diverse, dedicated and well-rounded group of performers, the band as a whole has achieved their core philosophy: "that system plus spirit yields success." The Marching Illini have created their own unique system through the integration of teaching methods, organization, procedures, and marching and playing style. The spirit of the Marching Illini comes from their positive attitudes, commitment, responsibility, dependability and hard work of each band member.

Made up of piccolos, clarinets, saxophones, mellophones, trumpets, trombones, baritones, sousaphones, a drumline and flags, the Marching Illini entertain and inspire Illini Pride in the fans as well as the players. Their unique football twelve-minute pregame show, which consists of forming a variety of formations as they perform songs such as "Oskee Wow Wow," "The William Tell Overture," "Hail to the Orange," and "Illini Loyalty," has become a tradition deeply embedded into the rich history of University of Illinois athletes.

While the athletic events would go on and classes would resume, without the Marching Illini, the University of Illinois would be lacking the very core of what makes it such a special institution for the students who go there. The Marching Illini are never heard without thinking about "the spirit of Illinois."

* Story by Annie Morelli
The trumpet and saxophone players project their music from the stands at Memorial Stadium. *Photo by Michael Matney*
Only one phrase can do justice to Illinois and the 2000 volleyball season - injury prone.

When the season began in August, Illinois head coach Don Hardin's main concern was if he was going to start senior Heather Wilson or sophomore Betsy Eiserman in the setter position. He switched back and forth for the majority of the first half of the season, before finally deciding on Eiserman.

But that was not the last time that he would have to decide who would play what position. Illinois started the season strong, placing first at the State Farm Illini Classic in September for the sixth consecutive time.

Entering the Big Ten season, the Illini only dropped two matches to Florida State and Loyola. That first Big Ten weekend would prove to be disastrous, as Illinois encountered its first season-ending injury when sophomore outside hitter Sue Webber collided with a pole in Minnesota. Freshman outside hitter Melissa Vandrey came in to replace Webber. By the middle of October, Vandrey was out for the season, needing surgery on her knee. Junior defensive specialist Sarah Pomeroy became the next on the injury list after landing on her left ankle the wrong way, forcing Hardin once more to restructure his line-up.

"This is another primary passer out of the lineup," Hardin said. "And when you lose those types of players, it's like a basketball team losing several point guards in a row. You've got the big guys to bring in, but who's going to bring the ball up?"

The team could not recover from the injuries, as seen by the 13-18 record overall -- 4-16 in the Big Ten.

Aside from injuries, ball control was the other problem plaguing the Illini. "The ball control has been our nemesis *continued
Left: Senior Betsy Spicer (14) and Sophomore Anne Koester put up a block during the match against Northwestern. Illinois won 3-2. Below: Senior Betsy Spicer talks to Sophomore Kate Hill during the match against Northwestern. * Photos by Hellmut Goebel
Right: Senior Betsy Spicer digs during the match against Wisconsin.

Photo by Helmut Goebl
Illinois graduated two seniors after the season - middle blocker Betsy Spicer and Wilson. Spicer ended her career on a record setting night against Indiana with 9 kills. The Big Ten recognized her contributions to the Illini, unanimously naming her to the All-Big Ten team. This was the second consecutive year she garnered the honor. She ranked second in the conference and eighth in the nation for her .398 hitting percentage. "You never think about that when you're playing; otherwise you wouldn't perform," Spicer said. "But looking back, it's really nice." *Story by Lisa Miller

Left: *Photo by Tim Perkins
Below: Junior Sarah Pomeroy prepares to serve. *Photo by Hellmut Goebel
The Illinois Women's Swimming & Diving team can be seen practicing at IMPE pool, but few are aware of their high amounts of determination and success. With a roster of 35, each girl adds and contributes to produce a triumphant team with multiple wins. Although 10 seniors will be leaving after this season, the Swimming and Diving team is only getting stronger, and they are making their name known throughout the Midwest.

After the retirement of their previous coach, Jim Lutz, in June of 2000, Sue Novitsky was asked to take over the job. Serving as an assistant coach for the Swimming & Diving team for the past three years, Novitsky was already familiar and comfortable with women of the team, and she graced the position with ease.

"I was excited to have the opportunity to continue coaching at Illinois," Novitsky said. "Illinois is a great school with a great program."

Novitsky's excitement to take over as coach quickly influenced the rest of team, since they had a truly successful season. Four members of this season's squad - Anna Christiansen, Jessica Aveyard, Kathy Kielty and Darcy Adler - along with two seniors from the 1999-2000 season - Natasha Messmer and Emily Wang - qualified for the Olympic Trials in August for the Sydney Olympic Games in September. All-American, Jessica Aveyard, stood out amongst her peers, taking ninth-place in the first round and continued on to the semi-finals in the 200m backstroke. The six represented the University with pride, and continued to show enthusiasm for the remainder of the season.

They truly shined, however, at the Miami Invitational in December in Oxford, OH. The women reigned first for the three-day event, and many qualified for the NCAA Championships in the spring. Ending up with the final score of 933.50, first among the 12 teams that competed, the women felt what it was like to be considered a dominating power.

This big win propelled the remainder of the 2001 season, leading the Women Illini to several more wins. Although they lost their last dual meet against Northwestern at home, that did not stop them from outstanding performances in the Big Ten Quad Meet or the Big Ten Championship.

*Story by Erin Nicole Jackson*
A fourth place finish at the 24 team Falcon/Cross Creek Invitational highlighted the first half of the 2000-2001 Fighting Illini Men's golf season. Cold and snowy weather made playing conditions tough, and eventually shortened the event to two rounds, but the Illini battled through the elements to post a score solid score of 595. In doing so, the Illini knocked off numerous teams, including conference rival Wisconsin.

Another highlight at the Falcon/Cross Creek Invitational was the play of senior golfer Larry Nuger. Nuger, the 1999 Big 10 individual champion, shot a one-under par 143 over the two rounds to finish in second place. Nuger also had an outstanding tournament at the Missouri Bluffs Intercollegiate where he shot a 4-over par 217 in the three-day event.

Nuger was not the only Illini golfer to have his best early season tournament at the Falcon/Cross Creek Invitational. Sophomores Geoff Lound and Evan Olson had their best tournaments there, with scores of plus-four and plus-seven respectively. Freshmen golfer Tony Peressini also posted his best score at the Falcon with an eleven-over par 155.

Senior Tim Riley's top early season score came at the Badger Invitational, where he placed second on the team with a score of eight-over par. Freshmen Ryan Tendall's best tournament of the year was at the Missouri Bluffs Intercollegiate where he shot eleven-over par over the three days.

The second half of the men's golf season kicks off March 5th and 6th at the Matlock Collegiate Classic in Lakeland, Florida. It should be a fun and competitive season for the men as they have eight tournaments on the schedule, including the Big 10 Championships, which will be held right here at the University of Illinois at the Stone Creek Golf Course in Urbana. ★ Story by Alan Lathrop
Photos courtesy of Sports Information
The first half of the 2000-2001 season was a record breaking one for the Fighting Illini Women's Golf team. During the fall, the women set a record for the lowest single day tournament score in school history with a 297 in the first round of the Little Rock Invitational, breaking the old record by two strokes. The team also smashed the school record for the lowest total score in a tournament by posting a three-day total of 901 at the Little Rock Invitational, en route to a fifth place finish out of eighteen teams. That score bested the previous three-day record by 15 strokes.

Individually, the team's leading scorer during the fall was sophomore Laurin Kanda who posted an average score of 76.69 strokes. Following close behind her were Renata Young with an average of 78.46, Marla Cox 79.57, Carmel Sielecki 80.46, Stephanie Cheney 80.70, and Michelle Carroll 81.60. Three players tied for the lowest score of the season as Kanda, Young, and Cheney all set personal bests by shooting 71's at the Little Rock Invitational. In addition Kanda led the team in most birdies and fewest bogeys per round, and posted the top individual performance of the season by finishing in a tie for sixth at the Little Rock Invitational.

As a team the Illini had several impressive finishes in the first half of the season including a sixth place finish at the final tournament, The Central District Classic, in which they defeated several highly ranked teams.

In order to build on the momentum that they generated in the fall the team has been working hard in the off-season. Head coach Paula Smith says that, "during the off-season the team prepares physically by doing strength conditioning with their strength coach, Kevin Early, and by doing aerobic conditioning with the IMPE fitness classes." The team also has practice facilities inside of Huff Hall, which they can use to help maintain their swings through the winter months. ★ Story by Alan Lathrop
Spectators at the Atkins Tennis Center, home of the University of Illinois Men's Tennis Team, will not see Pete Sampras on the court, but they will see a level of play comparable to that of the seven-time Wimbledon champion.

The team has consistently raised the standard for collegiate play. This year the Illini are going for their fifth consecutive Big Ten title. Under the direction of head coach Craig Tiley, the team has risen in national status.

Coach Leads Team to Four Straight Big Ten Titles

The 2000-2001 season is the 8th under Tiley’s leadership. With an impressive record, Tiley is the first coach in the university’s history to lead a team to four straight Big Ten titles.

What contributes to Tiley’s coaching prowess? Tiley acknowledges his players’ role. He strives to “find creative ways to have them motivate themselves.” No commandos need apply because Coach Tiley is all for organization. He expects his players to set high goals for themselves and the team. They develop a plan and work hard to implement that into their games. With his dynamic philosophy, no wonder Tiley has been named Coach of the Year by the Big Ten, ITA Region IV, and the NCAA numerous times since 1996.

He claimed the title once again this year from the United States Professional Tennis Association Midwest Division at a Midwest Division Conference in Michigan.

Junior team member Mike "Kondor" Kosta feels that the team’s driving force... is the team. Tennis is perceived as an individual sport, but Illinois tennis is just the opposite.

The demanding nature of the season is a testimony to the drive and dedication of the eleven team members from all over the United States. They are play in tournaments, invitationals, and conference and non-conference games until the spring when the Big 10 Championships and the NCAA Championships are held. Despite numerous injuries, these amazing athletes never cease to prove that they have what it takes to be champions.

Who is cheering for this outstanding team? The Net-Nuts, the first collegiate tennis cheering section in the world. Organized this year, the Illini Net Nuts have provided encouragement for the team at home and on the road. Bright orange shirts fill the stands, and the cheering echoes the arena, providing an electric atmosphere. The players are enthusiastic about the Net-Nuts. They openly express their gratitude by thanking their loyal fans.

The year’s statistics adhere to this statement. The team continues to elevate its status in singles and doubles play. Coach Tiley supports this idea, feeling that the men thrive on competition and hardwork. Our university is privileged to have such an amazing team in its midst. *Story by Amy Smith

The 2000-2001 Illinois Mens Tennis Team. *Photo courtesy of Sports Information
Top: Eldina Fazlic, sophomore in ALS, returns the ball to her opponent.  
* Photo by Hannah Lee  
Above: Simone Kung, senior in CBA, awaits for her opponent to serve the ball.  
* Photo by Erin Nicole Jackson
Their echoes of determination can be heard on the outskirts of campus. Cries of hope will soon engulf the air, as the Fighting Illini's Women's Tennis Team enter the courts, dominating their home ground.

Although the team is young, that has not hurt their success. Emerging into the spring season ranked #33 in the country, the highest they have ever been placed, the team has declared their talent nationwide, especially after their triumphant defeat over #8 Wake Forest on February 11, 2001. As of three years ago, the Women's Tennis Team was ranked #75, but under the astounding coaching techniques of Head Coach Sujay Lama, they are now aiming even higher.

"In the last two years we've improved significantly," said Lama. "Now we're in a position to take that next step- to be a consistent Top-20 program."

With the outstanding season that they have had so far, this may soon become a definite reality. A few weeks after the Wake Forest upset, the Illini moved up again in the rankings to #27. This appears to be only a glimpse of future success.

Possessing a roster of only eight, including four freshmen, the Illini have succeeded in winning over some of the strongest teams in the country and are getting stronger. Their win over one of the nation's strongest teams, Wake Forest, emphasized this.

"This was a huge win for our program," Lama commented. "After a disappointing loss to Tennessee, I am glad to see that we learned from our mistakes and were able to bounce back."

Lama starts three freshmen and two sophomores in his meets, and this has not handicapped them at all. "They play like veterans," he said. Containing equally strong doubles and singles players, this well-rounded team has formed a tight-knit family out at Atkins' Tennis Center, where they practice and hold competitions.

Through observing their laughter and conversation, these eight women have found a family in the sport that they love.

Although the team is small, they proudly carry on the Fighting Illini tradition of determination and victory. Lying on the south side of campus, amongst the farms and fields, practices a team, a family, who is out to show America what they have to offer. *Story by Erin Nicole Jackson

The 2000-2001 Illinois Womens Tennis Team. * Photo courtesy of Sports Information
At the beginning of the 2000-01 season, Wrestling Head Coach Mark Johnson said, “Our goal is to get an NCAA trophy, and we were very capable last year. We just didn’t get that done. We go back to that same type of goal this year, which is to get into the top four.”

After an impressive season, during which Coach Johnson amassed a record of 101-25-1 wins in under nine seasons. With this record, Coach Johnson's career coaching wins have surpassed the record held by former coach B.R. Patterson. In addition to having a seasoned coach, the team consisted of excellent players, including the eight seniors: Mike Castillo, Ryan Escobar, LaDaryl Hale, Ben King, Jon Lanning, Nate Parker, Pat Quirk, and Adam Tirapelle. Castillo was named Big Ten Wrestler of the week following his performance in last-minute duals at Purdue and Wisconsin. In addition, Castillo is nationally ranked as No. 13.

Other InterMat NCAA Division I wrestling rankings for the team include: Griff Powell (17), Ryan Escobar (19), Ben King (18), Nate Parker (2), Pat Quirk (13), and Adam Tirapelle (2). Heavyweight wrestler John Lockhart was ranked No. 1 this past year. Other items of note include Adam Tirapelle’s imminent overtaking of Ernest Benion’s record as Illini career wins leader. With 22-1 this season, Tirapelle has amassed 118 career wins and only needs three more wins to tie Benion. The final match-up at the Big Ten Championships took place on March 3-4, in Evanston, IL.

Victories for the Illini include a February 11th meet against Wisconsin (27-11) and a February 9th meet against Purdue (32-10). The February 4th loss against No. 1 ranked Minnesota broke a 15-game home duals wins dating back to the 1997-98 season, marking the ninth victory Minnesota has had over the Illini.

On Sunday, March 4, the seventh-ranked team took second place at the 2001 Big Ten Wrestling Championships in Evanston, IL. It was the highest conference finish since the 1958 season. Because of the success of the team this season, Coach Mark Johnson earned the honor of being named Big Ten Coach of the Year.

The 2000-2001 Illinois Wrestling Team. *Photo courtesy of Sports Information*
Above: Two wrestlers prepare for their match. Left: Adam Tirapelle, senior in ALS, pins his Northwestern opponent during a match held at Huff Hall. *Photos by Hannah Lee
BIG TEN SCHOOLS ARE OFTEN KNOW FOR THEIR ATHLETIC TEAMS AND THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS IS NO EXCEPTION. EXCELING IN MANY SPORTS AND CONSTANTLY ADDING NEW PROGRAMS DEFINES THE ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT.
You're surrounded by a sea of orange and blue, hearing nothing but the monstrous applause and chanting coming from every direction of the dome-like building. Your body is unsteady, swaying in all directions as the metal beam beneath your feet trembles from the impact of hundreds of orange-shirted bodies bouncing up and down. Out of nowhere two orange and blue bodies are thrown almost to the ceiling and are then caught by other orange and blue bodies almost effortlessly. In front of you enormous blue flags boasting giant orange "I"s" wave back and forth. From somewhere on the other side of the noisy room you hear a base drum pound out the steady and rhythmic beat that always sends a chill throughout your body.

Before you can blink your eyes, that sea of orange and blue figures raise their arms above their heads and clap in perfect unison. All eyes turn to the east end of the court longing for the moment that the Illini basketball team will come darting onto the courts. As you stare at the orange and blue spectrum at Assembly Hall a smile paints your face as you think what a great time it is to be an Illini fan.

The Big 10 Conference is known across the United States for its competitive athleticism as well as for the die-hard dedication and school spirit of its fans; it is arguable that the Illini fans set this standard among Big 10 fans.

The University of Illinois is a unique institution in that it provides its students with numerous outlets for involvement. While not every U of I student has collegiate level athleticism, every student is given the opportunity to participate in some of the most prestigious, supportive and exciting college cheering sections in the nation. The fact that the U of I cheering section, Illini Pride, is the largest college cheering section in the nation, doesn't reflect upon the actual Illini pride that U of I students display for all of the University's teams.
A die-hard Illini fan cheers from the bleachers at the north end of the field. *Photo by Michael Matney

Above: who and what?
Left: Male cheerleaders are just important as the female cheerleaders. They are responsible for the safety of the fliers during stunts. *Photo by Michael Matney
* Photo by Matt Stensland

* Photos by Illio photographers
In addition to buying season tickets to home athletic events, students could choose to participate in several cheering sections. Illini Pride is an organization with over 1,000 members making it one of the largest in the nation. With an Illini Pride membership, students were able to attend all home athletic events excluding football and men's basketball games. Members were also invited to special events such as football watching parties at the White Horse Inn.

Football fans could support the Illini team through membership in the cheering section, Block I. Block I members cheered on the Illini football team throughout the game, and by holding up colored poster boards in synchronized methods, made unique messages and pictures for half time entertainment at Memorial Stadium.

Team Orange Krush is the cheering section that faithfully supported the Illini Basketball players at Assembly Hall. Orange Krush, with over 530 members, cheered Bill Self and his team on to a winning season and also raised a large amount of money to donate to charity. In return, members were given the best seats in the house.

Other cheering sections included “The Blue Crew,” which cheered for the women’s basketball team; and the new “Net Nuts” cheering section, which cheered for the home and away tennis meets.

Shannon Burrows, freshman in LAS stated, “I feel that it’s okay for me to say that I bleed orange and blue. I take much pride in being involved in Illini Pride, Block I, Orange Krush and Net Nuts, and through these organizations I have not only made more friendships, but I have gained more of a feeling of belonging to our school and sports teams.”

And, of course, some of the most spirited and dedicated fans, the cheerleaders and Illiniettes, supported the Illini teams at all moments. Through the use of partner stunts, advanced mounts such as the wolf wall, tumbling, and sideline cheers, the cheerleaders entertained and kept the crowd pumped at all times. The Illiniettes also participated in sideline cheers, as well as sideline dances and floor dances. They captivated the audience through synchronization, snap, pep, catchy music and advanced dance moves. The cheerleaders and Illiniettes were a crucial element in inspiring Illini Pride.  

* Story by Annie Morelli *
ON THE COURT
WITH
CORY BRADFORD

University of Illinois Men's Basketball Team player Cory Bradford has found admiration and support from his fans, as they name him their favorite player of the new millennium.

Bradford stepped onto campus and the court as a freshman in 1998. That season he was named Big Ten Freshman of the Year, and he began a personal three-point streak that would continue to the present day.

Bradford's sophomore and junior years only added to his profile as an athlete. He became a vital part of the Illinois team and lived up to the expectations of all.

Bradford holds the physical abilities that automatically make his name notorious in college basketball. But many aspects are needed mentally to deal with the pressure of the sport.

A lot of work, planning and good luck rituals go into making Bradford the player that he is.

"I watch film on opponents and see their strengths and weaknesses and I watch film on myself to see the things that I am doing well and not doing well," Bradford explained. "The night before a game I am asleep before 12 p.m."

Despite the team's past performances, there is still room for pressure on the players. In Bradford's case, there is a want, and almost a need, from the crowd for an excellent game, and of course for the three-point basket. So how does one cope with such pressure?

"At first I feel pressured, but if you play with pressure you tend to make mistakes. I go out and take my time and let the game come to me. I tend to play well that way," Bradford said.

On a more personal level, Bradford would describe himself as a humble person, who can be mistaken for someone who is otherwise quiet.

"People may tend to think that I am really quiet, but I am not. I am silly at some times," he explained. "At this point I am a big movie critic. I like to watch movies, since I am not a big party person."

As for the future, Bradford still has a lot to accomplish. Just like most of the students on campus, he has major post-college plans.

"I plan on playing basketball at the next level, but if not, I would like to do sports broadcasting," Bradford said.

As what could be called a final wish, when asked, Bradford stated the way that he would like to be remembered by the campus once he graduated.

"I would like to be remembered as a perfect example of a student/athlete. I would also like to be remembered as a hardworking, desirable, passionate player." ★ Story by Jasmine Scott
Cory Bradford, #13, plays with determination against Penn State on January 20, 2001. *Photos by Brian Opyd*
Robert Archibald, junior in CBA, tips off against Penn State on January 20, 2001. Illinois won the game, 92-60. * Photo by Illio Staff Photographer
To say that there were high expectations entering the 2000-01 season for the Fighting Illini Men’s Basketball team would be one of the understatements of the year. New head coach, Bill Self, inherited a team that was coming off an impressive season in which they went 22-10, finished second in the Big 10 Tournament, and advanced to the second round of the NCAA Tournament before losing to eventual national runner-up Florida.

Last season’s successes were only the tip of the iceberg for this talented group of young men. The Illini returned all of their starters from last year and 11 of 13 lettermen, having lost only Cleotis Brown and Victor hukwudebe to graduation.

The Illini entered the 2000-01 season as co-favorites in the Big 10, along with defending National Champion, Michigan State. They were also ranked 8th in the AP’s pre-season poll and seen by many, including ESPN’s Dick Vitale, as legitimate Final Four contenders. Strong performances and some big wins during a tough early season schedule including games against Duke, Arizona, Maryland and Seton Hall would prove these claims of greatness to be correct and propel the Illini through the rugged Big 10 season and into the post-season.

Having all that talent and all that pressure to win may have been too much for many coaches, especially first year head coaches but not for Bill Self. Developing talent and meeting and breaking expectations had become commonplace for Self during his seven years as a head coach at both Oral Roberts and Tulsa. During that time, Self had amassed a record of 130-80 and led the upset Golden Hurricanes to the NCAA Tournament twice, including a Cinderella run to the Elite Eight last year.

Making Self’s job easier this year was the talent that he had in his starting line-up and on his bench. The Illini’s starting five of Frank Williams, Cory Bradford, Marcus Griffin, Sergio McClain and Brian Cook were one of the best in school history, ranking up there with the 1988-89 Final Four team that featured future NBA stars, Nick Anderson and Kendall Gill. The bench was equally as strong with talented and energetic players Lucas Johnson, Robert Archibald, Sean Harrington, Damir Krupaljia and Brett Melton ready to step in and contribute as often as needed. The Illini’s talent in both the starting line-up and on their bench made them one of the deepest teams in the nation heading into the season, and would allow Coach Self to give the opposition a variety of looks throughout the course of a game and the season. *continued*
Perhaps the biggest key to the success of the Illini in the 2000-2001 season was the play of their stand out guards Cory Bradford and Frank Williams.

Bradford received a lot of press early on, as he was voted the pre-season Big 10 player of the year by both the coaches and the media. This honor came with good reason. Bradford was coming off of a season in which he had led the team in scoring, led the Big 10 in three pointers made, and been named 2nd team All-Big 10. Bradford further added to his impressive resume by being selected as one of 12 members of the 2000 Men's Basketball Select Team, a group of college all-stars who scrimmaged against the United States Olympic Basketball Team before they went to Sydney for the summer games.

Along with playing a key roll on the team, Bradford also achieved several individual milestones this season. He went over 1,000 points for his career and he set a new NCAA record by making a three-point field goal in 88 consecutive games, shattering the old record of 73.

Bradford's back court mate, Frank Williams, was coming off an inconsistent 1999-2000 season. At times during his freshman year, Williams struggled and drew criticism from the media for being too aggressive and out of control, but at other times he showed wonderful flashes and looked like the playmaker that Illini fans hoped he would become. The 2000-01 season would be a coming out party for Williams, as he continually showed why he had been so heavily recruited out of high school. Early on, he established himself as the leader of the team and as one of the premier guards, not only in the Big 10, but in the nation. In early season showdowns with national powers like Maryland, Duke, Arizona, and Seton Hall, Williams often put the Illini on his back and carried them through tough times, and often to victory. With his talent and ability to perform in the clutch, it seems obvious that Williams' name will be on All-Big 10 teams, and possibly even All-American teams often in the years to come.

You cannot mention Frank Williams without also mentioning Marcus Griffin and Sergio McClain. The Three Amigos went to high school together *continued
Cory Bradford, junior in LAS, puts up the ball against Michigan State on February 13, 2001. The Illini won the game 77-66. * Photo by Illio Staff Photographer Left: Sean Harrington, sophomore in CBA, goes 1 for 1 from outside the arc. Harrington emerged as a dependable sharpshooter for the team this year. * Photo by Tim Perkins
and teamed up to win three of Peoria Manual’s four consecutive state championships. Griffin and McClain also happened to be the only two seniors in the regular rotation for the Illini. Griffin’s game really started to develop this season. Early on he established himself as a capable inside scorer and solid rebounder for the Illini. His inside presence both offensively and defensively was a definite key to the Illini’s success this season.

McClain spent the 2000-01 season proving once again why he is one of the toughest and most versatile players in the Big 10. Despite his height, McClain was voted the strongest player in the Big 10 by Sports Illustrated and was a great all-around player for the Illini all season. Sergio gives you a little bit of everything you would want in a basketball player: points, rebounds, assists, and defense, and well as the intangibles like leadership, hustle, and toughness. McClain has been a solid asset to the Illini in his four years here and he showed exactly why and how this season.

Brian Cook entered the 2000-01 campaign coming off a season in which he had been selected to the Big-10 All-Freshmen team. Cook spent time this summer as one of 12 players on the United States 20-year-old and under national team that competed in Brazil, in the World Championships for Young Men Tournament. Though suffering from foul trouble at times during the season, Cook continued to establish himself as a dangerous scorer, rebounder, and defensive presence in the Big 10.

As talented as the starters were this year for the Illini, the bench was just as big a part of their success. Lucas Johnson split time as the team’s 6th man and as a spot starter and brought a spark to the team every time he took the floor. Lucas was a tenacious defender and solid outside shooter for the Illini and caused fits for any opponent he was matched up against.

Sean Harrington really emerged as a deadly outside shooter this year for the Illini, hitting several big shots and providing many quality minutes at the guard position. Robert Archibald established himself as a solid low-post reserve this season by continually working hard on defense, rebounding well, and throwing in some key points from time to time. Damir Krupaljia battled through injuries for much of the season, but still gave the Illini quality minutes and a strong spark off the bench. Brett Melton, the lone freshmen to play this season, saw some key minutes for the Illini and provided some offense off the bench.

There were big expectations placed on the Fighting Illini Men’s Basketball Team this season, both in the Big 10 and nationally. But, due to the talent and hard work of the players and the coaching of Bill Self, the team was able to rise to those expectations and achieve many great successes. *Story by Alan Lathrop*
Damir Krupalija, junior in CBA, dunks on Northwestern on February 3, 2001. The Illini won the game 84-59. *Photo by Illio Staff Photographer*
Iveta Marcauskaite, freshman in LAS, looks for someone to pass the ball to during the game against Wisconsin on January 25, 2001. The Illini lost the game 73-65. *Photo by David Kok
Fighting Illini Women's Basketball Coach, Theresa Grentz, had her work cut out for her this season. Three starters were gone from last year's 23-10 team that advanced to the second round of the NCAA Tournament, including two of the nation's top 30 seniors, Taura Catchings and Susan Blauser. Despite the fact that the Illini featured a roster that included no seniors, this was anything but a rebuilding year for Coach Grentz and company.

The arrival of a recruiting class that was ranked 6th in the nation, and the return of a few key seniors, including the entire starting back court, had the team talking more along the lines of re-loading than rebuilding.

The players and coaches were not the only ones that were far from counting the Illini out. Despite the lack of returning experience, and their apparent dependence upon freshmen, the Illini were still picked to finish third in the Big 10 by both the media and the coaches. That prediction shows the respect that the rest of the Big 10 coaches have for Coach Grentz, the Illini players, and the program that is quickly being developed here at the University of Illinois.

A tough early season schedule would set the tone for the season and let the Illini know just how good they were. In the first two months of the season, the Illini took on some of the best teams in the nation, including Clemson, Tennessee, Connecticut, and Georgia. Despite going only 1-3 in these games, the Illini showed that they had what it takes to take on the best in the nation and not back down. It is the attitude and the toughness that is developed from playing tough teams like that, that helps young players to grow up in a hurry and to raise the level of their games.

The tough early season schedule saw the Illini enter the Big 10 season with a losing record. However, by winning five of their first seven conference games, the Illini not only put themselves right in the thick of the Big 10 race, but also in a position to start talking about surging into the NCAA Tournament. Grentz's tough early season schedule paid off as some of the younger players really started to develop during the course of the Big 10 season and show why they were touted so highly in the pre-season.

Without question, the team was depending a lot this season on the play of their two guards, Shavonna Hunter and Allison Curtin. The pair were regarded by some as one of the nation's best back (continued)
were touted so highly in the pre-season.

Without question, the team was depending a lot this season on the play of their two guards, Shavonna Hunter and Allison Curtin. The pair were regarded by some as one of the nation’s best backcourt in the pre-season, and they did their best to live up to that billing during the season.

Curtin showed all season long that she is not only one of the finest players in the Big 10, but in the nation as well. During the 1999-2000 season. Curtin was the Illini’s leading scorer and she was selected to the 2nd Team, All-Big 10 Team. Based upon that past performance, and her talent, Curtin was selected to the pre-season 1st Team, All-Big 10 Team before the 2000-01 season. On the court, Curtin lived up to her hype by leading the Illini in scoring, assists and steals. Curtin also achieved some milestones this season by going over 1,000 points and 200 steals for her career. While Curtin’s statistics, particularly scoring, may have gone down a little since last year, she proved how great a player and leader she is by guiding this young and inexperienced Illini team as far as they could go.

Hunter was the only other returning starter for this year’s Illini Women’s Basketball Team. Hunter took over her starting roll in the middle of last year, after Melissa Parker’s season was ended due to injury. She filled in admirably for Parker and was rewarded by being named to the Big 10 All-Freshmen Team following last season. Hunter played solidly at the point for the Illini this season, finishing second on the team in assists, third in minutes played, and fifth in scoring. Together she and Curtin should team to form one of the nation’s best backcourts again next season.

Following the graduation of the Illini’s top three front court performers, there was a lot of pressure on younger players to step in and play key roles this season. Two players who really stepped up were highly touted freshmen, Anne O’Neill and Iveta Marciauskaitė. O’Neill, who broke Iowa’s prep scoring record and was ranked as high as the 7th best senior in America last year, stepped right in and finished second on the team in both scoring and minutes played.

Marciauskaitė, one of the finest junior players in Lithuania, was a high school star in both...
Allison Curtin, junior in LAS, gets a shot off against Wisconsin. Below: Curtin leads the offense against Michigan State on February 18, 2001. Curtin had 25 points against MSU leading the Illini to a 52-50 victory. *Photos by David Kok*
Minnesota and New Jersey before signing with the Illini. The 6'4" forward came off the bench most of the season, but still made her presence felt as the team's third leading scorer and one of its best rebounders.

Aminata Yanni is another recognized freshmen who provided the Illini with key minutes off the bench. Yanni, the Illinois women's prep basketball player of the year last season at Harlem High School, really came on late in the season and provided the Illini with some quality minutes and a solid scoring punch.

The freshmen were not the only ones who provided quality play up front for the Illini this season. Dawn Vana, who started to develop as a reserve on last year's team, continued to step up her game this season. She started a majority of the games for the Illini and finished as the team's fourth leading scorer.

Cindy Dallas, an All-American out of high school, who has suffered numerous injuries since arriving at Illinois, finally got a full season under her belt. Dallas started nearly all the games this year for the Illini and was one of the team's leading rebounders, as well as a capable scorer. *Story by Alan Lathrop*
The team worked under the direction of Head Coach Theresa Grentz. *Photo by Illio Staff Photographer*
The Illinois Mens Gymnastic team had many unanswered questions when they started the season. They needed to replace All-American Travis Romagnoli along with hoping younger athletes stepped up their performance from the previous year. The Illini answered those questions early and often. The team maintained a top five ranking for most of the year and scored personal and national records.

Early during the season, the men’s and women’s teams performed as mixed pairs at Huff Hall giving each team a laid-back fun meet before the beginning of the season. The men started their goal of winning a national championship at the 31st annual Windy City Invitational in mid-January. The Illini were No. 8 in pre-season polls, which did not sit well with the team.

The team wanted to prove they were slighted and could compete with any team in the nation. They ended the meet leaving no doubt about their skill by placing second defeating five ranked teams, including No. 2 Ohio State University and No. 5 University of Iowa. The University of Michigan, the top ranked team, finished first. After the meet, the men’s team climbed to second rank in the nation.

“I think that we scared a lot of teams this weekend," said senior Linh Hoang.

"People are going to have to worry about Illinois."

Senior All-American Leo Oka placed first in the all-around competition, a feat never accomplished by an Illinois gymnast at the meet. Oka’s performance would be foreshadowing for many other first place finishes throughout the year.

The team continued their winning ways as they clashed against another ranked Big Ten team: the seventh ranked University of Minnesota Gophers. In their first dual meet of the season, the Illini overwhelmed Minnesota beating them by almost four points.

Still, the meet was far from a perfect exhibition of skill. Just like at the Windy City Classic, Illinois performed poorly on the pommel horse. The final score could have been closer, but the Gophers struggles just as much. A fall on this same apparatus cost. Oka the all-around title as he placed second.

In late January, the Illini slipped to No. 4 in the nation and had to compete in a series of tough meets against other highly ranked teams. This month also featured a road trip rematch between Illinois and the No.1 men’s gymnastic squad: the Michigan Wolverines.

Once again, the Illini were not up to the challenge as Michigan outscored Illinois 214.00-208.35. The team expected to be on par with the Wolverines and was unsatisfied with the final results. *continued*
Leo Oka, senior in CBA, competes on the still rings at the 2000 NCAA Nationals. Oka earned All-American Honors for placing in the top six in the all-around. Below: Linh Hoang, senior in agriculture, performs on the floor during the Illinois-Ohio State dual meet on Feb. 3. Ohio State won, 211.80-211.35. *Photos by Leslie Harms*
Above: Leo Oka, senior in CBA, completes his rings routine. Oka scored a 9.35 on the rings as the Illini lost to Ohio State on Feb. 3 at Huff Hall. Right: Bob Spelic, sophomore in LAS, competes on the pommel horse for the Illini in their dual meet against Ohio State. Spelic finished third with an 8.45 as the Illini lost, 211.80-211.35 at Huff Hall on February 3. * Photos by Leslie Harms
"We knew Michigan would be tough, but we lost by more than we hoped," said Oka.

There was a silver lining in defeat as the team posted the top score on the high bars in the country. Better news was ahead as the Illini tried to erase losing to their rivals.

Illinois took out their frustration on two other ranked opponents. They placed first in a late January tri-meet defeating No. 10 Michigan State and No. 12 University of Illinois-Chicago. The meet marked an explosion of first place performances as junior Sean Paul Crawford won the floor exercise and junior J.G. Ketchen won the vault. In addition, seniors Jon Ham and Oka tied for first on the high bar, while senior Hoang placed first on the rings.

After several successful meets, the men gymnastics team decided to get out of the cold and head west in late February. As one of their final tune-ups before the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCCA) Nations, the team participated in a two-day event in California. Head coach Yoshi Hayasaki stressed the importance of this meet to give west coast judges a good look at a strong midwestern team. The Illini did not disappoint.

They controlled the two-day meets, including posting a season high score of 212.90 on day one. The first day, Oka led the team by winning the all-around title as the Illini won all six events and finished first against four other California-based schools. Oka also shook off some early season problems with the pommel horse to score his season-best 9.35. Day two provided more of the same domination. Oka once again won the all-around pacing the team to another win in a tri-meet setting. His teammates continued to follow suit as the Illini won five of the six events during that last weekend in February.

"It was good for us to travel to a different arena and compete well and be undefeated," said Hoang.

The season ended with a co-ed meet at home versus Iowa before the team heads to Penn State University to compete in the Big Ten title. The Illini hope the third time is the charm as they once again will face Michigan. After that, the men set their sights on an ultimate goal of winning the NCAA Championships. The road to a championship will go through Columbus, Ohio in the beginning of April. *Story by Ernst Lamothe

Scott Wetterling, freshman in engineering, competes on the parallel bars during Illinois' season opener against Minnesota. The Illini won by almost four points on January 20 at Huff Hall. *Photo by Leslie Harms
The University of Illinois Women’s Gymnastics team, which is currently ranked number 22 in the nation, has suffered more losses than wins this semester. They will be competing against Iowa, Denver and Illinois State in their last matches, as they try to improve their record.

The team has a total of seven wins and 10 losses. Their season average is 192.440, a high figure attributed to five of the teammates and their recent match with the Kentucky GymKats. Junior Allison Berg tied a career high of 9.825 on the beam in a Kentucky match.

Carissa Ericson also tied a career high at one of the Big Ten tournaments on the vault, while Lisa Pellegrinegetti scored a season high of 9.800 on the floor and 9.775 on the bars at Kentucky. Gina Weichman recorded a season best score of 9.850 on the beam at Kentucky, and Jana Gallagher scored a 9.750 to win the balance beam in her first collegiate competition.

The girls played well in Kentucky, however, due to their latest loss, it puts the Illinois team at a season of 0-5. The last game of the season is the Big Ten Championships in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Jennifer Barrett a senior who has been with the Illini Women’s Gymnastics team for four years says that the team has accomplished a lot of great things every year. Not only have they qualified for the Regional Championships twice out of the three years she has been here, but they have also set many new records—including a new school record they set this year on March 3rd when they scored a 196.15.

"I think in the future Illinois has the potential to be one of the top teams in the nation. We have always had the skills, the desire, and the best coaching, but the team just needs to figure out the best way to put it all together," said Barrett.

Every year has been different in terms of strength. In general, the team is not any stronger physically but they have definitely grown stronger mentally. Gymnastics is a mental sport, according to Barrett.

"We just missed qualifying for the championship meet last year so our focus and mindset has been a little different this year so that we don’t sit home that weekend in April again," said Barrett.

Barrett says that they have been extremely motivated this year and that the take nothing for granted.

"We often remind each other that every little detail counts in the long-run."

What is so great about this team is how close they are. Often times other teams and coaches comment on how well they get along with each other.

"I think this bond that we share with each other ultimately makes us a better team, we support each other every step of the way. It is almost as if we are one big family and that makes it fun," said Barrett. *continued*
An Illinois gymnast vaults in Huff Hall against Penn State on Saturday, Jan. 13. *Photo by Jared Peterson*

Below: Allison Berg, junior in ALS, poses in her floor routine as the Illini compete against No. 16 Ohio State. The Illini lost in the dual meet at Huff Hall on Feb. 3. *Photo by Leslie Harms*
After graduation, Barrett plans to become a high school Spanish teacher.

"My main goal is to find a school with an opening for a coaching position so that I can share my knowledge that I have gained from being an Illini Gymnast."

Bob Starkell who is the head coach of the Illini Women's Gymnastics team, started out his first six years as an assistant coach. He is now entering his second year as head coach of the team. He attributes some of the lack of performance this year to the loss of one teammate.

"The beginning of the year started off by losing our top all-around gymnast, Phaedra Dixon. She is probably one of the best gymnasts that have gone through this program, if not the best," said Starkell. "She tore a tendon in her foot several weeks after the first day of practice. Doctors had her out all season. With this happening the team stepped up the intensity of practice and strength training. No one person was going to replace Phaedra but the whole team was ready to feel in the gap from each team member’s work ethic."

Even though the team is struggling to come out on top, Starkell says that two things will need to happen in the near future.

"The first is the recruiting of powerful vaulters. Every good team has them and every team wants them. The other is to be competitive with facilities of other top programs in the country," said Starkell. With those two additions, Starkell claims that the sky is the limit.

Sharon Pearson, the assistant coach for the Gymnastics team, has been with them since July 1, 2000. This is her first season and coming in as a new coach she said that it was hard to find a new goal, since she came in not knowing what theirs was last season.

Pearson says that she and Bob Starkell have known each other for a while and she thinks that they off-set each other quite well in the gym.

"I think we make up a great solid base of a coaching staff," Pearson said. ★ Story by Marlam Sobh
Far Left: Sophomore Jana Gallagher, sophomore in CBA, competes on the uneven bars in the dual meet against Ohio State at Huff Hall on February 3. *Photo by Leslie Harms*

Left: Jana Gallagher, sophomore in CBA, performs on the balance beam in Huff Hall against Penn State on Saturday, Jan. 13. *Photo by Jared Peterson*

Above: Lisa Peliegrinetti, senior in LAS, poses on the bar during the Ohio State dual meet at Huff Hall on Feb. 3. *Photo by Leslie Harms*
Sweat ran off their faces, their arms were burning and their bodies were drained of all energy. While they were not running up and down the basketball court on two feet, they were making their way from basket to basket, playing defense and scoring baskets like in every basketball game. The difference between these athletes and others was that for these athletes, a wheelchair was an essential part of their game.

In 1986 the Fighting Illini Men’s and Women’s Wheelchair Basketball teams evolved from teams of wheelchair athletes formed by Timothy Nugent in 1949. These athletes took home numerous tournament trophies and were called the best teams in the nation. According to the UIUC Division of Rehabilitation-Education Services website, “the University of Illinois was at the forefront of wheelchair technology development to enhance participation in sport.”

Stephanie Wheeler, a sophomore in Applied Life Studies was on the team that finished second in the country in 2000. She said the placing was great because Illinois has the only collegiate women’s team in the nation.

“I personally love competing and to get the opportunity to play at this level is wonderful,” Wheeler, a guard playing for her seventh year, said. “We have the best coach in the world and I am playing with some of the best players in the world, and you can’t beat that.”

The website also states that “student-athletes in this program have the opportunity to be a part of cutting edge wheelchair sport science as it applies to strength and conditioning, equipment development, and individual and team sport skill development.”

Early-morning, two and half hour practices and strength and conditioning three times a week proved to be part of the strength and conditioning promise made by the program according to Wheeler, along with the psychological aspect of the game.

“The mental aspect of the game is tough. Just staying focused on everything on the court at the same time is tough,” Wheeler said. “From a physical standpoint, it is draining as well. All of the contact can take a toll on your body.”

With practice starting in early Sept. and extending to mid-March, the team *continued*
Stephanie Wheeler, sophomore in ALS, prepares to put the ball up. Below: Pat Anderson, junior in LAS, shoots the ball over his opponents. *Photos courtesy of Rehab Center
Above: Christina Ripp looks for her teammate, Miriam Hibley, to pass the ball. *Photo by Brian Opyd* Right: Adam Lancia, freshman in ALS, shoots the ball over his opponents. *Photo courtesy of Rehab Center*
plays approximately 20-25 games a season against teams in the Central Intercollegiate Conference and in other conferences.

Graduate student Ron Crawford, who is a guard for the men's team said that while wheelchair athletes sometimes are not seen as athletes and he thinks that is wrong.

"People can't see past the disability sometimes," Crawford said. "They just think its great we're out there. We train and work just as hard, if not harder, than able-bodied counterparts. It's just a lack of knowledge for some people."

Wheeler said she agreed that sometimes she was not seen as an athlete because of her wheelchair. She said people sometimes just automatically assumed that she couldn't play a physical sport, but believed that once people got to know her, and who she was, they saw her as an athlete. No matter what others thought though, Wheeler played because she enjoyed the sport.

"I love it so much," Wheeler said. "I love competing and getting an opportunity to be physical on the court and also because the people are great as well." 

Story by Kate Favrow

Avi Gaertner, sophomore in LAS, puts the ball up.

Photo courtesy of Rehab Center
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY

* Photo courtesy of Sports Information
The 2000-2001 Mens Cross Country team competed in many tough events this year against some of the best teams in the nation.

The season started on September 9, 2000 at the Murray Keating Memorial Championship in West Lafayette, Ind. Illinois finished this competition in fourth place with 93 points. Caleb Grinter, junior in LAS, led Illinois with a 14th place finish in the 8,000 meter run.

Coach Gary Wienke, head coach of the cross country team for 34 consecutive years, said "The freshmen ran very well in their first competition, but overall, we've got to figure out how to compete better. First competitions can be ugly, and it was."

On September 15, the Illini Invitational was held at the UI Orange and Blue golf course in Savoy, Ill. Illinois placed second to Illinois State, who scored 18 points. UI of I's score was 45 points.

On September 16, the team held the annual Alumni Meet in Champaign at the South Farms. Eighteen alumni competed in the 3-K race that paired one alum with one or two current athletes. The alums had to predict their time and then the team would try to run as close to the predicted time as possible. The race ended in a three-way tie between Barry Pearman ('93-'96), Rob Winfield ('96-'00) and Greg Shultz ('95-'97) who all ran within four seconds of their predicted time.

Iona University held its annual Brother John "Paddy" Doyle Meet of Champions on September 30. The Illini finished 14th out of a total of 23 teams. Ryan Eason, senior in CBA, lead the team at this meet with a 54th place finish in the five mile race.

On October 14, the team traveled to Iowa State University for the Pre-NCAA Meet. The men's team finished in 44th place with a total of 1102 points.

Later that month, the team headed north to Madison, Wis. to compete in the Big Ten Championships at the University of Wisconsin. The Fighting Illini accumulated a score of 239 and placed 10th in the competition.

The team also finished in 10th place at the Midwest Regional Cross Country meet in Waterloo, Iowa on November 11, 2000, with 284 team points. *Story by Allison Deitch

* Photo courtesy of Sports Information
While having an abundance of freshman and sophomores might have posed a problem for some Big Ten Womens Cross Country teams, the Illini found positive reinforcement from their coach Michelle Byrne, according to Cecelia Williams, sophomore in ALS.

"Besides creating effective workouts she also stressed the importance of becoming close as a team," Williams said. "She stated that team camaraderie was very important."

It was as a team that the Illini placed runners in the Pre-Regional meet at Northern Iowa. Seven runners placed in the top ten and Amber Hunt, sophomore in LAS, took the top position.

At the Big Ten Championships the Illini placed fourth, making that finish their highest Big Ten finish since 1994. Williams placed seventh and was named to the All-Big Ten First Team. In those Championships, both Hunt and Williams ran personal best times. Williams said that placing high in the meet was a goal of hers.

The Midwest Regional Meet was the next large obstacle for the team. The team was competing against twenty-three other teams looking to qualify for the NCAA Championships. The team placed fifth overall with 151 team points. Hunt once again led the team with a 14th place finish. Four other runners gained team points for the Illini and Hunt. Breanna Wabick, freshman in LAS, and Williams earned All-Regional nods.

"Overall, I was very pleased with the cross country season that took place," Williams said. "So many goals and accomplishments were met throughout the season."

Being a young team, Williams knew she could also look to the future of the team.

"I am looking forward to having everyone back next year," Williams said. "We don't lose one single girl and that means we will just get better. We are going to Nationals next year as a team and I think that will be awesome." *Story by Kate Favrow*

*Photo courtesy of Sports Information*
On the corner of Fourth and Armory stands the University of Illinois Ice Arena where every other weekend from September until March there is a competition unlike any other, played out for two hours on the frozen pond. This arena is the home of the Illini Hockey team. Their home games are some of the most exciting and most attended sporting events on campus every year.

The team is composed of 30 UI of I students. Tryouts for the team are at the beginning of September, during which the coaching staff evaluates about seventy participants.

Following the one-week tryout period, the team is selected by Head Coach Chad Cassel, a former Illini hockey player. A large portion of this year’s team consists of second and third year veterans, but there is a rookie class of eight as well.

"First off, our team is made up of a bunch of great guys. I spent last year abroad and coming back for my last season and being the captain is an honor I am privileged to have. In my years with the team, this is by far the most talented group we have ever had. The talent level makes every practice more competitive, because come Friday night everybody wants a spot in the lineup," said Eric Gutman.

The Illini Hockey team is not an official University sport. It is a club team that competes in its own league.

"A lot of people are unfamiliar with the ACHA (the league they compete in), but it is a league made up of many larger universities that don't have Division-I NCAA teams. Any time you have a bunch of kids skilled enough to compete at the college level, anything can happen and it makes for an intense and exciting atmosphere," said Gutman.

Since it is a club sport, the Illini Hockey team is run different than most of the University’s athletic teams. Along with the normal positions on a hockey team, the Illini also have a club president, vice-president and treasurer.

After a relatively slow start the Illini really turned it on down the stretch. According to Gutman they have a nice mix of great young talent and seasoned veterans that are eager to turn some heads in Arizona (the location of the national tournament) and bring Illinois its first ever national championship.

"But, in order to win it all we will have to come together and do it as a team. We've had 7 months to prepare for that challenge and I feel confident we'll rise to the occasion and accomplish our goals." *story by Alan Lanthrop

Tim Danlow, freshman in LAS, makes a nice glove save keeping the Illini in the game. *Photo by Brian Opyd
Kyle Mulvey, sophomore in ALS, and Pat Olson, freshman in ALS, celebrate Mulvey's first goal of the season against St. Louis on November 3, 2000. Below: David Vargas, sophomore in CBA, celebrates with his teammates after the Illini score against Michigan.

*Photos by Hellmut Goebl and Brian Opyd*

* Photos by Brian Opdyd
Brian Tilden, sophomore in CBA, rushes to help goalie Tim Danlow.
* Photos by Brian Opyd
The Division of Campus Recreation at the University of Illinois is unique in that it offers something for everyone. Its mission is "to provide recreation and wellness opportunities which enhance the quality of life of the students and other members of the university community. The Division promotes this mission through diverse programming, service, teaching and research." With diverse programs such as aquatics, fitness/wellness, intramurals, outdoor adventures, and skating, it is not difficult to find something to do.

The aquatics program offers lessons for everyone from infants to adults. If you already know how to swim, the masters swim team gives you the opportunity to engage in friendly competition with other swimmers. The fitness/wellness program offers a number of free group fitness sessions such as step, martial arts, mind/body, dance, strength, and even water sports. An active intramural program is the foundation of Campus Rec, which offers team sports as well as individual events. Students can even organize their own team and add their names to the IM Free Agent list. The outdoor adventures program offers students, as well as the community at large, the chance to really enjoy the outdoors. Programs range from kayak rolling and canoe clinics to cross-country skiing and horseback riding. Backpack adventure trips take students to such places as the Smoky Mountains, Big Bend National Park, the Grand Canyon, and more. The division's skating program offers a number of opportunities to get you out on the ice. Open skates, the adult hockey league, and kinesiology classes are just a few of the options offered in this program.

The Division of Campus Rec. allows people at all levels of athletic ability to get involved in various activities both on and off campus. As Julie McMahon, communications manager for DCR, mentioned, the Division is a great opportunity for everyone. Everything can be a little intimidating at first, but the purpose of Fresh Start is to acquaint freshman to the numerous programs and services offered to them. McMahon also notes that IMPE, the Intramural Physical Education Building, isn't just for jocks. It's a place for all members of the university to enroll in different programs just for the fun of it. Don't miss out on the many opportunities that await you at DCR.

For more information, check out their Web site at www.campusrec.uiuc.edu or just take a look at their different facilities around campus. You might be surprised at what you find. *Story by Ken Woodhouse*

The outdoor pool at IMPE is a favorite spot of many students at the beginning and end of the school year. *Photo courtesy of Division of Campus Recreation*
A student enrolled in one of DCR’s softball leagues prepares to make a catch. Below: Personal trainers are always on hand to assist people in the workout rooms.

* Photos courtesy of Division of Campus Recreation
A student enjoys a game of tennis on one of IMPE's outdoor tennis courts. *Photos courtesy of Division of Campus Recreation*
Left: Students are in the middle of a strenuous workout on the treadmills. Below: A Campus Rec employee spots as a student bench presses. * Photo courtesy of Division of Campus Recreation
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Above: Jessica Budge, Kori Conway, Maggie Ross, Andra Naylor, Marcie Gaeta, Jessica Gutsell, Sara Dunski, Melissa Ostrander, Magda Stolarski.

Right: Rachael Hill and Sue Ledebuhz smile for the camera at the Alpha Sigma Phi exchange.
Above: Andra Naylor, Allie Haycraft, Lindsay Goss, Magda Stolarski, Kelly Rogers.
Left: Erin Brown, Emily Pilger, Kirsten Ritter, Katie Braunschweig, Katie Farmer, Jackie McLaughlin, Terri Skorusa, Michelle Rimdzius.
Above: Delta Zeta 2000
Right: Sarah Leahy, Gwen Boyce, Nicole Pierson and Maribel Hernandez pose for a quick picture before Third Invitational.
Above: A group of Dee Zees take a break from cheering on the Illini at a hockey game.
Left: Way to go girls! Delta Zeta was proud to have three girls on the 2000 Homecoming Court: Lori Hedberg, Megan Nowicki and Kara Benson.
Below: A group of Dee Zees get ready for serenades.

The object of Delta Zeta shall be to unite its members in sincere and lasting friendships, to stimulate one another in the pursuit of knowledge, to promote the moral and social culture of its members, and to develop plans for guidance and unity in action - all objects worthy of the highest aim and purpose of associated effort.
Above: Missy Maslowski, Caryn Clark, Heather Lane and Kia Vallas at Bidnight '99.
Top: Kappa Kappa Gamma 2000.
Above: Katie Triska, Katie Lenz, Kristin Rigby, Emily Bates and Charlotte Dittman take a break from cosmic bowling on Sisterhood Night 2000.

Left: Wayne's World! Megan Hryndza and Amy Peters dress up as Warne and Garth for Spring Serenades.

Below: Hilary Olson, Jennifer Pillsbury and Stacey Thurston have fun at formal.
Above: Phi Mu is proud of their graduates! The Seniors pose for a photo at the Castle.
Right: Smile! The 2002 pledge class gets dressed up and glamorous for Spring Formal.
Above: Last year, Phi Mu participated in a clothing drive sponsored by Dryel.
Left: Katie Solka and Lisa Milosavljevic have a great time at the Alpha Delta Phi Exchange.
EST. 1867 at Monmouth College, Illinois

Zeta Chapter founded 1895

1005 S. Wright St. Champaign, Illinois

Symbol: Arrow

Above: Pi Beta Phi 2000.
Right: Michelle Sayre and Michelle Varland.
Above: Stephanie Jacker, Kate Pusey, Saba Elderkin, and Ashley Ambrose.  
Below: Pi Beta Phi shares a night out on the town.
Above: Jill Streitmatter, Colleen Casey, Melissa Stierwalt, Jennie Cisar and Jill Snider show that an important part of Sigma Kappa at the University of Illinois is sisterhood.

Right: The last Violet Ball for seniors Colleen O'Malley, Laura Macklin, Megan Bengston and Tessa Schneider.
Above: Sigma Kappa’s newest sisters, the 2004s, pose for their first picture as Sigma Kappas during Sisterhood Night 2000.
Left: Lindsey Elder and Michelle Tenuta volunteer their time to sell Lollipops on the Quad in November. Due to efforts of Sigma Kappas nationwide, Sigma Kappa is the third largest contributor to the funding for Alzheimer’s Research.
Below: This group of Sigma Kappas takes a break from their studies to bond with their sisters.

Sigma Kappa participates annually in Memory Walk, a nationwide event sponsored by the Alzheimer’s Association. The Theta Chapter of Sigma Kappa is the largest contributor to the local Alzheimer’s Association Organization. On a national level, Sigma Kappa is the third largest contributor to the funding for Alzheimer’s research. On November 9, 2000, Sigma Kappa donated the proceeds of their lollipop sales to the National Sigma Kappa Foundation.

The purpose of Sigma Kappa is to unite its members in a bond of sincere friendship for the development of character and the promotion of social, literary, and intellectual culture. Each member is encouraged to strive for high standards of achievement and is given the support needed to reach her individual goals from all of her sisters. Sigma Kappa helps women learn who they are and the type of person they want to become.
Above: Alpha Chi Omega 2000

Right: The 2002 pledge class show their spirit on Sisterhood Night 2000!
Top: Sigma Phi Epsilon 2000.
Above: Sig Eps have a blast at formal.
Each year, Alpha Delta Pi raises money for the Ronald McDonald House at their Pancake Breakfast, I Spy an AΔΠ, and Caroling for Kids. Spaghetti dinners are also held annually. Alpha Delta Pi supports other philanthropies through their participation and service hours.

The philanthropic activities of Alpha Epsilon Phi include an annual AIDS walk, "Chalk, Walk, and Talk" for Breast Cancer, and various fundraisers for organizations that support the national philanthropy of AEPH. The meaning of Alpha Epsilon Phi is to support the motto, multa corda, una causa - many hearts, one purpose - and to inspire and encourage exemplary women who are dedicated to friendship.

Alpha Gamma Rho provides a professional and social fraternity for young men preparing to enter the agricultural industry. With the goal of making better men, Alpha Gamma Rho promotes brotherhood, academics and leadership within the community and the University by holding leadership positions throughout campus. Alpha Gamma Rho earned the coveted Sleeter Bull Award, named after former University of Illinois Professor and Fraternity patriarch Sleeter Bull, for most improved chapter during 1998-2000. The brothers of Alpha Chapter strive to better the community they live in through annual events including the CARING CANS food drive and the philanthropic Foxy Lady Contest. These activities, along with involvement in campus organizations and scholastic achievement, provide Alpha Gamma Rho brothers with the tools necessary to become the leaders of tomorrow.

The Illidell chapter of Alpha Gamma Sigma was founded with the following objective in mind - to unite in fellowship, to raise and strengthen our ideals and objectives in order to foster the progress of its members academically, socially, and personally.

In the spring, the men of Illidell held a golf tournament to benefit the Special Olympics.

Top: Alpha Gamma Sigma 2000.
EST. 1897 at Barnard College of Columbia University, NY
Iota Chapter founded 1911
706 S. Matthews St. Urbana, Illinois
Symbol: Red Rose

ALPHA OMICRON PI

Above: The ladies of Alpha Phi pose for a photo before their annual philanthropy, Operation Ivy Leaf, kicks off.

Top: Alpha Phi 2000.

Alpha Phi hosts its King of Hearts talent show each year to benefit the Alpha Phi Foundation for Heart and Lung Cancer Research. Operation Ivy Leaf raises money for the Christy Burgner Memorial Scholarship and Research Fund for Cancer.

Alpha Phi is home away from home for its members. It serves as a support system and an endless circle of sisterhood and friendship. The members of Alpha Phi are always there for each other.
Right: Alpha Tau Omega Seniors 2000.
let us steadfastly love one another

Delta Delta Delta's annual philanthropy, Frats at Bat, is held nationwide. At the University of Illinois, the softball tournament is held at TK Wendl's and all proceeds go to St. Jude's Children's Research Hospital.

Above: Girls just wanna have fun! The Tri-Delts Hang with their Alumni Advisors, law students Noelle Day and Ashley Jacobs. Julie Sims, Erin Smith, Lisa Voegel, Noelle Day, Ashley Jacobs, Michelle Jennings and Shannon O'Grady.

DELTA TAU DELTA

Above: The men of Delta Tau Delta at their Spring Formal.
Founded on non-secret and non-hazing principles, Delta Upsilon has always been unique compared to other fraternities. One of Delta Upsilon’s founding principles is Diffusion of Liberal Culture, which means that every member is encouraged and supported in their endeavors. Delta Upsilon’s sound, competitive and active status on campus can be attributed to both brotherhood and strong alumni support. Pledges are considered brothers from day one of their pledgeship. Because this brotherhood goes beyond graduation, Delta Upsilon is fortunate to have some of the strongest alumni support on campus.

FarmHouse Fraternity developed out of an outgrowth of friendships formed among seven men within the College of Agriculture at the University of Missouri to perpetuate the congenial associations of the men within the college. One of the seven founders, D. Howard Doane, states, “the basic point in our minds was to find a place where we could live and work together, to promote our mutual interests in stimulating companionship and fellowship.” The founders did not intend to found a fraternity, and hence gave the club a non-greek name, to reflect the similar interests and backgrounds of those involved. Out of this organization grew a national greek fraternity. The Illinois Chapter was the third chapter founded and membership now consists of approximately 60 percent agriculture related majors, and 40 percent non-agriculture majors.
Above: 4-H House 2000

Right: Some members of the 2003 pledge class have a great time at Barndance.
EST. 1874 at Syracuse University, New York

Omicron Chapter founded 1913

1110 W. Nevada Ave. Urbana, Illinois

Symbol: Crescent Moon

GAMMA PHI BETA

Above: Gamma Phi Beta 2000
Kappa Delta's annual philanthropy for the prevention of child abuse, Shamrock Event, was among the most successful on campus. Every spring, the women of Kappa Delta can-shake at various locations on campus. In addition, the women held a raffle and sold pizza on the Quad. In 1999, the two-day event raised over $9,000. Eighty percent of the money went to the Crisis Nursery in Champaign County, while the remaining twenty percent went to Prevent Child Abuse America.

Above: Phi Sigma Sigma 2000
Right: Stacey Dunlap and Dana Grzeskowiak.
Above: The 2003 pledge class celebrates after their Initiation in November.
Top: Psi Upsilon 2000
Each year, Sigma Chi holds Derby Days, its annual philanthropy event. Derby Days is a week long event in which various sorority members compete in games, sporting events and contests. Through donations and sponsorships, money is raised to benefit the Children’s Miracle Network. A blood drive is also held at the beginning of the week. This year’s champs were the women of Chi Omega.

Above: A group of Sigma Chis have a good time with friends.
Top: Something interesting on the front porch at Sigma Chi?
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. was founded as the first Black national greek fraternity. The Tau Chapter was founded on March 23, 1917, at the University of Illinois. Some famous members of Alpha Phi Alpha include the Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Thurgood Marshall, Duke Ellington, W.E.B. DuBois and Quincy Jones.

Above: Alpha Phi Alpha 2000
Top: Alpha Phi Alpha 2000 Front: Vincent L. Gills, (President), Manvel L. Robinson, Julius H. Ibraheem (Alpha-Net Chair), Karl M. Nero, Jason W. Carter (Treasurer), Gyasi E. Jones (Vice-President). Back: Wilson Terrell Jr. (Chapter Advisor), Olusola A. Olowe (Secretary), Roy Hawkins.
Kappa Alpha Theta was founded on scholarship and their social aim is to exercise the widest influence for good. Kappa Alpha Theta's national philanthropy is Court Appointed Special Advocates (CASA). CASA workers act as a child’s voice in court cases where the children are victims of neglect and abuse. Kappa Alpha Theta was the first women's fraternity founded at the University of Illinois and they have maintained a long-standing tradition of excellence, continuously enriching the experiences of its members.

Above: Jessica Wenthe, Kristina Karvelas, Jamie Tumpane, Meredith Mazur and Jillian Chmura pose before they get down and dirty on the field in the annual Theta and Delta Gamma Softball Game.

Right: Thetas take time from bonding with the rest of their pledge class to pose for a quick picture during the Christmas Pledge Exchange with Alpha Tau Omega. Front: Jillian Hultink, Amanda Vinicky. Back: Danielle Tubay, Katie Richardson, Kit Nordmark.
Above: The Fall 2000 pledge class poses for a picture after the formal pledging ceremony.
Top: The Brothers at Phi Kappa Psi pose for their formal house picture. Can you find little Waldo?
Above: Zetes pose for a group shot after a memorable night at Formal.

Top: Every spring Zeta Psi holds its annual Canoe Classic to benefit the National Kidney Foundation. Zetes and company pose after another successful event.
Left: Alpha Kappa Delta Phi 2000. Below: KDPhis have a great time together at their formal.

Delta Phi was founded in 1827 at Union College in Schenectady, New York. Tau chapter at the University of Illinois was founded in 1920, out of a local fraternity named Iris. Delta Phi has occupied its house at 1008 S. Fourth St. since it was built in 1925, and the alumni of Delta Phi owned the house. The brothers of Delta Phi strive to maintain a strong brotherhood within the house, which lasts a lifetime as shown by the Tau Chapter's strong alumni relations. The members of Delta Phi also take an active role in community service, donating time and effort to worthwhile causes such as the Japan House and Habitat for Humanity. They also plan to start an annual haunted house to benefit underprivileged youths in the area.
The Sigma Alpha Mu fraternity is a place where one can experience a life-long sense of friendship, camaraderie and family. Each year, Sammys hold Bounce for Beats, a 3-on-3 basketball tournament in which members of various fraternities and sororities participate. In the spring of 2000, Sammys proudly donated over $4,000 to the Elizabeth Glaser Pediatric AIDS Foundation, the most donated out of all Sigma Alpha Mu chapters.
EST. 1904 at Syracuse University, New York

Sigma Chapter
founded 1918

1106 S. Lincoln Ave.
Urbana, Illinois

Symbol: Red and Buff Roses, The Pearl

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA

Above: Alpha Gams from the 2003 and 2004 pledge class pose for a photo at ΑΓΔ Water Wars 2000.

Right: Alpha Gams cheer on the Illini at the Michigan game.
The Sigma Chapter of Alpha Gamma Delta hosts an annual tournament called Water Wars. Water Wars is a week-long event to raise funds benefitting the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, which supports juvenile diabetes and other causes. Activities range from can-shaking and FM 107.1 The Planet sponsorship to water relay events in which various fraternity and sorority members participate.

Above: The Alpha Gamma Delta Water Wars team: Sandra Zanghi, Sarah Smithmeir, Brittnay Cushing, Angela Thompson and Amanda Wolf play in the wading pool.


The University of Illinois has the largest Greek system in the country with almost one quarter of students on campus belonging to a house. There are also more than 800 registered student organizations making it almost impossible not to be involved with a group or a Greek organization.
| EST. 1832 at Hamilton College, New York | Illinois Chapter founded 1912 | 310 E. John St. Champaign, Illinois | Symbol: Star, Crescent, Sword, Spear & Monument |

**Alpha Delta Phi**

Above: Some Alpha Delts tailgate with friends.
Top: Alpha Delta Phi 2000
Above: Theta Xi Seniors
Top: Theta Xi 2000
Left: Theta Xi Executive Board
Above: Tau Kappa Epsilon 2000 Executive Board.
Right: Members of the Engineering Council executive board as well as committee members traveled to Seattle to discover what other engineering colleges are doing. Attendees returned with ideas for Engineers Week, techniques to get students involved, and many others.

Front: Jennifer Brooks, Katie Thompson, Stephanie Brooks.

Middle: Nicole Pakiz, Amber Petkevicius, Brian Pokrzywa, Christina Henshaw, Chonabot Intakeha, Katherine Pfenning, Amee Green.

Back: Brian Lammert, Jason Tang, Kevin Changela, David Nickell, Saket Solanki.
Students showcase their research and technical contributions at Engineering Open House. Engineering Open House 2001 is a very exciting year because a time capsule that was buried in 1975 will be unearthed to reveal the most advanced technologies available at that time.

Left: Students from grade schools and high schools come to Engineering Open House where they learn about different aspects of science and see all of the innovative student projects.

Left: The W.J. "Jerry" Sanders Design Competition is an advanced technical design competition where students design robots that navigate their way through a treacherous obstacle course.

Right: Engineering Council offers the Engineering Student Leadership Conference (ESLC) and Student Engineering Leadership Program (SELP). These programs help students learn about how to be an effective leader through interactive activities.
Illinois Student Government (ISG) is the “official voice of the student body at the University of Illinois.” ISG is composed of four elected executive officers, an elected assembly and six standing committees. During the term of the Sixth Assembly, ISG worked on several important student issues, including Campustown development, increasing voter registration and developing cultural education programs and many other issues. By working with campus administration and local, state and federal policy makers, ISG effectively represents the student body.
Top: ISG members on an important campus bar survey.
Middle: Schwags ruins a conference photo-op at Purdue University.
Bottom: Shap, Hammy and Joely loosen up after yet another important campus bar survey.
Above: The Daily Illini Staff.
Front: Julie Westfall (In-Depth Coordinator), Katie Curnutte (Metro Editor), Amanda Criner (Development Coordinator), Amanda Loan (Opinions Editor), Kat Schwartz (Online Editor), John Zaremba (In-Depth Coordinator), Todd Gregory (Wire Editor), Shachar Meron (Associate Graphics Editor). Back: Brian Issleb (Webmaster), Dave Parro (Managing Editor), Andrew Savikas (Editor in Chief), Nicole Wagner (Campus Editor), Erin Dewey (Copy Chief), Michael Drapa (Assistant News Editor), Jared Peterson (Photo Editor), Allison Deitch (Sports Editor), Laura Kuhn (Supplements Editor), Cindy Gierhart (Assistant News Editor).

Above: The Daily Illini Advertising staff.
Top: Daily Illini Production Staff. Aviva Gold, Julie Flesner, Rob Zales, Jim Grisham.

Middle: Julie Westfall flips through a magazine while Adam Jadhar has his work critiqued by Leslie Hague.

Below: Russel Colby hard at work in the DI Graphics Department.
★ Not Pictured: Amy Walters, Jen Smith, D.J. George, Katie Zabielski, Jon Lewis, Carly Brown, Jeff Philips, Mark Makdad, Justin Renaldi.
The Theta Chapter of Alpha Omega Epsilon was founded at the University of Illinois on February 27, 1999. Alpha Omega Epsilon is a professional and social engineering sorority open to all women in the College of Engineering. We do a variety of activities every year including philanthropy, fundraising, and professional events. This year we went Trick or Treating for canned goods with Triangle to benefit local homeless shelters. We have been working concessions at the football games to raise money for our National Convention and our new office. Professional events have included resume critiquing and an interviewing skills workshop.

Above: Falling Illini Member Scott Simmons does his first static line over Archway Skydiving Center.
Top: Falling Illini Member Tomas Prieto enjoys a freefly jump in the skies clear over Archway Skydiving Center in Vandalia, Illinois. ★ Photo by Jon Mandrell
We consider the fraternity responsible for a positive contribution to the primary functions of the University, and therefore, under obligation to encourage the most complete personal development of its members intellectually, morally, physically and socially. This is the Fraternity Criteria of the National Interfraternity Council at the University of Illinois.

The 2000-2001 Interfraternity Council: Mark Bradford, Phi Sigma Kappa (President), Trey Meers, Pi Kappa Alpha (VP Judicial Affairs), Kirk Langfeld, Pi Kappa Alpha (VP Recruitment), Brett Bachtell, Phi Sigma Kappa (VP Risk Management), Barry Broiline, Pi Lambda Phi (VP Internal Affairs), Tim Allison, Alpha Kappa Lambda (VP Membership Development), Todd Medland, Alpha Tau Omega (VP Campus Relations), Wade Ackerman, Beta Theta Pi (VP Service), Kevin Blocker, Sigma Chi (VP Finance).
Illini Pride Student Athletic Board supports all 19 varsity athletic sporting events, with activities throughout the year for its members. Illini Pride is often identified as the "biggest and best" student organization on campus; membership this year is the largest ever, boasting 1,100 students. Whether cheering at various sporting events, spreading pride and enthusiasm across campus, or making great friendships, Illini Pride has something to offer for everyone.

Orange Krush is the student cheering section for the men's basketball team, consisting of hundreds of crazed students lining the floor of Assembly Hall. Through the Team Krush Foundation, over $60,000 has been raised for local charities, including the Matthew Heldman Memorial Scholarship, Special Olympics, Reading Group and many more.

Top: The Illini Pride Executive Officers. Middle: The Homecoming Float and all of its dedicated workers. Right: Orange Krush presents a check at a Men's Basketball Game.
Panhellenic Executive Council is the governing body of the twenty-seven sororities at the University of Illinois. The Executive Council fosters communication between chapters, serves as a resource for all sorority members, and designs programs to benefit the campus, community and Panhellenic women, such as Greeks Take the Lead, Panhellenic Initiation, Adopt-a-School, Jr. Panhellenic Council, Shi-Ai, Safe Halloween and the Homecoming Parade.

Front: Debbie Goldfarb (VP Recruitment), Sarah Konsky (Judicial Board Chairwoman), Lindsay Castelein (VP Public Relations), Kristina Toncray (VP Internal), Kara Connor (VP Service). Back: Lara Minetz (VP Scholarship), Brooke Anderson (VP Finance), Ellen Flick (President), Suzanne Hermes (VP Risk Management), Samantha Peterson (VP Member Development).
Top: Delta Sigma Pi 2000, Upsilon Chapter.
Right: Delta Sigs get ready to leave on the fall professional trip to Cincinatti.
Above: Chapter members Molly Rager, Jen Schmidt, Erin Moore, Meg Colleran, Ketan Parikh, Jenny Kim and Summer Irvin entertain kids while they trick-or-treat at the mall.
ILLINI DANCE TEAM

Left: 2001 National College Dance Team Championships, 9th Place

Above: The Illini Dance Team performs during half-time at the Chicago Bulls Basketball Game, November 7, 2000.
STUDENT ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

Right: Student Ambassadors Executive Board: Front: Stephanie Sideman (VP Events and Services), Erin Hasselberg (VP Membership), Cory Burke (VP Public and Alumni Relations). Back: Steve Wooden (President), Chris Degner (VP Finance), Sheila Lammers (Adviser).
Alpha Kappa Psi Fraternity
Epsilon Chapter
Est. 1918

"Join us today or work for us tomorrow!"

Right: Alpha Kappa Psi Executive Board.
Below: Alpha Kappa Psi Seniors.
Alpha Rho Chi is a National Professional and Social Fraternity for Architecture and the Applied Arts. The Anthemos Chapter at the University of Illinois was founded in 1914, with the help of Nathan Ricker, the first architecture graduate and professor of the University. The original house, located on 1108 S. First St., is a National Historic Landmark, modeled after the Red House in Bexley, England. The goal of the founders was to unite architecture students and alumni across the nation for educational and professional development purposes to promote the proficiency of its membership and profession.


Atius-Sachem is a sophomore and junior leadership honorary. Atius-Sachem strives to be a support group and networking organization for our members. Each year, Atius-Sachem puts on many different programing activities, including Dads Night Out, a free night of entertainment during Dads Weekend, and the Atius-Sachem Moms Day Sing, a song and dance show held during Mom’s Weekend.
Beta Alpha Psi, the National Honors Fraternity for Financial Information Professionals, was founded at the University of Illinois in 1919. Membership in this organization is limited to sophomore, junior, and senior Accounting, Finance and MIS majors who meet GPA requirements. Each semester, Beta Alpha Psi conducts numerous activities, such as hosting professional speakers, field trips, banquets, socials and philanthropic activities. These events allow members to learn about a variety of career opportunities, meet recruiters and associate with students of similar backgrounds, giving them a head start on their career.

Left: Front: Shruti Patel (Corresponding Secretary), Lindsey Elder (Treasurer), Girlie Cochon (President).
Back: Jesse Lambe (VP Programming), Shaun Reilly (VP Membership), Ryan Jalowiecki (Reporting Secretary).
Above: Officers at a regional meeting in South Bend, Indiana.

The Illini Equestrian Club practices and competes intercollegiately in the sport of horseback riding.
Left: Part of the University of Illinois English Team at Purdue University’s horse show.
Caroline Sanchez, Nina Hansen, Jenny Uribe, Allison Reese, Allison Johnson, Kara Sandfordt, Katie Dymek, Paulina Jazwierska, Sonya Solomon.
Far Left: Western Team’s coaches, Brandy Lanius (left) and Amanda Sartell, helping a U of I rider prepare for competition.
Illini Student Representatives is an organization of student tour guides. The primary goal of The Illini Student Representatives is to inform prospective students about the University by giving campus tours and providing information. Illini Student Representatives also serves its members as a social organization by sponsoring social events and organizing activities for tour guides.

All Members (In Alphabetical Order):
- Greg Adams
- Kevin Bawelkiewicz
- Becky Bohlin
- Margaux Bookbinder
- Benjamin Branham
- Javier Cabrero
- Joslyn Cohen
- Mike Conners
- Megan Drinnan
- Mike Drish
- John Ellis
- Matt Fitzgerald
- Debbie Goldfarb
- Erin Hasselberg
- Nicole Henning
- Suzanne Hermes
- Justine Huskey
- Cameron Jones
- Amy Juengling
- Justin Jurek
- Meagan Klemchuk
- Kimberly Kluck
- Beth Kurtz
- Praise Lee
- Cherri Lloyd
- Derrek Lyons
- Geoff Mason
- Nathan Mendes
- Trisha Olson
- Susana Pacheco de Hollinger
- Emily Pilger
- Julie Robinson
- Kristine Ross
- Lauren Stirnamen
- Liz Weir

*Not everyone listed is pictured.

Ma-Wan-Da Senior Honorary 2000-2001: Kara Benson (Tapping Chair), Steve Wooden, Cory Burke (President), Kasia Biezychudek, Mari Anne Brocker, Sarah Cochrane, Melody Aiken, Jill Janovetz, Kristina Toncray, Lauren Stirnaman (Tapping Chair), Annie Royster (Tapping Chair), Erin Krejci (Secretary), A.J. Elders, Alison Siwek, Chad Weiden, Courtney Williams (Treasurer), Elizabeth Keigher, Megan Kelly, Melissa Inpanbutr, Melissa Febel (Vice President), Michael Halkias, Nancy Donnelly, Trisha Olson, Valerie Garcia, Cecilia Composto.
Nabor House was founded in 1939 by Garrett W. Loy, Burdette B. Lutz, Walter D. Parks, Bonard S. Wilson and Samuel F. Ridlen. The founders were looking to improve living conditions, enhance their spiritual beliefs, and strengthen their moral standards. The thirty-eight fine men who now call Nabor House home, are poised to be leaders in the world of agriculture well into the next millennium. Nabor House Fraternity celebrated the 60th anniversary of its founding this past summer over the weekend of June 25-26. The celebratory events produced a remarkable feeling of community and fellowship. Throughout the weekend Nabors came together in the spirit of education, cooperation and recreation.

Presby House is a self-governing organization with high involvement in committees and offices, "Big sisters" for new members and social activities, intramural sports and service projects.
The College of ACES Student Council is the student voice for undergraduates enrolled in a degree program in the College of Agricultural, Consumer and Environmental Sciences. The two primary goals of the ACES Student Council are to facilitate communication between ACES students and faculty and to promote interaction between the ACES Council member organizations.


The Illini Dairy Club is composed of students interested in all aspects of the dairy industry. The club works to promote all aspects of the dairy industry throughout the university and the state of Illinois.

Left: AAF Members.

Below: Commerce Council Executive Board.
ACE CLUB

Epsilon Delta

Epsilon Delta is a professional education organization at the University of Illinois. In addition to giving recognition to and informing its members, the organization seeks to foster an exchange of experiences and ideas among those students active in its meetings and events. Epsilon Delta conducts a number of activities that bring together important information about teaching as well as fun and exciting opportunities for its members.

Stratford House


Horticulture Club

The Student Advancement Committee was organized in the College of ACES to serve many purposes. This elite group of 32 individuals helps raise funds and serves as ambassadors for the ACES. SACers also set goals for advancing the student body and promote the name and reputation of ACES. SAC members have been involved with events including the SAC retreats, ACES Alumni Gatherings, President’s Council Reception, ACES Family Reunion, Farm Progress Show, ACES Phone-A-Thon, ACES Open House, Funk Awards Banquet, and Tassel Turn.

2000-2001 Student Advancement Committee:

Front: Dan Byers, Gennifer Schutz, Carrie Muehling, Sarah Pleier, Brea Nelson, Emily Masalski, Jennifer Iftt, Luke Feeney, Tonya Temple and Michelle Strachan. Middle: Josh Miller, Krag Soltwedel, Grant Strom, Keith Funderburk, Derrick Hall, Chris Gray, Shaun Casteel, Brent Finck, Kimberly Bartlow, Matt Barnard and Tom Jenks. Back: Carrie Bertelsen. SACers also set goals for advancing the student body and promote the name and reputation of ACES. SAC members have been involved with events including the SAC retreats, ACES Alumni Gatherings, President’s Council Reception, ACES Family Reunion, Farm Progress Show, ACES Phone-A-Thon, ACES Open House, Funk Awards Banquet, and Tassel Turn.

Adopt-a-School, one of the University’s largest volunteer tutor programs, pairs U of I students with children in one of five area schools. Our nearly two hundred volunteers help these children with their studies, assist teachers, play games and serve as mentors.

Front: Theresa Evenson (Coordinator), Audra Shalberg (Publicity), Jen Gira (Coordinator). Back: Amy Hagan (Director), Nina Elissau (Coordinator), Nancy Donnelly (Director).

This year, the Executive Board has done a lot to improve the NRHH. From holding social events, such as Halloween Movie Night, to leadership events, such as Spring Leader Conference.

Front: Dan Eugea (VP Recognition), Kaci Biddle (President), Joe Bolz (VP Special Projects). Back: Jamie D’Andrea (VP Communications), Karrie Mrazek (VP Finance), Heather Koz (VP OTMs), Kris Hoover (Adviser).
TANGO ARGENTINO

Tango Argentino - The dance of romance!

ILLIO BUSINESS

Missy Powers, Shannon O'Grady, Amy Finley and Kelli Fridge.
Above: Front: Walt Harrington, Susan Cohen, Brian Johnson, Ari Sagett, Andy Worthington. Middle: Glen Scott, Jesse Cannon-Wallace, Mary Cory, Molly Craig, Missy Powers, Jennifer Smith, Melissa Pasco. Back: Adam Hearn, Chirantan Mukhopodhyay, Andrew Savikas, Julie Westfall, Amanda Criner, J.J. Prieto, Brian Opyd, Jeff McGinnis, Alex Quigley, Jim McKellar. Below: The Illini Media Company is a completely student-run company overseen by the IMC Board of Directors. Pictured here are Walt Harrington (faculty board member) Susan Cohen (IMC Board President) and Brian Johnson (faculty board member).

Above: Andy Worthington, General Manager of WPGU, and Jim McKellar, Publisher of IMC Print Units, hold the two positions that serve as the full-time leaders of the eight IMC student managers and their staffs.
Panhellenic Recruitment (Rush) is the process by which women join a sorority. It occurs in both the fall and spring semesters. Recruitment is only possible with the help of every chapter. Each year Recruitment is overseen by nine women who serve on the Recruitment Board. Together they plan the entire event from beginning to end. This year, 1,142 women registered for Formal Recruitment with almost eighty percent being placed into a chapter.

Top: The 2000 Recruitment Counselors (Rho Chis).
Right: 2000 Recruitment Board: Front: Sarah Toybes (Head Rho Chi), Nilam Patel (Assistant Computer Chair), Debbie Goldfarb (VP Recruitment), Kate Posey (Orientation Speaker). Back: Erika Hilgenberg (Head Computer Chair), Leslie Harms (Editor), Annie Royster (Public Relations), Stephanie Sideman (Orientation).

Left: Women register for formal recruitment on Quad Day.
Above: Women receiving their chapter bids from their Rho Chis on Bid Day, the final day of recruitment.
Right: Phi Gamma Nu Executive Board. Front: Joe Myatt (Treasurer)
Kristy Schmitt (External VP) Ben Christensen (President). Back: Brad
Peterson (Pledge Trainer) Mike Delaney (Secretary) Matt Distel
(Internal VP).
Left: The Buzz Editorial Staff. Front: Frank Andrejasich (Music Editor) Jennifer Backento (Art Director) Nick Rogers (Editor). Middle: Gabrich Alvarez (Calendar Editor) Jamie Goland (Greek Editor) Nora O'Donnell (Lifestyles Editor) Alexis Whitham (Television Editor) Ellen Steele (Photo Editor). Back: Eva Simonich (Copy Editor) Angelique Smith (Movies Editor) Elliot Kolkovich (Executive Editor) Jeff Ellen (Online Editor) Jennifer Land (Cybernetics Editor).

Right: Nick Rogers (Buzz Editor) and Elliot Kolkovich (Buzz Executive Editor) pose with the Campbell's Soup Kid.
The Illinois Technograph is the official student engineering magazine of the University of Illinois. The magazine was established at the University in 1885 and became part of the Illini Media Company in the 1970s. The Technograph has a circulation of 5,000 - most of which is distributed free of charge at various campus locations. The magazine is published at least four times each school year.

Above: The 2000-2001 Technograph Staff: David Gerlach, Jen Wilken, Paulus Yulianto, Chirantan Mukhopodhyay (Editor), Mike O'Connor, Joanna Miller, Neel Sukhalme, Megan Barre, Becky Fraundorf.
The editorial staff of the *Illio* takes photos, writes stories and designs layouts to create the only history book for the University of Illinois. The *Illio* has been covering the people, events, issues and organizations at the U of I since 1893. Each year, approximately 5,000 copies of the 450-page book are printed, making it one of the largest and most sold college books in the country.

*Molly Craig, Editor in Chief, and Jesse Cannon Wallace, Assistant Editor in Chief are veterans to the *Illio*. The 2001 edition is their second year working as the leaders of the book, and both seniors have been working on the staff since their freshman years.*

Above: The Fall 2000 Naval Reserve Officer Training Corps Battalion.
Right: Members of the NROTC Rifle/Pistol Team train for one of their many competitions.
Below: The NROTC Cornfield Navy Yacht Club takes part in many regattas throughout the year.
Bottom: The NROTC Drill Team marches in the Fall Homecoming Parade.
Seniors

Editor: Annie Morelli
Rachel Aviles
Economics; Westchester

Clifford C. Ayers
Speech Communications; Chicago

Michael Ayers
Business Administration; Monticello

Megan Aylward
News-Editorial Journalism; Naperville

Nicole Banch
Accountancy; Bourbonnais

Kavitha Babu
Political Science; Hickory Hills

Jennifer Backensto
Urban Planning; LaGrange Park

Chul Bae
Finance; Korea

Fabian Baksh
Physics; Chicago

Jason Andrew Bain
Electrical Engineering; Quincy

Brian Baker
Industrial Distribution Management; Peoria

Kyemika A. Baker
Speech Communication; Chicago

Michael Belle
Art Education; Des Plains

Melissa Bulk
Biology & Secondary Education; Lincolnwood

Jedyn Bellz
Speech & Hearing Science; Elmhurst

Emily Banoe
Architecture; Mascoutah

Lindsay Anne Banks
Urban Planning; Lake Bluff

Nichol L. Banks
Speech Communications; Chicago

Jonia Bonnuelos
Economics; Montgomery

Angela Bouquet
Community Health; Chicago

Elizabeth L. Borbony
English; Mokena

Melissa Lynn Borby
Agricultural Education; Carmi

Elizabeth Bardnaskis
Sociology & Spanish; Berwyn

Jennifer Bergmann
Psychology; Aurora

Thomas P. Barich
Chemical Engineering; Burr Ridge

Jesica L. Bartin
Industrial Design; Chicago

Matthew Bavard
Agricultural Finance; Chenoa

Kara N. Barnes
Materials Science & Engineering; Collinsville

Kathryn Diane Barnes
Anthropology; Washington

Michael J. Barnes Jr.
History; Blue Island

Lisa Barzamin
Electrical Engineering; Glenview

Michael J. Bartkowski
Finance; Orland Park

Kimberly Bartolo
Agribusiness, Farm & Financial Management; Beverly

David J. Bartolai
Civil Engineering; Elmhurst

Ravi Bashyal
Biology/Pre-Medicine; Oak Park
Betterly * Boyle

Jason Elizabeth Betterly
Economics; Island Lake

Angela M. Biggs
Landscape Architecture; Homewood

Jason Biggs

Scott Biggess
Finance & Economics; Naperville

Valerie Bilewczak
Computer Science; Lombard

Lynn Bierski
Speech & Hearing Science; Park Ridge

Nichole Bitzmann
Speech & Hearing Science; Wheeler

Joseph E. Bigalke Jr.
Aeronautical & Astronautical Engineering; Ingleside

Jacqueline J. Biggs
Accountancy; Georgetown

Cari Blodeau
Engineering; Hawthorn Woods

Lindsay L. Bilgen
Applied Science; Taylorville

Dana L. Binford
Elementary Education; Gurnee

Meaghan Colette Walsh Bixter
Psychology; Gurnee

Stacy Marie Bjorkman
Psychology; McHenry

Jonathan Black
Industrial Engineering; Downers Grove

Christi Lynn Blakkolb
Biology; Hinsdale

Lian Marie Blumling
Psychology; Munster

Stephen J. Black
Business Administration; Monticello

Erica M. Black
Dietetics; Lake Bluff

Jessica Sara Black
Marketing; Chicago

Jana Bloemer
Food & Agribusiness Management; Effingham

Janelle J. Blood
English; Mt. Carmel

Meredith R. Blumholt
Greenhouse Production & Management; Olney

Rebecca Boden
International Studies; Moline

Jylex C. Bohne
Sociology; Lake Zurich

Chaya Mileyna Boone
Kinesiology/Pre-Medicine; Urbana

Katherine Ryan Borders
Architecture; Washington

Anna Margaret Bontrager
Architecture; Matteson

Barbara Holly Boroski
Psychology/Pre-Law; Rockford

Violet Helen Boroski
Psychology/Pre-Law; Rockford

Cynthia Boston
Agricultural Finance; Greenfield

Allan Boulos
Accountancy; Amman, Jordan

Alicia J. Boyens
Management Information Systems; Mankham

Heather K. Boyer
Finance; Bourbonnais

Jenny Boyle
Advertising; Chicago
Christie Boxman  
Aeronautical/Astronautical Engineering, Goreville

Valerie Brackett  
Speech Communication, Cary

Mark A. Bradford  
Psychology, Glen Carbon

Brandon Bradley  
Health Administration, Chicago

Dana Rose Brady  
Ecology, Ethology & Evolution, Libertyville

Mark Brady  
Computer Engineering, Downers Grove

Jana M. Brigninsky  
Biology, Skokie

Emmanuel V. Brinkett  
Journalism, Calumet Park

Anthony J. Briskie  
Electrical Engineering, Vernon Hills

Jeffrey J. Brisky  
Biology, Orland Park

Tavitha Paquette Brass  
Political Science, Joliet

Stephanie Breckenridge  
Agricultural Finance, Taylorville

Lisa M. Breckfett  
Art Education, Wheaton

Jana J. Breventon  
English Education, Moline

Ashley Briggs  
Microbiology, Libertyville

James H. Brinker  
Chemistry, Lark

Marco Britton  
English/Pre-Medicine; Decatur

Mari Anne Broscher  
Speech Communication & Political Science; Marion

Christina Airline Brodebeck  
History/Pre-law, Glenview

Victoria Brodkoicz  
Psychology, Streamwood

Jonathan Brogan  
Aeronautical & Astronautical Engineering; Roselle

Jennifer Brooks  
Chemical Engineering, Algonquin

Kristy Brooks  
Psychology, East Moline

Jana L. Brooks  
Accountancy, Coal City

Julianne Brooks  
Finance; Mundelein

Jillian Brooks  
Biological/Pre-Medicine; Harvey

Renee L. Brossman  
Architecture; Geneseo

Barry C. Brottine  
Urban Planning, Evanston

Ashley Broyles  
Economics, Mattoon

Eric A. Brucker  
Crop Sciences, Sidney

Brandon Lee Bruckert  
Political Science; Gillespie

Brenda Brueggen  
Animal Sciences; Effingham

Elizabeth Bruni  
Economics, Chicago

Jeffrey Paul Buchik  
Chemical Engineering, Schaumburg

Ryan Buchner  
Management Information Systems, Aurora
Michelle Buhr
Elementary Education, Gifford
Mark Adriano Bulte
Finance, Downers Grove
Liz Bullock
Finance, Homewood
Andrea L. Bundt
Speech Communication, Palatine
Katharine Burdic
Political Science & Speech Communication, Quincy
Jim Bursenga
Agricultural Engineering & Ag Science, Litchfield
Natalie Burgard
Speech Communications, Lisle
Cory Burke
News/Editorial Journalism, Watson
Teena Burnks
Nursing, Chicago

Jared Sailer Burklson
Honors Biology, Benton
Paul W. Burton
Food & Bioprocess Engineering, Goodfield
Robert Busan
Music, Sydney, Australia
Jillian L. Busch
Biology/Pre-Medicine, McHenry
Maureen Butler
Biology, Oak Lawn

Dan Byers
Agricultural & Consumer Economics, Roseville
Felicia Bynum
Speech Communication, Chicago
Daniel C. Byrrnes
Finance, Northfield
Mark Cahill
Accountancy, Arlington Heights
Hannah Cain
Organizational Administration, Tolono
Nikki Campo
Finance, Rockston

Robert W. Campos
Actuarial Science, Schaumburg
Ricardo Cabezas
Marketing, Guayaquil, Ecuador
Megan Cannon
Consumer Textile Marketing, Naperville
Jesse Cannon-Wallace
Media Studies, Aven
Jeffrey P. Cantor
Aero & Astro, Engineering, Basking Ridge
Julia Carje
Chemical Engineering, Chicago
Monica L. Carlin
Food Industry & Business, Joliet
Erika Carter
Mathematics, Paxton
Ann E. Carvency
Urban & Regional Planning, Lincolnwood
Maritza Carvency
Psychology, Palatine

Milton O. Carvey
Journalsim, Mayaguez, Puerto Rico
Ginger Carvico
Early Childhood Education, Dupo
Kevin M. Carter
Engineering & Aviation, Fullerton
Paul Carter
Mechanical Engineering, Pleasanton
Colleen Casey
Management Information Systems, Orland Park
Cash ★ Christiansen

Amy C. Cash
Biology; Farmer City

Jedidiah Colt Cassinelli
Computer Science; Monroe Center

Shaun N. Castell
Crop Sciences & Agribusiness; Lovington

Lindsey Casteline
Speech Communications; Propstetown

Lauren Cerkoske
Speech Communication; Crestwood

Maricela Cervantes
Spanish; Chicago

Lynn Cerven
Electrical Engineering; Hillsboro

Albert Chan
History; Shoko

Doris Chan
Electrical Engineering; Burma

Janice Chan
Marketing; Hong Kong

Joyce J. Chan
Materials Science & Engineering; Pittsburgh

Ka Kayes Chan
Accountancy; Hong Kong

Richard J. Chan
Electrical Engineering; Skokie

Chethana Chandrapala
Anthropology; Freeport

Scott Charoenpitaks
Management Information Systems; Chicago

Pamela M. Chase
Honors Biology & Honors Rhetoric; River Forest

Melvin Cheng
Electrical Engineering & Economics; Singapore

Brad Cheung
Finance & Economics; Northbrook

Veera M. Chen
Accountancy; Walnut Creek

Siu Mui Cayan Cheng
Dietetics; Hong Kong

Wesley L. Cheong
Physics; Singapore

Joy "E" Cherry
English Communication; Chicago

Kim "B" Chiu
Finance; Singapore

R. Wesley Chin
Entrepreneurship; Elgin

Jinai Chivillo
Speech Communication; Evergreen Park

Deborah Chiu
Architecture; Palatine

Mary Chizek
English; Libertyville

Jennifer Chokola
Journalism; Thomasboro

Steve Hanil Choi
Computer Sciences; Rock Island

Chin C. Choi
Finance; Moreville

Lo Linda Choy
Computer Science & Statistics; Chicago

Tessa Rosshini Christen
Elementary Education & Psychology; Chicago

Benjamin J. Christensen
Finance; St. Charles

Amanda J. Christenson
Industrial Design; Galesburg

Anna Elizabeth Christiansen
Chemical Engineering; West Newbury

Seniors 369
Cosmos * Danick

Christine Cosmos
Finance; Niles

Angela J. Coton
English & Anthropology; Rockford

S. Nicole Cottle
English; Decatur

James B. Covert II
Computer Science; Wheaton

Beth Anne Czar
Elementary Education; Cortland

Emily Cox
Mathematics Education; West Chicago

Heather Rose Cox
Psychology; Belleville

Shawn Cox
Computer Engineering; Centralia

Molly Craig
Newspaper Journalism; Marseilles

Ryan E. Craig
Religious Studies; Chicago

Tracy Lynn Craig
Biology; Johnston City

Brian J. Craig
Finance; Liberty

Jason R. Crites
Civil & Environmental Engineering; Granite City

Kamala C. Crockett
News-Editorial Journalism; Naperville

Loretta Crook
Food Sciences; Waterloo

Timothy W. Crook
Advertising; Springfield

Paysha Crosbie
Rhetoric; Dolton

Tony Cross
Technical Systems Management; Moline

Stanley Anthony Croup
Bioengineering; Chicago

Lucas A. Cruz
Civil Engineering; Pecatonica

Kathryn Crylen
Mechanical Engineering; Naperville

Anthony Curran
MIS & Economics; Oak Brook

Brian James Cunningham
Engineering; Winnebago

Margaret Mary Curio
Biology; Schaumburg

Nick Curtis
English; Macomb

Vincent A. Curttright
Accountancy; Rockton

Kristyna R. Czarneski
Nursing; River Forest

Brandon L. Czyzko
Music Education; LaSalle

Jamie M. D'Andrea
English & Secondary Education; Round Lake Beach

Marcelle Mary D'Anna
Industrial Engineering; Geneva

Caroline Dauks
English; Hickory Hills

Jeffrey J. Debeschler
Music Education; Glen Ellyn

Rachel Dierl
Mathematics; Dekalb

Jennifer Dalton
Speech & Hearing Science; Evergreen Park

Nicole Danick
Speech & Hearing Science; Olympia Fields
Yi/ai/l-/J.A.i$$itr$cjowinski
Economics; East Greenwich

Elizabeth A. De Los Monteros
Animal Sciences; Hickory Hills

Denise Dean
Human Development & Family Studies; Grand Park

Shannon Decker
Elementary Education; Quincy

Christopher Degner
Finance; Ankeny

Thomas R. Dekaj
Honors Biology & Spanish; Kildeer

Joseph Delheimer
Agricultural & Consumer Economics; Cornell

Elizabeth A. Delucia
Chemical Engineering; Columbus

Allison De MARS
Psychology; Northbrook

Nicholas George Demas
Mechanical Engineering; Amalia Greece

Vasiliki Demas
Chemical Engineering; Amalia Greece

Craig R. DeMeester
Mechanical Engineering; East Dubuque

Allen Demling
General Engineering; Glen Ellyn

Angela Therese Detten
International Studies; Quincy

Patrice DeVaughn
Advertising; Chicago

Amy Lynne Devine
Computer Engineering; Aurora

Eric E. Dewey
News-Editorial Journalism; Orland Park

Dalila M. Dhingra
Chemistry; Vernon Hills

Eduardo Diaz
Psychology & Spanish; Chicago

Rebecca Dick
Psychology; Northbrook

Brian J. Dickhut
Computer Science; Port Byron

Scott A. Dierker
Crop Science; Forest City

Amy L. Dillon
Biology; Coral Springs

Allison Dineen
Food Industry & Business; Genoa

Michelle Dibattato
Biology; Lockport

Alicia Dishong
Journalism; Lawrenceville

H. Eveline Djokouvi
Advertising; Gurnee

Paul Bobowski
Computer Science; Wood Dale

Amanda Doherty
Elementary Education; Aledo

Robert Doulson
Dietetics; Kildeer

Nicholas Wade Doelling
Physics; Maryville

Jonathan R. Dooly
Engineering & Philosophy; Cincinnati

Catherine Dominguez
Civil Engineering; Chicago

Brian W. Dominski
Natural Resources & Environmental Sciences; Frankfort
Elders ★ Fehlberg

Andrea Elders
Production; Galesburg

Erin Nicole Eldridge
English; Chicago

Nina Elissou
Economics; Graylake

Jeffrey S. Ellen
Computer Science; Mt. Prospect

Andreas Emmerich
Computer Science; Springfield

David Engel
Accountancy; Chicago

Jason Engstrom
Business Administration & M.S.; Cedar Rapids

Britta J. Eruen
Kinesiology; Champaign

Brian Epps
Biology; Richton Park

Collette M. Evickson
Music Education; Downers Grove

Jacqueline Nicole Evickson
Architecture; Aledo

Erica Eriksen
Speech Communication; Monika

Meghan Evnin
Human Development & Family Studies; Park Ridge

Valerie Ekker
Psychology; Effingham

Clare Esko
Media Studies; Hillboro

Ronald C. Esmano
Chemical Engineering; Westchester

Jon Espejo
Finance & Speech Communication; Annandale

Christopher J. Esposito
History Education; Bolingbrook

Seung-In Eun
Architecture; Seoul

Christina M. Evangelista
Chemistry/Pre-Pharmacy; Chicago

Jeffrey L. Evans
Psychology; Urbana

Caroline Evernden-Josper
Elementary Education; Georgetown

Andrew J. Faber
Biology; Effingham

Eric L. Fagerlin
Management Information Systems

Kim Feilor
Cell & Structural Biology; Channahon

Jason Fairfield
Mathematics & Computer Science; Cary

Adam Joseph Fulat II
Mathematics & Computer Science; Crystal Lake

Adekemi Faleti
Political Science/Pre-Law; Broadview

Nina Fairclay
Electrical Engineering; Bloomington

Colleen Farrell
Accountancy; Lake

Amy Lynn Fatlan
Architecture; Coal City

Laurie Marie Fear
Elementary Education; Alip

Barbara J. Feldman
Biology; Matteson

Brian Joseph Fedor
Engineering; Oak Lawn

Laura Fehlberg
Architecture; Hoffman Estates
Kathryn Fell
Animal Sciences, Homewood

Tiffani Ann Fenoglio
Psychology, Wheaton

Michael Ferenczik
Urban & Regional Planning, Oak Lawn

Emmie Quiroz
Biochemistry, Gurnee

Erin Fligel
Architecture, Apple Valley

Allison M. Flims
Human Development & Family Studies, Port Byron

Melinda File
Agricultural Communications, Pocahontas

Lisa Kristine Filippi
History & Art History, Kildeer

Eric Bradley Fine
Hospitality Management, Glenview

Jaclyn Fine
Agricultural Communications, Bloomington

Valerie Fine
Engineering, Northbrook

Amy M. Finley
Advertising, Lockport

Aaron Fischer
Computer Science, St. Louis

Brian Fischer
Engineering, Decatur

Barry Ryan Fisher
Farm & Fin Mgmt/Agricultural Accountancy, Royal

Stacy Fisher
Pre-Dental, Warrenville

Adam Fisk
Finance, Park Forest

Brett Todd Fleming
Spanish, Ave

Justine Fleming
Electrical Engineering, O'neill

Laura M. Fleming
English, Itasca

Lindsey Flessner
Finance, Fithian

Meredith Flessner
Speech & Hearing Science, Fithian

Victoria Fligel
Food Science & Human Nutrition, Highland Park

Elena C. Floor
English & Secondary Education, Cary

Eric Juevos Flores
Computer Engineering, Broadview

Amelia T. Flowers-Falkner
Broadcast Journalism, Chicago

Jessica Folk
Psychology, Hinsdale

Amy Follman
Kinesiology, Elgin

Linda Ford
Sociology, Chicago

Elizabeth Fortier
Media Studies, Champaign
David Foster
Mathematics & Computer Science, Whiton

Lauren Fountas
Actuarial Sciences, Lockport

Jill Frank
Psychology, Franklin Park

Jordan Frank
Advertising, Vernon Hills

Lisa Ann Franke
Advertising, Belleville

Natalia Franklin
Advertising, Chicago

Christian Franz
Civil Engineering, Fox River Grove

Todd Friedman
Economics, Deerfield

Benjamin Fried
Computer Engineering, Virginia Beach

Christine Frett
Computer Engineering, Naperville

Chad W. Freund
Chemistry, Chillicothe

Joseph Freund
Engineering, Arlington Heights

Jason Fricke
Agricultural Finance, Champaign

Michael Fricke
Electrical Engineering, Austin

Lisa M. Fricke
Architecture, Rollingbrook

Kelli Frigo
Speech Communication, Calumet City

Laura Fristi
Molecular & Integrative Physiology, Rantoul

La Senna Fox Fryer
Animal Sciences, Chicago

Mel Friger
Finance, Collin

Melissa Fucks
Psychology, Springfield

Rebecca Fucks
Finance, Springfield

Danielle Q. Fulk
Accountancy, DuQuoin

Junaita Fulk
Animal Sciences, Louisville

Donald A. Fuller
Mechanical Engineering, Highland Park

Ryan Fulsher
Chemical Engineering, East Moline

Keith W. Funderburk
Agricultural Economics, Morrisville

Stacy Forryan
Animal Sciences, West Bloomfield

Colleen Forst
Accountancy, Algonquin

Johanna Gage Gabby
Psychology, Monticello

Jeffrey S. Gaede

Natural Resources & Environmental Sciences, Decatur

Marcie Gaeta
Finance, Willowbrook

David Gagne
Civil Engineering, Lake Villa

Kimberly M. Galkowski
Markets, Naperville

Krzysztof Victoria Gat
Cell & Structural Biology, Chicago

Nicholas S. Galanopoulos
Biology/Pre-Medicine, Glenview
Patrice A. Green
Speech Communication, Chicago
Whitney L. Green
Broadcast Journalism, Chicago
Laura Gregory
Accountancy, Dundee
James Greve
Crop Science, Edinburg
Jennamarie Grell
Human Development & Family Studies, Woodstock
David E. Greening
Spanish & Linguistics, Sylvania
Kurt Justin Greutz
Leisure Studies, Sycamore
Lillian J. Griggs
Biology, Chicago
Joshua J. Grimley
Chemical Engineering & Chemistry, Herndon
Marisa Groberg
Food Science, Winfield
Clive E. Gryn
Political Science & Finance, Alexandria
Neal Groothuis
Computer Science & Engineering Physics, Alton
Lisa Grozek
Accountancy, Bolingbrook
Elizabeth Grove
Advertising, Frankfort
Kendra N. Greenloch
Commodity, Food & Textile Marketing, Effingham
Stephen Grunaschel
Theoretical & Applied Mechanics, Arlington Heights
Michael Guastella
Psychology, North Riverside
Laura Elizabeth Guest
Cell & Structural Biology, Urbana
Jessica J. Guffey
Sociology, Winnebago
Danielle Gumble
Animal Sciences, Urbana
Michael Gunerson
Agricultural & Consumer Economics, Pearl City
Urmi Gupta
Computer Engineering, Singapore
Gabriela R. Gutierrez
 Metals, Santa Cruz, Bolivia
Melinda C. Haberkorn
Business Marketing, Lostant
Erika Ann Hakerson
Animal Sciences, Oregon
Steven HACKMAN
Piano Performance, Cary
David D. Haddox
Mechanical Engineering, South Holland
Amy E. Hagan
Biology, Tinley Park
Craig Hagemeier
MIS & Finance, Taylorville
Leila Haghasan
Physiology & French, Rockford
Henry Hahn
Engineering, Athens
Kristin Hahn
Economics & Political Science, Kewanee
Michael Hahn
Accountancy & Finance, Skokie
Elizabeth Hahn
Psychology, Highland Park
Jason Haines
Bioengineering, Vernon Hills
Jiang He
Accountancy

Lori Heidberg
Elementary Education, Prairie View

Heather Heidorn
Chemistry Education, LaGrange

Paul A. Heikkila
Finance, Chicago

Staci Heine
Theatre & Playwriting, Chicago

Amy Heinrich
Human Development & Family Studies, Ingleside

Eric Heinz
Bioengineering, Wheeling

Jeff Heitzman
Mechanical Engineering, Arlington Heights

Brad M. Heide
Agricultural Economics, Beecher

Daniel Mark Heifer
Civil & Environmental Engineering, Chicago

Jeremy Hennan
Agriculture Accounting, Waukegan

Natalie R. Hendrix
Biochemistry, Richton Park

Christopher Henning
English, Evanston

Molly Henning
Accountancy, Green Bay

Leah Heppe
Finance, Homer

Jason Herding
Architecture, Richton

Fabienne R. Herman
Psychology, Mundelein

Suzanne M. Hercules
Finance, Dixon

Dorothy Lynn Hernandez
News-Editorial Journalism, Chicago

Louis Hernandez
Finance, Glenview

Rachel Herr
Natural Resources & Environmental Sciences, Plainfield

Elizabeth Herrick
Organizational Administration, Loda

Marcus Hess
Agribusiness & Financial Management, Bushnell

John Mattew Heyen
Agricultural Engineering, Alexander

Manasoria Heyne
Finance, Nauvoo, Mt. Luna

Sarah Christine Hedgiep
Accountancy, Harrobur

Jennifer Anne Hickman
Biology, Colorado Springs

Kelly Hickman
Speech & Hearing Science, Des Plaines

Alicia D. Higgenbotham
Animal Sciences, Rio

Selena Higgins
Rhetoric, Chicago

Erika Higgenberg
Human Development & Family Studies, Buffalo Grove

Bruce Hill
Engineering, Midlothian

Nikolas Hill
Architectural Studies, Chicago

Regan Hill
Organizational Administration, Bloomington

Robert G. Hill
Mechanical Engineering, Atlanta
Jyretta R. Hill
Community Health; Chicago

Maribel Hillo
Economics; Gurnee

Elizabeth Hines
Architecture; Urbana

Sharanra J. Hinkle
Bus., Adm., & Organizational Administration; Danville

Amanda Hinrichs
Broadcast Journalism; Freeport

Andrew Hinrichs
Biology; Red Bud

Timothy Hinrichs
Computer Science; Rochester

Nathan H. Hinkle
Microbiology; Geneseo

Chrisie Hoekstein
Psychology; Des Plaines

Frank J. Hoefl
Management Information Systems; Arlington Heights

Mark R. Hoehne
Mechanical Engineering; Cincinnati

Mary Hoekstra
Electrical Engineering; Park Ridge

Sally Hoeninger
Spanish Education; Palatine

Matthew J. Hoffman
Civil & Environmental Engineering & Geography; Parkers

Melanie Hoffman
Marketing; Des Plaines

Kelly Hoffman
Political Science; Peotone

Elizabeth Hofmann
Community Health Education; Danville

Allison Hagan
Mathematics; St. Charles

Michelle Hogan
Economics; Hollywood

Lakeisha Marie Hoague-Walker
Materials Science & Engineering; St. Louis

Jennifer Hoke
Psychology; Osceola

Emily Hollingshead
Community Health; Collinsville

Millicent Angela Hollingsworth
Food Science; Chicago

Mary C. Hollis
Speech Communication; Chicago

Megan L. Holm
Community Health; Wilmington

Lacey Holman
Accountancy; St. Joseph

Nathan Holman
Civil Engineering; Fairfield

Magdalene Holmes
Hospitality Management; Jerseyville

Andrea L. Holmery
Social Work Graduate Studies; Galerry

Alissa Holovson
Chemistry; Ottawa

Kristen Holoverson
Materials Science & Engineering; Orland Park

Matthew Hong
Computer Engineering; Rolling Meadows

Samuel Hood
Psychology; Coulterville

Jennifer L. Hoppensath
English; New Lenox

Jennifer Hormel
Civil Engineering; Vernon Hills
Jaime Horn
Horticulture & Landscape Design, Cary
Kevin M. Hovack
Materials Science & Engineering, Homewood
William H. Hoveken II
Political Science, Zion
Courtney Houshin
Speech & Hearing Science, Olney
Michelle Houghtby
Psychology, Naperville
Jason House
Marketing, Glenwood
Jessica Lee Howard
Spanish & Latin American Studies, Huntington Beach
Curtis Howell
Health Education, Chicago
Gina C. Hopei
Economics, Arlington Heights
Nicole Hren
Dance, Cool City
Hank Hoising
Civil Engineering, Skokie
Victoria J. Huirt
English, Round Lake
Jason Hubele
Agricultural Engineering, Carlin
William C. Hudson
Political Science, Mount Carmel
Matt Hughes
Electrical Engineering, Hoffman Estates
Crystal Hundley
Finance, Decatur
Stephen Hurrin
Computer Science, Bloomfield Hills
Amy Suzanne Hunter
Agricultural & Consumer Economics, Moweaqua
Edi Hurtado
Spanish & Economics, Chicago
Marten Hurtado
Finance, Addison
Justine Huskey
Elementary Education, Libertyville
Brice A. Hutchcraft
Finance, Mount Carroll
Jill M. Hutchinson
History, Champaign
Meagan Hughes
Finance, Carleod Hills
Rebecca Lynly Hilton
Speech Communication, Chicago
Elizabeth Ingram
Finance & Economics, Barrington
Melissa Impandt
Biology, Princeton
Charabot Intakehn
Mechanical Engineering, Las Vegas
April Lynnelette Jackson
Architecture, Oak Park
Eric Jackson
Biology/Pre-Dental, Oak Brook
Shana Jackson
Sociology, Chicago
Timothy M. Jackson
Finance, Buffalo Grove
Jeri Jacob
Actuarial Sciences, Chicago
Joseph Jacob
Finance, Morton Grove
Allison Jacobs
Marketing, Morton Grove
Kevin Jacobson
Economics, Palatine

Blake Jacquot
Electrical Engineering, Carthage

Elizabeth A. Jaggi
Advertising, Flossmoor

Jessica Jakubaitis
Ecology, Ethology, & Evolution, Normal

Tishundra Jamison
Psychology/Pre-Law, Elmhurst

Scott Janik
Management Information Systems, Lemont

Tracey Janik
Psychology, Denver

Jill Jareketz
Political Science & Sociology, Pearsa

Berri J. Jarrell
Psychology, Flossmoor

Melissa Jazmines
Advertising, Joliet

Tyra Jefferson
Chemistry, Chicago

Adam Jeffrey
Materials Science & Engineering, Taylorville

Patrick Jelinek
Finance, Naperville

Brad G. Jellenicks
Chemistry, Rock Falls

Bryan Jencksowski
Actuarial Science, Schaumburg

Carrie Jenkins
Accountancy, Overland Park

Tom Jenkins
Technical Systems Management, Monmouth

Joshua R. Jennings
Environmental Engineering, Effingham

Michael A. Jeschke
Mechanical Engineering, Downers Grove

Kam Jhanpatra
Community Health, Downers Grove

Davissen Johnson
Human Development & Family Studies, Chicago

David Johns
Computer Engineering, Mount Carmel

Annette M. Johnson
Art History, Chicago

Chad Michael Johnson
Advertising, St. Charles

Dan Johnson
Sociology, Peotum

Deidre Johnson
Community Health & Health Education, Chicago

Eric B. Johnson
Agricultural Communications, Mquou

Eric D. Johnson
Architecture, Denver

Eric O. Johnson
Structural Engineering, Milan

Jeffrey Johnson
Landscape Architecture, Peru

Lindsey Johnson
Finance, Rockford

Marcella J. Johnson
Microbiology, Naperville

Meredith M. Johnson
Psychology, Effingham

Peter L. B. Johnson
Computer Engineering, Naperville

Ryan J. Johnson
Accountancy, Earville
Johnson * Keeney

Ryan M. Johnson
Biology; Barrington
Jeffrey Martin Johnston
Finance; Richton Park
André Lean Jones
Broadcast Journalism; Chicago
Deanna L. Jones
Psychology & Biology; Naperville
Evie Jones
Economics; Winfield
Kelly M. Jones
Economics & Finance; Oak Forest
Lindsey Jones
Painting; Palatine
M. Cameron Jones
Mathematics & Computer Science; Lake Forest
Joanna Joseph
Biology; Palos Hills
Georgie Joyce
Nursing; Darien
Kathleen M. Joyce
Biology; Cary
Johanna Juan
Finance; Gurnee
Eleanor Kai
Electrical Engineering; Newington
Kent John Kallah
Accountancy; Elk Grove Village
Alison Kallas
Psychology; East Dundee
Eric Scott Kalman
Management Information Systems; Morton Grove
Christopher Joseph Kamienki
Crop Sciences; Pinole
Joseph Chun Man Kau
Mathematics; Chicago
Sue Jia Kang
English; Schaumburg
Elisabeth Jane Kanner
Agricultural Engineering; Old Bethpage
Debra Kauter
Microbiology; Buffalo Grove
Jessica Lynn Kappelman
Biology; Ottawa
James Kapzimalis
Mechanical Engineering; Hoffman Estates
Michelle Karojo
Civil Engineering; Naperville
Lisa Katch
Advertising; Schaumburg
Melissa Kate
Finance; McLean
Jara Kate
Community Health; Chicago
Stephanie Kates
Actuarial Science; Highland Park
Megan Krueger
Architecture; Godfrey
Kyle Kayson
Animal Sciences; Roselle
Leonard P. Kazmierczak III
History; Bridgeview
Deirdre Keane
Elementary Education; Chicago
Patrick Keane
Finance; Waterman
John Kedlowski
Computer Engineering; Barrington
Elizabeth Keeney
Mechanical Engineering; Sterling
Elizabeth Keigler
Finance; Bourbonnais

Purva Kelkar
Finance; Darien

Laura Beth Keller
History Education; La Grange

Elizabeth Kelly
Speech & Hearing Science; Downers Grove

Kevin E. Kelly
Finance; Chicago

Megan Kelly
Bioengineering; Oak Forest

Sarah Kelly
Human Development & Family Studies; Gladstone

Melissa Kendall
Marketing; Sycomore

Michael Kenna
Engineering; Tinley Park

Jenny Kenter
Accountancy; Effingham

Katherine "R. Kerrs
Elementary Education; Decatur

Thomas James Kesman
Biology; Oak Brook

Zakia Khan
Chemical Engineering; Palatine

Christian Kiefer
Management Information Systems; Decatur

John Kiefer
Economics; Peshtigo

Todd Kicka
Architecture; Buffalo Grove

Kelly Kicker
English; Chicago

Laura C. Kill
Psychology; LaGrange Park

Grace E. Kim
English & Linguistics; Chicago

Heddle Kim
English & Political Science; Mount Prospect

Hun K. Kim
Finance; Camp Hill

Jennifer M. Kim
Biology; Wilmette

Taegeun Kim
Graphic Design; Savoy

Yooulin Kim
Biology; Palatine

Anako Kinane-Leaget
Chemistry; Urbana

Colleen M. King
Economics; Evergreen Park

Jayreena King
Rhetoric; Danville

Smitha Kini
Accountancy & Finance; Swansea

Amanda A. Kirby
Human Development & Family Studies; Pinckneyville

Naomi Anne Kirby
Animal Sciences; Northbrook

Becky Kite
Accountancy; Hoyleton

Kevin D. Klintworth
Accountancy; Rockford

Christina Klock
Finance; Monticello

Andrea B. Klopfeinstein
Urban Planning; Oak Park

Kimberly Kluck
Biology Education; Glendale Park
Elizabeth Kuhn
Human Development & Family Studies; Chicago

Lindamuti Kuncoro
Accountancy; Indonesia

Jamie Kurucar
Psychology; Frankfort

Jessica H. Kukk
Engineering; Bartlett

Jaelyn S. Kwan
Management Information Systems; Honolulu

Kenneth Kwarteng
Mathematics; Florissant

Bethany Labuz
Psychology; Kildeer

Brian Raymond LaCrosse
International Resource & Consumer Econ.; Oak Brook

Emily Lat Hood
Graphic Design; Peoria

Stephen Laco
Architecture; Madison

Amber Lalonde
Speech Communication; Rockton

Chun-Wei Jethro Lam
Electrical Engineering; Hong Kong

Kit Yum Lam
Accountancy; Hong Kong

Martina Lam
Mathematics & Computer Science; Hong Kong

Benjamin Scott Lampman
Theater/JDDME; Urbana

Kimberly Land
Finance & Marketing; Chicago

Jennifer Landheer
Animal Sciences; Morrison

Amber Lane
Leisure Studies; Wilmington

Jeffrey A. Lane
Psychology; Glen Ellyn

Jennifer Lane
Business Administration; Chillicothe

Jonathan William Lanning
History; Morris

Jennifer Anne Lanter
Psychology; St. Joseph

Laura A. Lantz
Marketing; Hawthorn Woods

Dmitry Lapaun
Computer Engineering; Northbrook

Steven Lapaun
Electrical Engineering; Peoria

Antoinette LaForde
Food Industry & Business; Lincolnwood

Alexandra Lavis
Speech & Hearing Science; Orland Park

Kristen Larsen
Advertising; Rockford

Michael E. Larson
Architecture; Shorewood

Matteon Wade Lasey
Biology; Anna

Aidan Lathrop
Speech Communication; Acola

Lisa Paulina Lau
Agricultural Economics; Park City

Michelle Lauret
Graphic Design; Vernon Hills

Cynthia Le
Finance; Manhattan

Tracey Marie Leaf
Human Development & Family Studies; Highwood
Scott Lanes
M.S.Wrongton Hughes
Psychology, Northbrook

Michael Z. Lebovitz
Chemistry, Hawthorn Woods

Jennifer Lynn Lechopka
English & Rhetoric, Orland Park

Eva Lee
Marketing, Comming

Grace Lee
Advertising, Bettendorf

Peti Keojo Lee
Mechanical Engineering, Singapore

Scott M. Lee
Finance, Henderson

Javinski Lee
Voice, Seoul

Robin Leepkaibul
Broadcast Journalism, Oak Park

Katie Leffelman
Psychology, Libertyville

Peter Lehr
Business Administration & Aviation, Evanston

Nick Lell
Urban & Regional Planning, Lockport

Christopher Leman
Crop Science, Roinoke

Jennifer Levattor
Economics, Cincinnati

Eric Levine
Electrical Engineering, Mount Prospect

Bobbi Anna Lewis
Animal Sciences, Oranga

Jing Ling
Management Information Systems, China

Mark M. Liicidine
Finance, Glenview

Matthew J. Lieber
Electrical Engineering, O'Fallon

Christopher J. Lieggi
Computer Engineering, Addison

Jess Hoffwirk Like
Computer Science, St. Louis

Scott M. Lilby
Elementary Education, Wheaton

Timothy Lim
Electrical Engineering, Bolingbrook

Theodore Lin
Accountancy, Palo Alto

Yin-Jin Lin
Dance

Evina Lindberg
English, Glen Ellyn

Matthew B. Lindgren
English, Fox Lake

Timothy Lindsay
Technical Systems Management, Robinson

David W. Lindgren
Computer Science, Lisle

Kim Linton
Early Childhood Education, Deerfield

Juyette Lipman
Chemistry/Pre-Medicine, Highland Park

Lisa Litgpin
Psychology, Bartlett

Gino Liu
Animal Sciences, Macomb

Man Ting Liu
Management Information Systems, Hong Kong

Laura Liu
Management Information Systems, Hong Kong
Alexandra Livshin  
Finance & Biology  

Matthew Lloyd  
Marketing; Orland Park  

Eric C. Lo  
Electrical Engineering; Palatine  

Melissa Jo Marie Lockwood  
Biology; Elwood  

Michelle Lohmann  
Media Studies; Pekin  

Gregory A. Loka Jr.  
Psychology; Gurnee  

Lisa A. Loprin  
Special Education; Orland Park  

Rachelle Lovenz  
Biology; St. Charles  

Theresa Loukoboy  
Finance; Greenview  

Jennifer A. Lowey  
Biology; Arlington Heights  

Matthew Lowry  
Economics; Yorkville  

Jenn C. Lu  
Accountancy; Hong Kong  

Cynthia L. Lubbers  
Animal Sciences; Weldon  

Natalie Lubinski  
Chemical Engineering; Oak Lawn  

Peter Lucchese  
Accountancy; Park Ridge  

Christopher Ludon  
Natural Resources & Environmental Sciences; Centralia  

Christopher Ludow  
Engineering; Rolling Meadows  

Douglas Ludow  
Industrial Distribution Management; Waterboro  

Erica Lukasik  
Finance; Lockport  

Jorge Lynn  
Spanish & Finance; Crystal Lake  

Kelly Lynch  
Kinesiology; Plainfield  

Kerrie Lynch  
Mathematics Education; Schaumburg  

Lorette M. Lytle  
Management Information System; West Palm Beach  

Lindsey MacAllister  
History; Glen Ellyn  

Eric Macaulay  
Computer Engineering, ITIP Fermil  

Douglas B. MacCallum  
Accountancy; Roselle  

Patrick MacHannford  
English & French; Libertyville  

Michael John Machula  
Rhetoric; Urbana  

Luis Maceas  
Psychology/Pre-Law; Elwood Park  

Megan E. Mack  
Music Education; Barrington  

Annie Madros  
Elementary Education; Northbrook  

Michelle Magee  
Anthropology & Spanish; Willowbrook  

Matthew S. Mahoney  
Crop Sciences; Berwick  

Livishin  •  Mahoney
Makdad * Mathias

Nathan Makdad
Psychology, Roscoe

Maricela Maldonado
Spanish, Chicago

Lindsay Malison
Architecture, Peoria

Jennifer L. Mallierke
Engineering, Willow Springs

Cory Anthony Malone
Political Science, Centreville

Jennifer Lynn Malone
Biology/Pre-Vet, Burr Ridge

Theresa R. Malov
Microbiology, Glenview

Jituj Manandhar
Industrial Engineering, Kathmandu, Nepal

Natalia Manason
Economics, Preson, Slovakia

Cherry Mangat
Management Information Systems, Lake Zurich

Katherine G. Mandav
Animal Science, Moweaqua

Kevin C. Manning
Architecture, Peoria

Matthew Mancke
Mathematics, Orland Park

Christopher J. Marchinski
History, Arlington Heights

Amanda Maruta
Psychology, Northbrook

Koryn Markham
Psychology, Carmel

Shannon M. Marko
History Education, Hopkinsville

Alex Marks
Business Administration, Sterling

Robert Neil Marley II
Finance, Flora

J. Richard Marshall
Crop Sciences, Ottawa

Leslie Jean Marshall
Mathematics, Champaign

Jennifer Ann Martelle
Kinesiology, New Lenox

Asher C. Martin
Electrical Engineering, Woodridge

Casey A. Martin
Psychology, Streamwood

Susannah Martinuk
Broadcast Journalism, Downers Grove

Adele lvonne Martinez
Chemical Engineering, Moline

Marcia Martinez-Riley
Psychology, Chicago

Hilte M. Martino
Molecular & Integrative Physiology, Lockport

Megan Marzec
Finance, Burr Ridge

Michael A. Maschek
Engineering, Downers Grove

Shelia Mason
English/Pre-Law, Chicago

Jaclyn M. Masson
Spanish, Chicago

Amy Massucci
Elementary Education, Elmwood Park

Ricky Meit
Engineering, Bolingbrook

Vincent P. Mathias
Leisure Studies & Sports Management, Edwardsville
Mathieu Meier

Emily Mathieu
  English, Naperville

Anupama Mathur
  Finance, Roselle

Amy Matter
  Psychology, Round Lake

Erin Matthews
  Finance, Hillsboro

Mark G. Mattio
  Economics, Elmwood Park

Errol Maul
  Crop Science, Jacksonville

Lauren McCabe
  Psychology, Libertyville

Nicholas P. McCabe
  Economics, North Riverside

Kevin R. McCandless
Leisure Studies & Sports Management, Urbana

Sally McClelland
  Agriculture, Farm & Financial Management, Greenfield

* Thomas J. McGinnahan
  Engineering, Palos Heights

Jamie L. Mc Clintock
  Mechanical Engineering, Carthage

Thomas A. Mc Cluskey
  Physiology, Wilmette

Courtney H. McCurdy
Elementary Education, St. Charles

Michael R. McDermott
  Computer Science, Glen Ellyn Heights

Timothy G. McGee
  Mechanical Engineering, Arlington Heights

Laura Jeanine McGowan
  Rhetoric/Pre-Law, Chicago

*Bryan D. McGinnahan
  Aeronautical & Astronautical Engineering, McHenry

Sarah Lynn McKibben
  Accountancy, Rochelle

* Erin McKissic
  Biology, Stokie

Kerry McLachlan
  Sociology, Chicago

Meghan M. McLoughlin
  Psychology, Palos Heights

Stephen J. McLoughlin
  Agricultural Engineering, Oak Forest

Adam R. McLeod
  Civil & Environmental Engineering, St. Charles

* Erin McNary
  Sports Management, Paris

Bryan McNulty
  Mechanical Engineering, Palos Park

* Amber Paye McReynolds
  Political Science & Speech Communication, Kewanee

Todd Medland
  Speech Communication, Lincolnshire

Kathryn A. Meekan
  Kinesiology, Lake Zurich

Kristin J. Meell
  Urban Planning, Wheaton

* Henry M. Meers III
  History, Frankfort

Lindsay A. Megginson
  Speech Communication, Auburn

John F. Meharry II
  Technical Systems Management, Carlin

Li Zhi An Mei
  Computer Science & Mathematics, Chicago

Jason Michael Meier
  Architecture, New Berlin

360 Seniors
Meingast * Mitchell

Marcie L. Meingast
Electrical Engineering; Woodbury

Christopher Meischner
Mechanical Engineering; East Peoria

Shelene Mejico, Melo
Computer Science & Mathematics; Chicago

Christopher Melton
Kinesiology; Cameron

Jennifer Melugin
Music Education; Waterloo

Michael Menzel
Mechanical Engineering; Bolingbrook

Nathan J. Meneses
Finance; Chicago

Jana Meneses
Human Development & Family Studies; Elmhurst

Stephanie K. Merino
Consumer Economics; Kincaid

Jana L. Messerschmidt
Computer Engineering; Manteno

Peter G. Messina
Architecture; Janesville

Melissa Meyer
Consumer & Family Marketing; Manteno

Patrick Mesa
Speech Communication; Brookfield

Isaac Mepo
Biology; Urbana

Theresa Joy Midle
Psychology; Lowland

Ryan Milhnik
Microbiology; Woodridge

Mark Milukas
Mechanical Engineering; Winfield

Douglas L. Milburn
Architecture; Peoria

Gregory A. Milford
Computer Science; Freeburg

Amanda Cheryl Miller
News/Editorial Journalism; Lake Villa

Carla Renee Miller
Community Health & Health Education; Centralia

Heather Miller
Elementary Education; Mount Prospect

Jessica Miller
Engineering; Western Springs

Joshua A. Miller
Agricultural & Consumer Economics; Astoria

Laura Miller
Finance; Rockford

Michelle Miller
Accountancy; Marshall

Jennifer Miller
Human Development & Family Studies; Champaign

Jamara Millev
Molecular & Integrative Physiology; Northbrook

Monique Jenette Mills
Speech & Hearing Science; Chicago

Jaime Midlet
Elementary Education; Buffalo Grove

Lisa Minale
Sports Management; Mount Prospect

Antonette Minniti
English Secondary Education; North Riverside

Samira Mirvarefi
Food Science; Champaign

Jennifer Mitchell
Computer Science; Orland Park

Darvon Mitchell
Chemistry/Pre-Medicine; Chicago
Kelly Mitchell
Early Childhood Education; Bridgeview
Ryan Mitchell
Mechanical Engineering; Lake in the Hills
Sreena Mitrapalli
Electrical Engineering; Woodridge
Rita Morek
Speech Communication; Downers Grove
Charles R. Mook; Downers Grove

Shalini H. Moody
Aero & Astro Engineering; Hoffman Estates
Natalie L. Montana
Speech & Hearing Science; San Jose
Michael David Morf
Performance Studies; Allenton
Christine Mohrhauser
Graphic Design; Champaign
Ryan Matthew Mokos
Electrical Engineering; Glen Ellyn
Kimberly Molitas
Finance; Lombard
Andrea Molte
Food Science; Highland Park
Michelle Molte
Broadcast Journalism; Buffalo Grove
Diane Nicole Moncrief
English; Hampstead
Michael Mondelli
Music Education; Bloomington
Ekavat Song Mongkolsub
Computer Science; Bloomington
Krista L. Monk
Landscape Architecture; Mt. Olive
Christopher A. Monroe
Mechanical Engineering; O'Fallon
Davem E. Moody
Agricultural Economics; Paris
Ryan Moody
Architecture; St. Charles
Annie E. Moon
Bioengineering & Engineering; Glenview
Conrad Stephen Moore
Agricultural Engineering; Camp Point
David Moore
Finance; Bloomington
Eugene J. Moore
Speech Communication; Chicago
Jennifer Moore
Speech & Hearing Science; Monticello
Phillip L. Moore
Political Science & Business; Chicago
Steven F. Moore
Industrial Distribution Management; Sturton
Erin Lee Moores
Dietetics; Woodstock
Angelina Morales
Art History; Spanish; Chicago
Mauricio Morales
History & Spanish; Chicago
Leonard J. Morales II
Advertising; Downers Grove
Shirley J. Moreland
Elementary Education; Argenta
Allison S. Morgan
Psychology; Warrenville
Kelly Morgan
Biology; Rockford
Melanie Morgan
Organizational Administration; Quincy
Mary Kate Moriarty
Finance; LaGrange Park

Aubrie L. Morvison
News-Editorial Journalism; Dixon

Sam Morvison
Aeronautical & Astronautical Engineering; Lexington

Abbey L. Mottiner
Management Information Systems; Virden

Kristen A. Moscardelli
Elementary Education; Athens

Tatiana P. Moseley
English; Chicago

Rebecca E. Mosher
Elementary Education; St. Joseph

Melissa Moss
Finance; Decatur

Andrew J. Mott
Advertising; Graydale

Jonna Mow
Advertising; Naperville

Stephanie L. Moy
Mechanical Engineering; Oak Park

Kristen Nknoz
Finance; Elmwood Park

Carrie A. Muchling
Agricultural Communications; Cissna Park

Elizabeth Mueller
Psychology; Williamsville

Jason Mueller
Advertising; Chicago

Jennifer R. Mull
Elementary Education; Rollingbrook

Courtney Erin Munoz
Psychology; Downers Grove

Lindsay D. Munson
Finance; DeKalb

Michael J. Murawski
Finance; Rolling Meadows

Andrew Murken
Management Information System; Morton

James E.oga Murphy
Speech Communication; Belwood

Patricia Murphy
Speech Pathology; Tinley Park

A. Zack Murray
Political Science; Pleasanton

Lee Ann Murray
Civil Engineering; Noble

Michael Murray
Psychology; Palatine

Michael A. Murray
Mechanical Engineering; Bartlett

Dominik Musiol
Engineering; Elmwood Park

Ervin N. Myers
Accountancy; Urbana

Laura J. Myers
Management Information Systems; Moline

William Myers
History; Naperville

Megan Mykhe
Materials Science; Schaumberg

Kavishanuk Najeebullak
Agriculture Economics; Chicago

Betsey Janele Nance
Speech Communication; Champaign

Lindsay Nance
Business Administration; Athens

Steven Nash
Cell & Structural Bio. & Psychology; Weston
Neel  Obradovich
Aaron J. Ochs
Agricultural Engineering; Champaign

David Ogurek
Finance; Orland Park

Jessica Ohr
Biology; Kennesaw

Leo Ohs
M.I.T.; Scarborough, Canada

Leslie McPherson Oldham
Biomedical Engineering; St. Charles

Michael Olle
Computer Science; Shelbyville

Michael S. Olsen
Biology & Psychology/Pre-Med; Buffalo Grove

Andrew R. Olson
Computer Science & Mathematics; Des Plaines

Phillip Olson
Finance; Elmhurst

Trisha Olson
English Education; St. Charles

Brian John Olszynski
Political Science; Mundelein

Chiu Sian Ong
Computer Engineering; Singapore

Jarak C. Ongstad
Finance; Apple Valley

Brendan R. Opperman
Broadcast Journalism; Chestnut

Anne Marie Orescanin
Cell & Structural Biology & Psychology; Wheaton

Amanda Orfel
Psychology; Bloomington

Joseph Ornelas III
Community Health/Health Planning & Admin; Ingleside

Regina M. Osbice
Biology; Orland Park

Aaron Osborn
Statistics & Computer Science; North Aurora

Corrie Marie Osborn
Psychology; Father

Shayna E. Oskita
Biology; Skokie

David N. Oskin
Engineering; Skokie

Brad Osteophopip
Civil Engineering; Glen Ellyn

Makiko Ottos
Anthropology; Japan

Ryan Loren Otto
Agricultural Engineering; Danvers

Tsung-Hsiao Ou
Architecture; Taipei, Taiwan

Nora Kathryn Opens
Elementary Education; Western Springs

Robin C. Opens
Architecture; Chicago

Mary E. Padgham
Psychology; Chicago

Christopher Palmaire
Graphic Design; Homestead

Michael J. Pan
Electrical Engineering; Starkville

Polina Panich
Psychology & Biology; Skokie

Christopher Graham Pavish
Mechanical Engineering; Palestine

Shalonda Parker
Mathematics & Computer Science; Chicago

Jim Parker
Computer Engineering; Monticello
William M. Parker
Speech Communication/Pre-Law; Chicago

Lydia Parra
Horticulture; Chicago

David Paro
News-Editorial Journalism; Chicago

Steven M. Parthon
Computer Science; Flemington

Bhavesh J. Patel
Finance; Schaumburg

Dhaval Patel
Electrical Engineering; Streamwood

Jignesh Patel
Electrical Engineering; Des Plaines

Magyar Patel
Computer Engineering

Ravi Patel
Computer Engineering, Hanover Park

Karen M. Patterson
Finance; Neoga

Melissa Pattuller
Accountancy, Chester

Jennifer Pedlak
Biology; Hampshire

Doug Paxson
Economics & Finance; Woodridge

Jennifer Payne
News-Editorial Journalism, Dupo

Lori Pearlstein
Elementary Education, Northbrook

Anna Kate Pearson
Mathematics; Galena

Brian Pearson
Electrical Engineering, St. Louis

Rikiga A. Pedro
Advertising; Richton Park

Aaron D. Peterson
Speech Communication, Madison

Keith Peterson
Engineering, Burr Ridge

Melissa Perez
Sociology; Chicago

Reister Rafael A. Perez
Mechanical Engineering, San Sebastian

Shanetl Perez
English & Rhetoric, Chicago

Marina Peregomet
English & Rhetoric, Marion Grove

Rebecca Perino
Chemistry; Coal City

Brian Perkins
Political Science; Aurora

Scott Perkins
Finance; Rossville

Timothy Perkins
Advertising; Lincolnshire

Amy J. Perry
Speech & Hearing Science; Philo

Casie J. Perry
Music Education; Sandowal

Byron Persiano
Computer Engineering, Northbrook

Jesse N. Peterson
Honors Biology; Villa Park

Grace Peters
Landscape Architecture; Great Falls

Kristi Peters
Agricultural Finance; Illinois

Jessica Kirsten Peterson
Psychology; Villa Park
Kathryn A. Prezzell
Elementary Education, Mundelein
Rachel Pribyl
Mechanical Engineering, Crystal Lake
Skayna J. N. Prince
Broadcast Journalism, Chicago
Steven Dennis Pritchett
Computer Engineering, Elk Grove
Kari Proper
Industrial Distribution Management, Midlothian
Kristine Emi Provo
Biology, Bolingbrook
Hayley J. Pucke
Community Health, El Paso
Kenna Purcell
Human Development & Family Studies, Chicago
Yi-Fran Qian
Computer Science & Mathematics, Mundelein
Tran Link Quach
Actuarial Science & Finance, Chicago
Makhabeen Quadri
Architecture, Karachi, Pakistan
Kelle Quitmayer
Architecture, Rolling Meadows
Sarah Quiss
Engineering, Glen Ellyn
Luciana Radkiewicz
Management Information Systems, Chicago
Melissa Raeber
Architecture, Red Bud
Misty Rahman
Biology, Glenview
Lori Ann Reardon
Organizational Administration, Tuscola
Sineela Rajurkar
Management Information Systems, Lincoln
Luis J. Ramos Jr.
Kinesiology, Benyon
Amit Raun
Electrical Engineering, Abu Dhabi
Ariana E. Randalph
Community Health, McComb
Laura Range
Anthropology & Psychology, Belleville
Malathi Rao
Cell & Structural Biology, Woodridge
David Christopher Rasch
Computer Science, St. Louis
Leanne Rauch
Kinesiology, Mokena
Monica Raslings
Speech & Hearing Science, Jacksonville
Ambika Radwan
Advertising, Bourbonnais
Kevin Redding
History Education, Lombard
Nikolas S. Redmond
Finance, Shabbona
Blake Reed
Computer Science, Crystal Lake
Erin Reed
Architecture, Greenville
Laura Reed
Management Information Systems, Selon
Carlyln M. Reich
Accountancy, Burr Ridge
Elda Reiten
Elementary Education, Bloomingdale
Jennifer Rennek
Music Education, South Holland
Kathryn A. Rosen
English; Antioch
Carla Rosenberg
Kinesiology; Dallas
Andrew D. Ross
Finance; Arlington Heights
Faith Rossjohn
Psychology; Mt. Sinai
Juliana M. Royelett
Animal Sciences; Geneva
Anne E. Royster
Psychology; Lake Bluff
Emily Rubenstein
Human Development & Family Studies; Highland Park
Gregory Rudd
East Asian Languages & Cultures; Peoria
Christina Russell
Animal Science; Richview
Ryan Ryan
Computer Engineering; Maroa
Kelly Ryan
Finance; Schaumburg
Matthew Rybak
Animal Sciences; Plainfield
Annie L. Ryaner
Kinesiology; Toano
Brian Ryaner
Computer Science; Monmouth
Kathryn Anne Ryternas
Mathematics; Lily Lake
Katarina Ryternas
Chemistry; Blue Mound
Lara J. Safvan
Agricultural Engineering; Libertyville
Ari Sagett
Management Information Systems; Deerfield
Elizabeth A. Sahar
Ceramics; Oak Lawn
Stacie Salai
Bioengineering; Kaneohe
Jawadik Dais Salahuddin
Community Health Education; Glenwood
Fabiola Saldana
Elementary Education; Chicago
Mauricio R. Salinas
Finance; Urbana
Kelly Salmen
Kinesiology; Schaumburg
Richard John San Juan
Biology; Hoffman Estates
Concepcion Sanchez
Electrical Engineering; Chicago
Geneva Sanders
Community Health; Chicago
Lauren J. Santam
Industrial Design; East Greenwich
Brian Sandri
Mathematics & Computer Science; Grayslake
Krista Sands
Agricultural Education; Hopedale
Monica Sansone
Performance Studies; Aurora
Jeanne Santucci
Religious Studies; Hoffman Estates
Dallieh Sapir
Marketing; Wilmette
Sarah P. Savino
Consumer Marketing; Northbrook
Brandt N. Sartell
Aeronautical & Astronautical Engineering; Geneva
Savungagate * Schuit

Bavika Savungagate
Management Information Systems; Champaign
Heather R. Sattler
Elementary Education; Decatur
Kristin Saunders
Psychology; Urbana
Andrew Savvikas
Electrical Engineering; Darien
Christine M. Savkija
Community Health; Crystal Lake
Gina Mira Scalchiiero
Biology/Pre-Medicine; Lemont
Jennifer L. Scalchiiero
Sociology; Lemont
Jamie Lynette Schaaf
News-Editorial Journalism; O'Fallon
Jessica E. Schank
Accountancy; Lansing
Ryan Schaffer
Speech Communication; Cary
Nicole Schalke
Elementary Education; Buffalo Grove
Jamie Lynn Schaller
Natural Resources & Environmental Science; Bartlett
Kimberly Schanche
Architecture; Champaign
Scott Schollman
Accountancy; St. Joseph
Adam Scherrer
Media Studies; Deerfield
Andrew M. Schertz
Biology & Psychology; Metamora
Ryan J. Schertz
Biology; Metamora
Jen Schick
Computer Science; Morton
Aaron Schillig
Chemical Engineering; Hinsdale
Jessica Schlesinger
Trombone Performance; Libertyville
Timothy E. Schluend
Mathematics; Princeton
Kristen Schmid
Materials Science & Engineering; Long Grove
Erik Schmitt
Computer Engineering; Streator
Kristy A. Schmitt
Marketing; Wheaton
Nathan Schneider
Electrical Engineering; Danville
Ronald Schneider
Biochemistry; Prairie View
Scott E. Schneider
Economics; Lincolnshire
Tessa Schneider
Human Development & Family Studies; Peoria
Matthew Schonebeck
Technical Systems Management; Monro
Kristen K. Scholz
Psychology; Graylake
Andrew Schomberg
Finance; Fairmount
Chad Schrand
Civil Engineering; Quincy
April DawnSchrickert
Chemical Engineering; Urbana
Stephen E. Schrock
Computer Science; Morton
Erica Lee Schmitt
Psychology; Elmhurst
Natalie C. Shonkwiler
Elementary Education; Bement

Kevin P. Short
Technical Systems Management; Cape Girardeau

Susan M. Skinnaker
Broadcast Journalism; St. Charles

Sarala Elaine Skoble
Animal Science; Sesser

Stephanie Skidmore
Political Science & Speech Communication; Northbrook

Courtney Jean Sienk
Finance; Freeburg

Marlene Siedlarz
Political Science; Des Moines

Joy Siegel
Elementary Education; Palatine

Nathan C. Siguard
Electrical Engineering; Centralia

Beau Sierra
Marketing; Staunton

Laurie Silva
Speech Communication; Chicago

Ari L. Silverman
Computer Engineering; St. Louis

Margaret Silverwood
Accounting; Riverside

Lisa Jennette Simmons
Psychology/Pre-Law; Chicago

Valerie Simon
Finance; Maywood

Michael A. Simons
Commodity, Food, Textile Marketing; Deerfield

Kathryn M. Simpson
Economics; Collins

Lauren Elizabeth Simpson
Biology; Inverness

Raj Singaraju
Mechanical Engineering; Albuquerque

Elin Sjursalo
Economics; Aurora

Vamitha Sivaraman
Microbiology & Anthropology; Orland Park

Matthew A. Sjutsten
Music Performance-Saxophone; Moline

Alison Stak
Community Health/Health Education; Orland Park

Kate Skedel
Psychology; Joliet

Michael L. Stibbe
Kinesiology; Utica

Frances Skomelski
Geology; Highland Park

Carrie L. Skura
Economics; Schaumburg

Kelli B. Slater
Speech Communication; Chicago

Brian D. Stivers
Industrial Engineering; Dekalb

Neddy Kay Soos
Architecture; Assumption

Veronika M. Snejkal
Accountancy; Mt. Prospect

Betsy J. Smith
Business Administration & Marketing; Danville

Brandyn D. Smith
Community Health; Chicago

Jennifer M. Smith
Horticulture; Matteson

Kathy M. Smith
Political Science; Chicago
Susan Steffek
Early Childhood Education, Bourbonnais

Amanda Stein
Broadcast Journalism, Glenview

Hillary L. Stender
Speech & Hearing Science, Jacksonville

Brian Sterckel
Organizational Administration, Tinley Park

Robyn J. Sterling
Political Science & History, Wheeling

Allen J. Stevo
English, Blue Island

Greg Stierwalt
Technical Systems Management, Sadorus

Richard Leo Stiles
Biology & Chemistry, Pekin

Lauren Stinneman
Accountancy, Waterloo

Michael Stedman
Finance, Buffalo Grove

Verna Stokes
Human Development and Family Studies, Maywood

Tammie Stole
Political Science, St. Louis

Sunny Stone
Architecture, Greenville

Lindi Stromberger
Agricultural Education, Pleasant Plains

John P. Strezeski
Microbiology, Wheaton

Mitch Strickland
Political Science, Batavia

Michelle M. Stringer
History, Homewood

Katie R. Strong
Bioengineering, Des Plaines

Linda M. Strong
Community Health/Health Planning Admin., Riverdale

Heidi Marie Stuck
Microbiology, Springfield

Cynthia M. S. Sturgeon
Music Education, Arlington Heights

Stacey Sturgeon
Speech & Hearing Science, Elmwood Park

Suzanne J. Szyburski
Marketing, Chicago

Michael R. Suchy
Finance, Schaumburg

Anne Sudlow
Finance, Arlington Heights

Laurin Sudlow
Marketing, Arlington Heights

Matthew E. Sukel
Chemistry, Crystal Lake

Neel U. Sukhatme
Computer Engineering, Burr Ridge

Eric J. Sullivan
Engineering, Naperville

Lindsey Sullivan
Biology and Psychology, Buffalo Grove

Kyle Sulekra
Agricultural Engineering, Seneca

Xin Sun
Accountancy, Beijing, China

Karl Sunderson
Management Information Systems, Anahum

Frank C. Sup HF
Mechanical Engineering, Libertyville

Cheryl L. Susin
Speech Communication, Washington
Thompson * Vaickus

Dhia Thompson
Political Science; Chicago

Ellen G. Thompson
Elementary Education; Chicago

Emily Thompson
Art History; Springfield

Jeremiah D. Thompson
History & Religious Studies; Kankakee

Jared Thorp
Advertising; Warsaw

Aaron J. Thouvenin
Management Information Systems; Carlyle

Aunt Si Thu
Electrical Engineering; Yangon, Myanmar

Evan Nicole Tilley
Choral Music Education; Lake Villa

Amy Zimmermann
Business Administration; Highland

Alyssa L. Tolbert
Political Science; Alton

Nathan Tolbert
Computer Science; Xena

Abigail E. Tolhurst
Psychology; Defoit

Colleen Virginia Tommenek
Advertising; Buffalo Grove

Kristina A. Tomsen
Psychology; Peoria

Wai-Man Tong
Computer Science; Skokie

Marin E. Torres
Chemical Engineering; Chicago

Alan C. Tou
Industrial Engineering; St. Louis

Sarah Gillian Toybes
Advertising; St. Louis

Katherine Tragasz
Elementary Education; Palatine

Katharine A. Trapp
Finance; Darien

Lindsey Travis
Psychology; Dallas

Christian S. Tremblay
Human Development and Family Studies; Champaign

Debbie Trehan
Psychology; Glenview

Kristy L. Tribble
Psychology; Lombard

Damien Bernard Trinuel
Media Studies; Olympia Fields

Monica M. Trinh
Electrical Engineering; Morton

Ronald L. Trinidad
Biology; Chicago

Christopher S. Triola
Animal Sciences; Midlothian

Amber Tucker
Finance; Chicago

Bradley Truzy
Materials Science & Engineering; Downers Grove

Jill C. Tytler
Finance & Economics; Vernon Hills

James Ukies
Biology; Carrollton

Allison C. Ulrich
Advertising; Western Springs

LaShaya Ulysses
Speech Communication; Chicago

Frank J. Vaickus
Finance; Chicago
Chase Van Bibber
Computer Engineering, Louisville

Jason T. Van Riper
Mathematics & Computer Science, Oswego

Michael James Vandermeile
Civil Engineering, Durham

Christy A. Varanowski
Elementary Education, Lockport

Adrienne N. Varland
Health Planning and Administration, Wheaton

Laura Velthouse
Mechanical Engineering, Shorewood

Rahkeet Verma
Psychology/Pre-Law, Chicago

Michael Jeffrey Vinickoor
Biology, Arlington Heights

Cheryl Vivas
Management Information Systems, Pales Heights

Andrew Voelker
Chemical Engineering, Waterloo

Lynn Vogel
Marketing, Rockford

Robbie Vonder Ast
Accountancy, Breeze

Bradley Wacker
Bioengineering, Waterloo

Nicholas A. Waltz
Architecture, Moscaugh

Christine K. Wagner
Chemistry, Lake Zurich

Nicole Wagner
Psychology, Schaumburg

Lisa A. Wait
Aero. and Astro. Engineering, Shorewood

Stephanie Walgamott
Advertising, O’Fallon

Erin Walker
Advertising, Chicago

Laura Marie Walker
Computer Engineering, Naperville

Stevanie A. Walker
Geography & Economics, Champaign

Leah Wall
Crop Sciences, Sorento

Todd M. Wallin
Accountancy, Arlington Heights

Stacy Walton
English & Political Science/Pre-Law, Champaign

Thalisa C. Walton
Industrial Engineering, Harvey

Lisa Waltz
English, Chicago

Lawrence Was
Accountancy, Potomac

James Ward
Biology, River Forest

Kynshara "Butta" Ward
Mathematics, Chicago

Lisa M. Warriner
Business Administration, Villa Grove

Joseph Wascura
Mechanical Engineering, Miami

Charles Washington
Speech Communication, Richtel Park

Sherrri Washington
English/Pre-Law, Country Club Hills

Amber Watermeier
Biochemistry, Carlinville

Shoshana Wees
Marketing, Omaha
Brian Weichel
Computer Sciences; Naperville

Chad Parker Weiden
History & Social Studies Education; Buffalo Grove

Nicole Weidner
Humanities & Cinema Studies; Batavia

Stephen Paul Weiland
Accountancy; Lake Forest

Lindsay Weitz
Computer Sciences; Oswego

Audrey C. Wen
Biology; Urbana

Jeff David Werner
Bioengineering; Bloomington

Matthew Wentz
Industrial Design; Liberty

Carolyn West
Hospitality Management; Northbrook

Jonisha Westmoreland
Textile Marketing; Chicago

Ryan J. Westrom
Civil Engineering & Urban & Reg. Planning; Crookston

Jennifer Ann Louise Wetzel
Marketing; Wheaton

Alexander H. Whamond
Advertising; Park Ridge

Andrew White
Agricultural Economics; Jacksonville

Jacqueline White
Economics; Aurora

Kara J. White
Speech Communication; Chicago

Amanda M. Wiehe
Elementary Education; Oak Lawn

Paul J. Wilcox
Agriculture, Farm, and Financial Management; Champaign

Shebra Latrice Williams
Speech Communication; Pre-Law; Chicago

Pamela Wilson
Agricultural Leadership; Knoxville

Jeff Wilhelm
Accountancy; Champaign

Jennifer S. Wilkens
Advertising; Indian Head Park

Amy Wilkinson
Anthropology; Libertyville

Katie Scarlett Wilkovich
Political Science & History; Winfield

Courtney Johannan Williams
Political Science & Speech Communication; Lake Bluff

Farrah J. Williams
Corporate Finance; Oak Park

Jeffrey J. Williams
Civil Engineering; Western Springs

Katrina Williams
Psychology; Chicago

Nicole M. Williams
Speech and Hearing Science; Champaign

Charles L. Williams Jr
Speech Communication & Mathematics; Chicago

Jennifer M. Willis
Microbiology; Zion

Eric R. Willis
Kinesiology; Pre-Physical Therapy; Woodridge

Angela Kaye Wilson
Psychology; Skokie

Benjamin Wilson
Finance & Economics; Buffalo Grove

Ellen L. Wilson
Human Development & Family Studies; Mt. Prospect
Wing * Yang

Nicole Joy Wing
Rhetoric; Naperville

William Andrew Wingard
Economics; Decatur

Eric Winner
English; Naperville

Ashley Wise
Computer Engineering; Coon Rapids

Andrea Witges
Accountancy; Schiller

Sarah Witt
Community Health; Homewood

Amanda Wolkow
Animal Science; Genoa

Christopher T. Wojtak
Chemistry; Schuylkill

Laurie Marie Wojtke
Chemistry & Microbiology; Glen Ellyn

Robert A. Wolf
Biology, Deerfield

Roger B. Wolfson
Math, CS., Physics & Astronomy; Highland Park

Hin Nee Regina Wong
Mathematics & Computer Science; Hong Kong

Man-See (Amy) Wong
Engineering, Chicago

Shun Leung Wong
Computer Science & Statistics; Hong Kong

Winn Wong
Biology, Chicago

Steve Woodden
Economics & Computer Engineering; Arlington Heights

David Erick Woods
Business Administration, M.S. Wheaton

Mandisa Woods
Speech Communication; Chicago

Marketta S. Woods
Rhetoric, Chicago

Gianna Soree Woodson
Cell and Structural Biology, Country Club Hills

Selena R. Worster
Civil Engineering, Hydro; Freeport

Emily Jane Wright
Business Administration & Marketing; Carlton

Monica L. Wright
Speech Communication/Pre-Law, Chicago

Anthony Wright
Urban Planning, DeKalb

Ken Wronklewicz
Mathematics & Computer Science; Cincinnati

Timothy J. Wrzesinski
Electrical Engineering, Addison

Mariusz K. Wrzeszek
Mechanical Engineering & Bioengineering; Des Plaines

Patricia M. Wu
Marketing, Skokie

Deborah Lynn Wyckoff
Recreation Management, Elgin

Wakako Grace Wykkoop
Rhetoric & French

Ying Hong Xin
Electrical Engineering; Changsha

Qi Xie
Electrical Engineering, Chicago

Vamsi Krishna Yaddapati
M.S. Finance; Buffalo Grove

Pamela Yancey
Biology, North Barrington

Charlene Chia-Hsin Yang
Biology, Menlo Park
Min Yang  
Advertising, Chicago

Tarik A. Yetken  
Broadcast Journalism, Oak Park

Eric L. Yoder  
Crop Sciences, Bloomington

Kimberly Yoder  
Advertising, Arlington Heights

Christopher J. York  
General Engineering, Overland Park

Katherine Elizabeth York  
Horticulture & Landscape Design, Winfield

Jerry R. Yovovich III  
Marketing, West Chicago

Lisa Marie Young  
Biology, Champaign

Zachary Clayton Youngblood  
Psychology, Effingham

Chen-Pei Yu  
Statistics, West Chester

Kathryn Zabelski  
Broadcast Journalism, Westmont

Lee M. Zakhale  
Elementary Education, Lake Forest

Dana Zakarian  
Elementary Education, Arlington Heights

Thomas Zaleski  
Computer Science & Mathematics, Schaumburg

Christopher John Zander  
Biology & Chemistry, Boynton Beach

Stephanie Zaucha  
Biology Education, Schaumburg

Agnieszka Zawadzka  
Economics & Psychology, Chicago

Andreas Zecca  
Human Development & Family Studies, Darien

John M. Zelenkovich  
Finance, Prospect Heights

Sarah A. Zenke  
History, Maywood

Qiao Jia Zeng  
Electrical Engineering, Singapore

Meredith J. Zenge  
Chemical Engineering, Cincinnati

Stephanie Zerega  
Advertising, Palatine

Jingjing Zhang  
Finance, Bartlett

Matthew J. Zink  
Psychology, Elmhurst Park

Michael James Zink  
Economics/Pre-Law, Elmhurst Park

Johanna-Georg zu Yorkenburg  
History & Economics, Buchs, Germany

Jacquelyn M. Phillips  
Marketing, Brookfield

Philip Reiter  
Microbiology, Joliet
Closing

Editors: Melly Craig
Jesse Cannon-Wallace
Most firms have a career ladder. Ours is a little more advanced.
Amdocs provides customer care, billing, and order management systems to communications industry leaders across the globe. We have an unparalleled track record in the delivery of strategic services with more than 300 successfully implemented solutions worldwide. In fact, more than 100 of the world's largest communications companies use Amdocs systems. Our facility in Champaign brings a global presence to the community, while affording employees the benefits of living in a smaller town. To learn more about the world of great career opportunities at Amdocs, e-mail us at hireme@amdocs.com or visit our website at www.amdocs.com.
Initiated small business development in rural Ghana.

(If you think it looks attractive here, wait until you see it on a résumé.)

PEACE CORPS
How far are you willing to go to make a difference?

www.peacecorps.gov • 1-800-424-8580
Supplying Electrical Solutions to the World

Square D Company, the leading manufacturer of electrical distribution and control products, is the flagship brand of Schneider Electric’s North American division. Schneider Electric operates in 130 countries and serves 98% of the world’s population with $10+ billion in sales.

We recruit for a variety of opportunities including:

- Engineering
- Manufacturing Supervision
- Co-op/Intern
- Sales

Square D is an Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/V.

It’s a surprising place. They train me. Reward me when I perform. Yet they let me do it my way, and I’ve never learned so much in my life.

My personal enterprise

Enterprise

enterprise.com

Enterprise applicants, please send resume to Human Resources, 25 Chicago Ave., Oak Park, IL 60302

fax: (708) 524-3299; email: careers@enterprise.com EOE

www.mayo.edu

EXCEED YOUR EXPECTATIONS

click here for your next career

Log on to find excellent career opportunities. From web editors to radiographers, from RNs to CRNAs, from accountants to IT specialists, you can find your next career at www.mayo.edu. See what Mayo Clinic has to offer.

SQUARE D
Schneider Electric
1717 Center Park Road • Lincoln, NE 68501
402-471-4589 • fax 402-471-4599

An Equal-Opportunity Employer
You have talent, determination and knowledge. Now you need a company who will appreciate it. Only one company can put you on the path to an unprecedented level of success. With Unitech, your vision of working with industry leading technology and seeing your contributions make a difference, will be realized.

We are recognized around the world as a leader in Information Integrity solutions and are a premier software vendor. Our continued growth has created exciting opportunities for success-driven professionals. In our team-driven environment, you'll work alongside some of the best professionals in the high-tech industry. It all happens with a relaxed, friendly atmosphere, plenty of training and lots of peer support.

It's easy! Just email your resume, indicating position of interest, to mcleese@unitechsys.com. Visit our website at www.unitechsys.com

**UNITECH SYSTEMS, Inc.**
Information With Confidence

---

**AVIS people.** We come in all makes and models.

At Avis Rent A Car, Inc., the leading provider of full-service automotive transportation and vehicle management solutions, we try harder to hire men and women who come from diverse backgrounds. We encourage them to share their unique insights and experiences and we do all we can to help them achieve their professional goals.

If you'd like to learn more about our Management and Corporate Sales positions—and why our company runs so smoothly—visit us at www.avis.com or email your resume to: Avis Rent a Car Systems, Inc., World Headquarters, P.O. Box Corporate Relations, NUSA, 900 Old Country Road, Garden City, NY 11530; Fax: (516) 222-0677; E-mail: staffing@avis.com. We are proud to be an Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/D/V

---

**Bring your whole self to work.**

Congratulations to the graduating class of 2001!

We invite you to visit our website and discover the exciting possibilities that a career with First USA can offer.

**FIRST USA.**

EEO/AAP/W/M/F/D/V

www.firstusa.com
We're what you might expect, and then a whole lot more. There are many advantages to working at one of the Household family of companies. As a Fortune 200 leader in the financial services industry, our stability and growth equate to a solid company within which to build a career. But the unique individual at Household also shines through our size and our strength. After all, it's our people, their exchange of talent and ideas, and drive to achieve their personal and professional goals, that really make Household the great company that it is.


Household International
Beneficial Finance Corporation
Household Auto Credit
Household Credit Services
Household Finance Corporation
Household Insurance Group
Household Retail Services, Inc.
Household Technology & Services

Find out about career opportunities today and apply online at www.household.com
Searching for breakthroughs.

The explosion of knowledge in medical science increases the potential for new treatments and cures—yet it also broadens our quest, creating new and complex pathways for scientists to investigate.

We're committed to the search with everything we've got.

Because we know you're waiting.

Eli Lilly and Company
www.lilly.com

Searching
Looking for a challenge?  
Looking for a new experience?  
Look to Singapore!

So if you are looking for a challenging career, consider Singapore.
Let us help you make that decision.

Singapore aims to be a vibrant and robust global hub of knowledge-driven industries. The core of any knowledge-based activity is talent. As Singapore charts its course, there is a need for talented individuals to turn this into reality.

Contact Singapore

500 North Michigan Avenue, Suite 1205  
Tel: (312) 222-6820  
Fax: (312) 222-0620  
E-mail: chicago@sg.org.sg

Discover the Power to Innovate

www.f-w.com
If you think the tests in college are tough, wait until your first job interview. Last year, America's businesses lost $60 billion to drugs. So this year, most of the Fortune 500 will be administering drug tests. Failing the test means you won't be considered for employment. After all, if you're into drugs, how smart can you be.

WE'RE PUTTING DRUGS OUT OF BUSINESS.

Partnership for a Drug-Free America
Daniels Hall
Spurlock Museum
State Water Survey
Football Practice Field

Nagle Hartray
Danker Kagan McKay
Architects Planners Ltd.
One IBM Plaza
Chicago, Illinois 60611
T 312 632 6900
F 312 632 0004

Visit us on the web at www.nhdkm.com
Pepsi supports your thirst for knowledge.
Whoa!
And you thought physics was tough.

As America's #1 manufacturer of educational furniture, VIRCO gives you a winning combination of quality, durability, selection and service. We're ready to equip today's - and tomorrow's - educational environments.

For information or a free brochure call 800-813-4150 or visit us at www.virco.com

Visit our Online Mall for a great selection of merchandise

Order online @ tisbook.com
800/839-8847

The SALVATION ARMY Thrift Store

- Furniture
- Costumes
- Clothing
- Housewares

119 East University Avenue
Champaign, Illinois 61820
373-7825

Monday-Saturday 9:00am-4:30pm

DALLAS & CO.
COSTUMES & MAGIC
101 East University Ave at 1st Street • Champaign, IL 61820 • 351-5974

Congratulations Class of 2001
Lifetime Member, UI Alumni Association

After Hours Photography
and Illini Studio

Congratulations to the Grads!

Stobbeck Masonry, Inc.
P.O. Box 129 • Morton, IL 61550-0129
(217) 877-3600 • Fax (217) 877-2961

PROUD PARTNER IN CONSTRUCTION AT THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
You have enough to worry about.

Don't worry about your ad sales.

SCHOLASTIC ADVERTISING, INC.
Advertising Sales for University Publications.
Carson City, NV
800.964.0776
Members CMA

YEARBOOKS
FRESHMAN PHOTO BOOKS
DIRECTORIES
HANDBOOKS
MAGAZINES
your official
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

www.union.uiuc.edu/iubstore

ILLINI Union Bookstore
Corner of Wright and Daniel • (217) 333-2050 • Monday thru Friday, 9am – 9pm • Saturday & Sunday, 10am – 5pm

We do chicken right!

Best Wishes for a Bright Future
Class of 2001

Compliments of a Friend
Top Left: Cherry Mangat, senior in CBA, dances at a Halloween party at Top Right: Dyanna Gregory, senior in LAS, celebrates during the Superbowl telecast. Left: Brad Liveasy, senior in CBA, sings with his band, “Never the Hero,” at C.O. Daniels, in the spring of 2000.
The University of Illinois has traditional architecture, unexpected sights and beautiful scenery.
Bub, Tzar 34, 35
Galdy, Johanna Gaye 376
Gaedigk, Jeffrey S. 368
Geaerther, Travis 357
Gisela, Marcie 274, 376
Gagne, David 301
Garcia, Kimberly M. 376
Garland, Jack 301
Garland, Jack 376
Garland, Jana 250
Garland, Tony 376
Garey, Carolyn N. 377
Garrett, Eric 246
Garrett, Eric 195
Garrett, Emanuel 270
Garrison, Paula 377
Garrison-Canton, Kimberly C. 377
Garwood, Karen L. 377
Garza, Alex 377
Garza, Eduardo 377
Gasparo, Nick 377
Gates, M. 377
Gathait, Stacey M. 377
Gatz, Ashley 377
Gawalek, E. 332
Gawalek, Mike 195
Gay, Chris 379
Gaz, Angelica Victoria 377
Gees, Kevin D. 377
Geler, Ryan Matthew 377
Gelfand, Jared 35, 71
Geline, Michael 377
Genette, Chrisy 377
Googhhagan, Michael Paul 377
George, D. 330
George, Eric 377
George, Russell 377
Geaghty, Nora M. 377
Gerardi, Gna 61
Gerber, Mista 377
Gerlich, David 350
Gertz, Jeff 377
Getoff, Barbara 377
Ghey, Sandeep 358
Ghalayini, Mazen 377
Ghanta, Venkata 346, 377
Gibson, Jessica 377
Gifford, Eileen 19
Gilbert, Evan 377
Gilbert, Jennifer 377
Gilbert, Rashidat 377
Gill, Matthias 346
Gillespie, Conor 220
Gills, Vincent L. 305, 377
Gilmartin, Collene Teresa 377
Gilmor, Jeffrey 377
Gilmor, Melissa 378
Gilstrap, Charles 195
Gila, Jen 352, 378
Girard, Marco 378
Glasier, Elizabeth 310
Glass, Jen 378
Gloeck, Jocelyn 378
Glezon, Erin E. 378
Gloyd, Daniel 16
Glorioso, Randy Joseph 378
Glynn, Brian 220
Goff, Jeff 378
Gois, Aimee 370
Goland, Jamie 355
Gold, Aviva 329
Gold, Josh 184
Goldberg, Paul 378
Goldfarb, Debbie 336, 344, 378
Goldfinger 3
Goldkind, Jeremy 378
Goldshaft, Melissa 378
Goldstein, Laura 128, 199
Goli, Timothy M. 378
Goli, Timothy 45
Golsch, Tanja 378
Gonzales, Javier 195
Gonzalez, Lindsey 339
Gonzalez, Oscar 326
Good, Abbey Cristina 378
Gooding, Joseph 378
Goodman, Abby 302
Goodman, Victoria 378
Gopali, Anjali Rajdevi 378
Gopalakrishnan, Rethi 378
Gorak, Jason 378
Gordon, Ashley 378
Gordon, James L. 378
Gordon, Kevin P. 378
Gore, Al 28, 70
Gorsi, Jill 378
Gorski, Tim 184
Gorskiak, Michelle 378
Grady, Matthew 378
Graham, Carmen E. 378
Grant, Dr. Joe 61
Grant, Heather L. 378
Graves, Felicia 378
Graves, Jamie 378
Graves, Stephanie 348
Gray, Chris 350
Gray, Sarah Z. 378
Greco, Tony 348
Green, Anne 324
Green, Chris 55, 57
Green, Debbie 378
Green, Patricia 378
Green, Tricia 349
Greene, Michael 378
Greer, Patrice A. 379
Greer, Whitney L. 379
Gregory, Dyanna 431
Gregory, Laura 379
Gregory, Todd 138
Gregg, James 379
Grell, Jannamare 379
Greninger, David E. 379
Gretz, Karl Joseph 379
Gretha, 443
Grier, Marcus 343
Gripps, Lillian T. 379
Grimes, Icy 379
Griner, Caleb 259
Grisham, Jim 326
Griggs, Carole 379
Groeninger, Andrea 110, 379
Grion, Claire E. 379
Gronski, Laura 188
Groothuis, Neil 379
Grozsek, Lisa 379
Grove, Elizabeth 379
Grunholz, Kendra N. 379

**The Men's Basketball team earned Co-Champion honors in the Big-Ten with a 13-3 record in the league and a perfect record at home. It was an exciting season for the Illini fueled by incredible talent from the players.**

Kowalski, Daryl 387  
Koz, Heather 350, 387  
Kraemer, Ingrid 283  
Krajewski, Kat  Ann 387  
Krajniak, Rimma 387  
Kramer, Kelli L. 387  
Kramer, Matthew 387  
Kramer, Paul J. 387  
Kranz, Samantha M. 387  
Krause, Lisa A. 387  
Kremer, Jason 387  
Krempa, Earl 344  
Kretek, Joel 311  
Kreuger, Dawn 387  
Kriegsman, Amy E. 387  
Kristensen, Eric 330  
Kristopher, Valerie Joan 387  
Krokoz, Allan 166  
Krolik, Sarah 387  
Krupal raj, Damir 214  
Kryszczka, Nick 69  
Kryszczka, Nick 387  
Kubilis, Jacqueline 387  
Kuhnim, Danielle 387  
Kuhn, Elizabeth 388  
Kuhn, Laura 388  
Kuhn, Lisa 346  
Kukreti, Shweta 149  
Kuaga, Jay 195  
Kuncoro, Linda 188  
Kung, Simone 219  
Kunt, Julie 349  
Kuroski, Kristin 35  
Kusz, Beth 364  
Kuvoric, Jamie 388  
Kutjeer, Louis 346  
Kvasnicka, Ryan 184, 187  
Kwan, Jessica H. 388  
Labuz, Bethany 388  
Lacey, Hunt 345  
Lackey, Matt 220  
LaCrosse, Brian Raymond 388  
LaHood, Emily 388  
LaSalle, Steve 342, 388  
LaLande, Amber 388  
Lam, Chun-Wei 388  
Lam, Kit Yan 388  
Lam, Martina 388  
Lamb, Aaron 83  
Lambe, Jesse 184  
Lammers, Sheila 340  
Lanier, Brian 224  
Lamont, Kelly 102, 103  
Lampman, Benjamin Scott 388  
Lancia, Adam 226  
Land, Jennifer 355  
Land, Kimberly 158, 388  
Landers, Sean 54  
Landheer, Jennifer 346, 388  
Laney, Amber 388  
Laney, Heather 278
Illini football fans really are fanatical. They brave the elements, from scorching heat to freezing snow, to cheer for an Illini victory.

Below: Brent Bordenkircher and J.T. Thomas, both recent University alumni, returned to campus to watch the Illini defeat Iowa 31-0 during the homecoming game on October 14, 2000.

* photo by Illini Staff Photography

Martinez-Riley, Marcia 391
Martino, Julie M. 391
Marzec, Megan 391
Masloni, Emily 390
Maschek, Michael A. 115, 391
Maslovski, Missey 278
Masson, Geoff 311, 344
Masson, Sheila 391
Massat, Vince 195
Masson, Jody M. 391
Mats, Nate 234
Masucci, Amy 391
Mat, Ricky 391
Mathias, Jeff 57
Mathias, Vincent P. 391
Mathieu, Emily 392
Mathias, Mindy 349
Mathur, Anupama 192
Matter, Amy 392
Matthews, Erin 392
Matthews, Astrid 210
Mattio, Mark G. 392
Maul, Errol 345, 392
Maye, Carol 214
Mayfield, Alyssa 77
Mazur, Meredith 306
Mazurek, Dave 184
Mazzetti, James D. 348

MacAllister, Lindsey 390
MacAulay, Eric 390
MacCallum, Douglas D. 390
MacClennan, Patricia 390
Macchula, Michael John 390
Macias, Luisa 390
Mack, Megan E. 390
Macklin, Laura 284
Macko, Chris 342
Madden, Kelly 220
Madden, Alaine 390
Magana, Girona 311
Magee, Michelle 390
Makinson, Matthew S. 390
Maklad, Mark 330
Maklad, Nathan 137, 391
Malczewski, Mike 195
Malconado, Marcella 391
Malison, Lindsay 391
Malitzke, Jennifer L. 391
Malone, Cori Anthony 391
Malone, Jennifer Lynn 391
Malone, Mike 195
Malvar, Theresa R. 391
Mamakos, Lisa 210

Martinez, Aude Ivonne 391
Martinez, Luis 331
Martinez, Mark 311
McAdam, Crystal 210
McAvoy, Pat 184
McBride, Cory 220
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I am writing this letter from home, which is a very unusual place for me to be in the evening. We mailed the final deadline out this morning, and yes, I still have this letter to write. We've counted on proofs to do much of this book (yearbook people know what this means...). As I sit here, at home, I wonder how we made it... and honestly, I am not sure.

But I do know that I couldn't have done it without Jesse. I don't know how many times I have told people, "Thank God for her." We both know that we've had our moments of disagreement and unhappiness with each other, but that's bound to happen when you work as closely as we have had to this year, and doing as much work as we have had to. Not only were we editors, we were photo editors, copy editors and section editors. I don't think either of us thought we could handle it, but why couldn't we? We've been a team for a long time and if we only have one thing in common it is that we would both do anything for the book.

I also want to say thanks to all of you who bailed me out, heard me out or helped me out in any other way. Every little bit of support was significant to me... during the year that was supposed to be a breeze. It proved to be anything but that; however, there is a list of people who made possible what could have been impossible (in random order).

Of course there is Herff Jones and everyone there who worked on our account (Deanne Johnson, Julie Bogart, Jim Ferris, and everyone else in the plant). I really appreciate all of their special attention.

I would like to thank Ed Thornton and Michael Sawchuk (Thornton Studios) for the successful senior portrait season and for generously supplying the Illi with film all year, and Scholastic Advertising for helping us generate extra revenue.

Although it wouldn't seem like the senior portrait photographers would greatly affect my year, Mike and Paul really did. By being camped out in my office for six weeks in the fall, they made being at work much more fun when I wasn't sure I could make the new YMCA location my home. I missed them when they left (every time) and I still miss them now.

And I really appreciate the University of Illinois Photographic Services for their speediness in developing our film in times of crisis (all year!). Even though I never dropped film off during civilized hours, they always knew who I was when I went in to pick it up.

OK, so sometimes I sent Neil to do it. Neil was a great go-fer for Jesse and me. We could always count on him to bring us food (candy) when we were trying to cut back on our pizza consumption. He has a special place in my heart, and in Jesse's stomach.

[I think the new location had something to do with our not wanting to eat so much pizza because the delivery guys could never find us in the basement! It was a blessing in disguise...]

Regardless, relocating the Illi to the YMCA was a really good move. The office is much nicer, more convenient, and I had access to a wonderful staff upstairs who was always able to take dreaded clerical work off of my hands. Mary said that she wanted to hire someone fun to run that office, and Brett Johnson has definitely made it that way.

Mary Cory, Interim Publisher of IMC, probably can't wait to get a new face around the Illi! Thanks for another great year. Mary and the Illini Media Company have helped make my college career so very rewarding.

IMC's former Publisher, Jim McKellar, has been a great influence on me and my career. He left earlier in the year, and I have never recovered. But I think that he would be glad to know that I made it in his absence, just as I am excited that he is somewhere cooler than Champaign-Urbana. Someday I will be, too...

I wish Heather McLane the best of luck next year. She has proved her ability every deadline, by staying late with us and by working on other sections when we were short of help. The other editors who made it through this year—Alana, Anni, Ken and Kerry also deserve a lot of credit. & continued
Thanks to you-

As always, I am getting long-winded...but I don't want to forget those who were not part of the book...Girl for all of the fun (and not so fun) college memories that we share...Mom, Dad, Grandma and Grandpa for being supportive long before college...the Petersons for being such a wonderful family and for bringing such joy to my days, even when I had tests or a big deadline or no sleep...Miss Smith for introducing me to yearbook almost a decade ago (wow)...and Professor Reid for making me enjoy Journalism again.

The end of this letter, this book and this year mean so many things to me. I am going to go out and get the job of my dreams (or the next best thing) and my life will be so much different than it was these last few years. Working on this book became my life, but life goes on.

Molly

and Jesse *

Assistant editor in chief
Jesse Cannon-Wallace

All-
My last year. My last letter. My last chance to thank the people who made this year great (and try to avoid making anybody else angry). Once again...from the outside in.
Thank you to Texas Roadhouse, Leslie Munden, Timpone's, Bromley Hall, Turner Student Services Building, First Mid-Illinois Bank and my grandma for making it possible to pay my tuition and to pay for my apartment so that I could stay in school and work for the yearbook.
I would like to thank the University of Illinois for my education, for four years of entertainment and opportunity, and for one semester of in-state tuition. I also thank the University for the 2000-2001 Fighting Illini Men's Basketball team. There has never been a team more talented or exciting or so much fun to stare at...I mean watch!
I would like to thank my friends and family (and crew) for supporting me, making me laugh, feeding me, and so much more. I don't have the space to name you all but you know who you are and should know that you also helped to create this book. You are my stars.
Thank you to the photo staff for trying to follow my system and not telling me that I didn't know what I was talking about. I want to thank the editors for not making any (loud) threats on my life. Each of you improved every time you finished a spread and should be proud of the work you did.
I can't thank Molly. That would just be weird. My thanks to you is in my work and the big piece of my heart that is in this book. It wasn't easy and without you it would have been impossible. It'll never be the same. 'Work' will never be the same without fighting, phone calls, email, pizza, complaining, pyjamas and impossible deadlines. If it were anyone else there would be no book.
It was worth the struggle. It usually is.

* Jesse Cannon-Wallace
2000 and 2001 Assistant Editor-in-Chief
2001 University of Illinois, College of Communications Graduate
...buh-bye
Rule #24
Section 8
Clause 3:

You Do Not Order
Pizza and Brendels
Without First Asking
Molly and Jesse
If They Want Some.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Tango and Heather

Molly and Girlie

Knees must remain at a level significantly below your head at all times.

It's just weird otherwise.

Look before you cliché.

Every rule has a silver lining.

Tim and Aiden
Rule #69
Section 4
Clause 1

No Gettin' Any on Deadline.

None.

All photos shall be vertical or horizontal. There are to be NO horizontal photos.

Horizontal is not an option (Nor is it a word).
Bike racks make transportation on campus convenient while one way signs complicate Campustown streets for drivers.

Photos by Hannah Lee
Rachel Whiteley, sophomore in FAA, draws classmate Sarah Knell, sophomore in FAA. The University encourages artistic expression through art classes and its support of Krannert Art Museum, the second largest art museum in Illinois.
Fighting Illini Athletics acquired two new locations this year. The Irwin Football Practice Facility was completed during the Fall and the new softball field will be inaugurated in the spring.
Joe Wigdahl, senior in FAA, sketches outdoors.

Somewhere between textbooks and sketchpads there is a balance in the learning that takes place on campus.